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NAB, Day by Dayl
Radio World takes you on an engine s foul t ough each day of the NAB Show and provides
asneak look at the hottest papers including iBiquity's new AM exciter framework; what's going
on with FM digital power upgrades; important developments vie EPG; how stations are putting
RCS and new data services to work; creation of mediar ch content; the boom in IP audio for
radio and lots more. From 8021 and bonded metadata -initiatives to indoor noise effects in FM
,
cid how to apply MOM to AM defornn nroblems, find it here in our enginnPr' eow preview.

Cost Considerations Make
A Sudden Rush Unlikely
BY LESLIE STIMSON

Now that radio has its answer from the FCC about an FM IBOC
power increase, groups and other station owners are determining
whether they have the capital to raise digital power and how much of
an increase their budgets and transmission chains can accommodate.

NEWSANALYSIS
Observers contacted by Radio World believe the industry process to higher power will be aslow, steady one rather than arush.
Opponents of the power boost have predicted that increases will
be limited to afew high-power FMs owned by large groups and to
noncoms in large markets. They think other FMs will wait to see
how increases work out for early IBOC adopters and stations that
purchase equipment with the increase in mind.
(continued on page 8)

Calendar photos: 1 & 6: Las Vegas News Bureau; 3 & 21-22: Courtesy The Neon Museum; 10 & 14: Jim Peck:
17-18 bentradiacom; 24: Eugene Buchko; 27-28: Courtesy TPC Las Vegas; 29: Courtesy The Palazzo
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YORE VP-8IS THE HEST
AUDIO PROCESSOR MR UNO EA OK. PERIOD.
The Vorsis VP-8Digital Audio Processor delivers clean detailed sound
at agreat price. In fact, you can easily spend two to three times more
and still not match the VP-8's performance.
Installation and setup takes only minutes. The VP-8 is loaded and
ready to go for FM, AM, FM-HD, AM- HD, streaming, and studio
processing. It's great sounding presets are carefully tailored for your
format and media. No need to spend endless hours tweaking, the
VP-8will make your station sound great, right out of the box.

Of course, if tweaking is your thing, VP-8lets you under the hood with
acomplete toolset - in .the VP-8, nothing is hidden. With its 4-band
AGO/compressor and 8- band limiter, the VP- 8 boasts more bands
than any other proCessor in its price range to give you avery clean,
loud, competitive soúnd that doesn't destroy the music.
It also includes features rarely found even on top-of-the- line
processors: a reference-grade stereo encoder for FM, built-in test
oscillator, diversity delay, multi- Point headphone monitoring, and
extensive metering.

For FM stations, expect a sound that easily holds its own with your
high- power major market competitors. Listeners comment that with
the VP-8 they now hear the rest of the music! AM stations often
experience a oramatic increase in coverage area along with greatly
improved intelligibility and sound quality.

The bottom line? The Vorsis VP-8gives more bang per buck than any
other audio processor in its class (and then some). And since Vorsis is
designed and built by Wheatstone here in the US, you know it'll hold
up and be supported 24/7 for years and years.

The VP-8 is also ideal for streaming audio, studio processing, as a
versatile backup processor or as an STL protection limiter.

Intrigued? Call us or visit us on the web to learn more or set up a
demo. You'll be happy you did. Vorsis—more listeners listening more.

WHEATSTONE

Radio has evolved. Your sound should too.TM
phone 1.252.638-7000 I
www.vorsis.com I
sales@wheatstone.com
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28,701 products in
stock at press time!

Audio Fidelity Is Big at PREC 2010
Manufacturers Will Detail HD Radio Power Increase Options
How a station might implement the
FM IBOC power increase, the fundamentals of audio processing, radio captioning
and coming advances in Public Radio
Satellite System, receivers are among
topics planned for discussion at the 2010
Public Radio Engineering Conference.
The PREC takes place April 8-9 at the
MGM Grand in Las Vegas just before the
spring NAB Show; some sessions will
be shared with the PBS Tech Con. The
registration fee includes admission to the
SBE Ennes workshops on April 10.
Roger Karwoski, assistant general manager and chief engineer of
KBIA(FM), Columbia, Mo., has titled
his presentation "Last Mile Via IP," a
discussion of his efforts to put arepeater
station on the air in rural Missouri and
electing to use a wireless connection to
feed IP audio to the repeater.
The KBIA experience is an early
example of a trend in which, for cost

fundamentals of audio processing including adiscussion of the balance between
dynamic range and loudness.
Like Carter's station,
KUVO(FM) in Denver is
a classical format station
that pays special attention
to its audio, in particular for live broadcasts of
the Colorado Symphony
Orchestra. Chief Engineer
Mike Pappas said he'll
share his experiences using
audio loudness specifications originally developed
for HDTV multichannel
audio to avoid the "too
loud or too soft" problem.
NPR Labs will update
attendees on grant projects
including captioned radio.
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EsWell

Deals You In!
dbx 286A
Stock Blowout!
BABSW Exclusive:

cibx.

Save more than 50% off list on this loaded mic
processor! Boasting balanced I/O, phantom
power and much more, it comes completely
refurbished in asealed box from manufacturer
with full factory warranty.
286A-BSTOCK

List $ 319.95

LowestPrice

only $14998 !

Don Danko of Cincinnati Public Radio and John
Kean of NPR Labs were the 2009 PREC Engineering
Achievement Awards winners.

619008G

O.C. White
Mic Boom Sale
f‘nother BSI/
,ixclusive!

broadcast gear from people you trust

These booms won't make you
go bust. For alimited time, enjoy
extra savings on the acclaimed
ProBoom Elite (black and gold)
and Ultraflex (
black).
51900BLK
619006G

Lowest Prices and Largest Inventory on EVERYTHING Far Broadcast

BSWUSA.COM
and availability reasons, audio over IP
becomes the best choice for amain STL
feed, according to Dan Mansergh, director of engineering for KQED Public
Radio, San Francisco and vice-president of the Association for Public Radio
Engineers, which organizes the PREC.
WFMT(FM)
Chicago's
Chief
Engineer Gordon Carter will focus on the

LowestPrice

800-426-8434

an application possible with stations
transmitting an HD Radio signal.
Public
Radio
Satellite
System
employees will detail upgrades planned
for the PRSS programming distribution system. New satellite receivers are
being designed to help the ContentDepot
program delivery system accommodate
more features, according to Mansergh.

Where the updating of the nextgen
Emergency Alert System stands is also a
topic planned for discussion.
Panels from manufacturers detailing
how stations might achieve an FM HD
Radio power increase will round out
the program. specifying how those who
transmit in HD now might get additional
power out of their RF system using transmitters, filters, antennas and combiners.
Manufacturers also will focus their power
discussions for those whose stations
haven't yet deployed IBOC but plan to.
Paid registrations for the PREC are
due by March 31. Download a registration form at www.nprlabs.orglapre.
Direct questions to Jobie Sprinkle
at WFAE(FM) in Charlotte, N.C., at
jsprinkle@wfae.org.
Companies that have announced
support for PREC 2010 are Broadcast
Electronics, Harris, Nautel, DTS-Neural,
ERI, NPR Labs and PRSS.
— Le.Iie Stimson

List $ 159.00 424"
List $ 229.00 179°°

from $124!

ElectroVoice
RE20 Package
And Yet Anoti ar
BSW Exclusive!
Save over 50% when you buy an EV RE20
along with aEV309A shockmount and a
RePop pop filter! ONLY FROM BSW!
RE2OPKG

List $ 1,022.00

LowestPrice

only $498!
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Blesser Advocates Creative Learning

FROM THE

EDITOR

For This Technically Minded Man, It's All About Psychology
Broadcast engineers, do you want to
enhance your stature and your value to
employers? If so, augment your technical skills with abetter understanding of
people
That's a key message of Barry
Blesser, who will deliver the keynote at
the opening of the Broadcast Engineering
Conference of the NAB Show.
Blesser is director of engineering for 25-Seven Systems
and may be familiar to you
from his column on the last
inside page of Radio World
Engineering
Extra.
I'm
delighted that NAB officials
cited his articles in Radio
World as one of the reasons
they were aware of Blesser's
talents, and I'm pleased
you will have a chance to
hear from this affable, deepthinking man in person if you
attend the convention.

Restoring the Lofty Status of Broadcast
Engineers."
Barry argues that the broadcast "systems" in which we work are collections
of elements that interact with each other,
"such that the personality of the system
cannot be found in any of the individual
pieces."

ADDED VALUE
Barry says he learned early
in life that the best predictor
of career success " isn't their Barry Blesser with granddaughter Rebecca
smarts but how well they play
in agroup." Unfortunately, the personIn other words, you are one cog,
ality type most common in our part of
one piece of the puzzle, one slice of
the radio business doesn't always do so
the radio pizza pie. The system also
well at this.
includes "investors, managers, listen"Engineers tend to relate to their colers, colleagues, advertisers, competitors,
leagues and managers as if logic trumps
journalists and of course, technology."
emotion, psychology and self-interest.
Yet while systems have become more
People assume other people are logical
complex, technology has become more of
and rational, and don't take into account
acommodity. As aresult, broadcast engiother aspect of humanity."
neers have found themselves bumped off
The title of his keynote is "A Path for
their former perches as "brilliant wizards."

To succeed in today's environment,
he says, engineers must understand
that technology, while necessary, is not
enough — a lesson he learned in his
own career.
"When Istarted out, Ithought I'd be
a pro audio designer using transistors.
I then moved to digital, then signal
processing, then systems.
Ikept going — it became
clear that the technology was becoming easier.
More people can do it; it
has elements of becoming
a commodity whereas at
one time it was a rarefied
skill.
"Designing a transistor amplifier was aunique
skill, as was digital processing. They had very
high added value, stature
and compensation. We
were considered whizzes.
But that situation doesn't
last very long because stuff
spreads rapidly. With so
many people, the competition gets very steep if you
want to be awizard.
"What makes high added value is combining different disciplines and skill sets."
SPACES SPEAK
Blesser is an unassuming man whose
gentle nature and intelligence are obvious when you meet him. What's less
immediately apparent is the depth of his
fascinating experiences.
He was aprofessor of electrical engineering and computer science for 10

Paul McLane
years at his alma mater MIT; he then
founded his own consultancy in 1978.
He was an unpaid consultant to the
Department of Justice during Watergate
(when DOJ had some little matter of
audio tapes to deal with), and he has been
an expert witness on many audio cases.
Blesser developed the first commercial digital audio concert hall simulation, areverberation system, in 1976 for
German manufacturer EMT, and was
recently hired by another company to
reproduce that earlier product in software. He was the president of the Audio
Engineering Society in 1980-81 and
has received several prominent AES
awards; he organized the first AES conference on digital audio.
He has had a hand in products or
companies you know, and holds numerous patents.
He was director of engineering at
Orban and principle engineer for its
Audicy DAW in the 1990s; he designed
the DSP in some Lexicon reverbs. He
was chief technology officer for Studer
and co-founder of Pencept Inc. The
latter company explored the idea of
"pen computing" and handwriting and
gesture recognition algorithms in the
1980s. In 2006 he co-authored the book
"Spaces Speak, Are You Listening?"
which introduced the concept of "aural
architecture," how what we hear affects
our experience of aspace.
He offers management consulting,
executive coaching and career development services, and he remains director
(continued on page 6)

Electronics Research, Inc. delivers innovative,
high- quality, integrated solutions for
broadcasters around the world and across the
spectrum. When planning your next broadcast
system call us toll- free at 877 ERI-LINE or visit us
online at www.eriinc.com.
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Public Interest in the Digital Era
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Copps Says the Question Is How to Make It Survive and Thrive
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INEWSMAKERS
nation today. And it goes to the heart
of what this agency should be all about.
I'm talking about helping to ensure that
our citizens have a media that truly
serves the public interest.
Since Iwalked through the doors of
this building nearly nine years ago, I
have been working to revitalize the public interest, especially in our broadcast
media — as required by our enabling
statute. Frankly, when I got here, I
couldn't understand why this should be
such a steep climb. How can it be too
much to ask? Wasn't this the deal in
the first place: Broadcasters would get
to use the people's spectrum for free in
exchange for serving the people in their
diverse and local communities?
But then Ifound out that for most of
the past 30 years, we had really dropped
the ball. And Iuse "we" to include both
the private and public sectors. ...
Those three decades of horrendous
decisions set in motion amedia free-fall
that has inflicted serious consequences
on the body politic. The private sector harm here was a tsunami of media
consolidation fueled by the same hyperspeculation that was fueling so many
bubbles in so many other industries.
... At about the same time these sins
of commission were issuing from the
private sector, sins of both commission
and omission emanated from the FCC.
We fell under the spell of an ideological deregulatory mind-set that fueled the
evisceration or outright elimination of
just about every public interest obligation
or public interest guideline we had. ...

days of wondering if such a
thing as the public interest
actually existed and waiting
skeptically in the night for
an angel of the public interest to appear to prove it — I
believe those days are passing away.
This commission, with
another helping hand from
the American people, can —
and Ibelieve it will — bring
the public interest back to
life. Change won't be easy,
but nothing worthwhile ever is.
The question now is not whether
there is a public interest, but how to
make it survive and thrive. And that's
why we're here today — to solicit
and elicit your thoughts on how public
interest oversight applies to the world
we're in and to the world we're heading
toward.
How should it apply to the world

of new digital media,
but also how do we
re-instill some of what
has been lost in traditional media? This latter part is as important
as the former because
it is newspapers and
broadcast media that
still originate the overwhelming amount of
the news we get —
on the order of threequarters or more —
and that number is going to go down
only slowly, so traditional media will
be playing the major news role for
some years to come. Five more years of
watching it slide as it has been sliding
is not something American democracy
can afford. Address this problem with
the urgency it deserves, please.
As for the new media to which much
(continued on page 6)
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Now, and in the future. Our speedy ASI5644 linear PCI Express sound card gives

There's some good news, though.
And the good news is we have achance
now — better than in many, many years
— to bring the public interest back.
Change is in the air. And my belief
is that, if we all do our work, the days
of dismantling public interest protections and walking away from our statutory mandates; of treating TV as just a
toaster with pictures and nothing more;
of writing blank checks for every sort of
hyper-speculative deal that some budding financial genius could devise; the

you 4stereo analog and 4AES/EBU inputs and outputs so you'll never be at aloss
for words (or music). Great features, too, like +24dBu analog levels, SoundGuard
surge protection and SSX surround sound. And the PCI Express connector guarantees
your card will work with today's computers, and tomorrow's. Analog-only (ASI5640)
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COPPS
(continued from page 5)

of our media will one day migrate,
how do we ensure that it serves the
public interest and that it nourishes the
civic dialogue and citizen engagement
that democracy depends upon — on a
technology platform that has not thus
far been much subject to public interest
consideration? ...

HOW TO BE HEARD
And there are lots of other questions. There's budding and insightful
scholarship on this, one example being
Matthew Hindman's new book, "The
Myth of Digital Democracy."
How do people really get heard on
the Internet? It's easy to type something
and send it into the ether, but what
guarantees that anyone reads it — what
guarantees that it doesn't just evaporate
into the ether? Anyone who has access
can log on and say what they want, but
do minorities, women, the disabled, the
poor, the non-affluent and the non-elite
— do they really have an equal chance
of being heard?
And how much does the hidden
architecture of network design tilt the
field in favor of the kind of big company
control and consolidation in the new
media that we saw visited so harmfully

March 24, 2010
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on traditional media? The future town
square will likely be paved with broadband bricks, and we need to make sure
that every community, group and individual in this country has access to that
town square. But it's no slam-dunk it
will happen that way. It will happen that
way only if we make it happen that way.
Technology is public interest neutral. It can accomplish good things and
bad — what decides the outcome is you
and me.
Here's a final piece of good news.
Chairman Genachowski has teed up for
the commission apublic notice that asks
many of these questions. That notice
is entitled "The Future of Media and
Information Needs of Communities in
a Digital Age." And he has brought
onboard my new friend Steve Waldman
to spearhead this work and to work with
all of us in finding answers and identifying solutions. Ihope each of you will
work closely with Steve and respond
as fully and creatively for the record as
you can.
Idon't pretend there are alot of easy
answers to these tough questions. But, at
their core, they're not new and unprecedented either. The challenge to guarantee the flow of news and information
all across the land long predates broadband. It's actually avery old challenge.
George Washington, Thomas Jefferson

and James Madison put it front-andcenter as first things for their young
country to ensure. And they figured out
ways to get the job done, to make sure
that the information infrastructure of
their day, which was newspapers, was
widely available as a matter of public
interest policy — because they knew
their fragile new democracy depended
on it. Today our technology is new, but

BLESSER
(continued from page 5)

of engineering for 25-Seven Systems,
an audio technology company he cofounded with Geoff Steadman and
Derek Pilkington seven years ago. You
can read more about his career and
download his audio presentations at
blesser.net.
HOW YOU THINK
Through four decades he has been
fascinated by how technology and
people interact and sometimes collide,
wondering about "how to glue people
together into a system. It's common
sense, but there's no place in our culture where you can be exposed to that."
His study leads him to believe that
lifelong learning is essential to staying

our democratic challenge is exactly the
same.
Michael J. Copps was sworn in for a
second term as amember of the Federal
Communications Commission in 2006.
He servedfrom 1998 until 2001 as assistant secretary of commerce for trade
development at the U.S. Department of
Commerce and is aformer chief of staff
to Sen. Fritz Hollings, D-S.C.
psychologically young.
Many broadcast engineers "don't
have a clue about psychology, what
drives managers or themselves. It's a
critical step. They need to learn new
ways of looking at things, rather than
just learning concrete facts."
So take acourse in economics or psychology. Subscribe to BusinessWeek
to learn how other types of managers
think. Rather than learning yet another
programming language, learn the psychology of software.
"In this day and age, when you
drown in information, in hundreds of
thousands of books, you'd never be
able to keep up if you were just absorbing content. It's how to think about
yourself and your situation."
Blesser speaks at the Broadcast
Engineering Conference on Sunday
April 11 at 9a.m.

Your Story Is Out There.
Grab It LIVE with ACCESS!
It isn't every day you can broadcast your morning commute. And as far as we
know, it's even more rare to broadcast from abicycle. But that's just what Radio
3FM DJ Giel Beelen did on his 48- kilometer morning commute from Harlem
to Hilversum in the Netherlands. How did he do it AND provide audio that's
so good it sounds like he was right in the studio? He used ACCESS from Comrex.
Whether it's traveling to work or traveling to cover breaking news, you can always
be where the story is. And you don't need afull crew to grab it. Wherever you are,
you can be live on the air, creating pinpoint, relevant programming that keeps an
ever-growing number of listeners glued to their radios.
ACCESS PORTABLE lets you send studio- quality live audio, real time to an
ACCESS RACK at your studio over POTS, DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular
(EVDO/UMTS), 4G WiMax, satellite and more to make any remote
broadcast really stand out.
There's nothing more immediate than local— connect with your audience
from anywhere with the easy to use, handheld ACCESS PORTABLE!
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Selected content from Radio World's " The Leslie Report"
by News Editor/Washington Bureau Chief Leslie Stimson. To
receive the free, bimonthly e-mail newsletter, subscribe at
www.radioworld.com/subscribe.

WJFK USES MP3 MODE
FOR HD4 CHANNEL
With a licensed analog ERP of 22.5 kW, WJFK(FM)
was granted an STA to raise its digital power by 6
dB to — 14 dBc as part of its RF project. That equates

WJFK HD PROJECT

to 1,074 Watts of digital power in MP3 mode.

AVOIDED WINDOW LIFT

transmitter is delivering 13 kW of analog power

Using common amplification, the Harris HPX30
and 621 Watts of digital power to the antenna that

A backstory on the Harris install of VVJFK(FM)'s

needed no changes to accommodate the HD4 mul-

new HD Radio gear including an HD4 channel is

ticast.

interesting.

The station is dividing up its channel bitrate with

Tim Anderson, manager of strategic radio mar-

48 kbps for the HD main channel, and 24 and 24 for

ket/product development for Harris Broadcast, tells

HD2 and HD3 channels ( using up its 96 kilobits). To

me the crew thought they might have to haul the

achieve the HD4 channel WJFK is using the extend-

disassembled new HPX30 transmitter up three floors

ed hybrid carriers ( MP3 mode) for an additional 24

by crane and hoist it through awindow, but they

kbps.

were able to take it up the stairs after all.

It's also using Neural codec pre-conditioning,

The install crew didn't want to use the small
elevator because they were worried the weight
might be too much for the elevator in the transmitter building located in Falls Church, Va.
In addition to the transmitter, WJFK purchased
the Generation III Flexstar HDx FM/HD exciter,

which optimizes the audio for the lower-bitrate
Taking part in WJFK's HD4 launch were CBS Radio
Market Chief Engineer Jeff Loughridge, Regional
Director of Engineering Erich Steinnagel and Senior
Vice President of Engineering Glynn Walden.

HDE200 Embedded Exporter and HDI100 Importer
running the latest version 4.3 software; he estimated the package's list price at about $ 120,000.
Anderson says stations that have Generation 3
compatible hardware can achieve the HD4 channel

codec. The HD4 feed is being supplied to WJFK as a
streaming feed over the Internet. All of WJFK's HD
channels are delivered by IP to the transmitter site
in the Tysons Corner, Va. area about seven miles
from their studio site, according to Tim Anderson,
manager of strategic radio market/product develop-

exporter, shipped last year. The company also plans
to release aversion of the software for the older

ment for Harris Broadcast.

first-and second-generation hardware foi afee.

market sports is innovative; Iagree. Many D.C. resi-

CBS Radio SVP Engineering Glynn Walden pushed

Anderson says CBS using its HD4 to air out- of
dents are from elsewhere on the Eastern seaboard

with afree software upgrade to their HD importer.

the button to start the new digital transmitter, I'm

and want to hear games originating from nearby

Gen 3 HD Radio gear, which supports the embedded

told, which seems fitting.

Baltimore, PhiIly and New York.
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POWER
(continued from page 1)
STAS
The
Federal
Communications
Commission on Jan. 29 released an
order allowing most of the approximately 1,500 stations that broadcast FM
digital signals to increase digital power
immediately by 6dB, afour-fold power
increase ( see Feb. 10 issue).
Proponents asked for this voluntary
increase so stations could match analog
coverage areas and to make the digital
signal more robust to strengthen multicast channel reception. The latter consideration is even more important now
that four digital channels are possible.
The Media Bureau also established
application procedures for stations that
want to raise FM digital power more
than 6dB, up to apossible10 dB, atenfold increase from current levels.
The changes were to become effective 30 days after Federal Register publication, which had not occurred as of
early March.
No sources contacted by Radio World
could say for certain how many stations
will make the leap. Some noncom FMs,
including KUHF in Houston, KUVO
in Denver and WAMU in Washington,
had applied earlier for STAs. An NPR

survey of member station managers in
October which found that 70 percent
plan to upgrade FM digital power within
the next 12 months.
As of March 9, the commission had
granted 24 STAs allowing higher digital
power; it did not distinguish between
commercial and noncommercial outlets in the figure it provided to Radio
World. Of these, 19 were granted a6dB
increase, one a 3 dB increase and four
were granted the full 10 dB increase.
Bob Struble, president/CEO of HD
Radio developer iBiquity Digital Corp.,
was pleased with the FCC's January
decision. He called it a "great example
of government cooperating with the relevant industries to get something done.
There was some debate on the tradeoff
between power and interference. The
various parties came together and came
forth with asolution."
He was referring to a compromise
proposal between commercial radio and
iBiquity on the one hand and NPR on
the other, on which the commission
largely based its order.
"With that compromise, the FCC got
it [ the order] out quickly. To me, that's
agood news story."
Struble couldn't say how many stations would go to higher power, saying
the decision will be up to each station
and group. He believes a "meaningful"
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The HD Radio power boost is intended, among other things, to help support
nextgen data services. This is an ST Microelectronics- based HD Radio receiver
development board showing Navteq traffic information displayed at CES.
number of stations will increase their
FM digital ERP "but by no means will
it be the majority or a huge number"
right away.
"There are stations out there that
have the headroom and can turn up the
power. There are others that we know
of that have plans to increase power."
Struble predicts agradual transition.
EXPENSE
Many of those who wait to implement an increase will do so because of
the significant expense.
Milford Smith is vice president of
radio engineering for Greater Media,
one of 18 groups that filed a petition
with the FCC in 2008 asking for the
digital increase.
He is hopeful that "anumber of stations" will increase FM digital power in
2010. Yet he said that for higher-power
FMs, mainly Class Bs and Cs, the cost
of increasing digital power from 20
decibels below carrier to — 14 dBc or
higher is substantial. For Greater Media,
for example, Smith pegged the cost at
$100,000+ per station, not including
redundant facilities.
"Obviously we can't ignore the economic realities of the moment; but the
decision certainly provides certainty to
both the broadcasters and the manufacturers that any power increases implemented and any equipment acquired to
do so will not be rendered obsolete in
the future," Smith said.
He and other proponents hope stations that may have been waiting on
the FCC decision will now be confident
enough in HD Radio to "take the IBOC
plunge with certainty as to the value of
their hardware."
Gary Kline, vice president of engineering and information technology at
Cumulus Media, suspects many stations
are evaluating whether they can "push
the button" to raise power immediately,
which depends on whether their trans-

mitter has enough headroom. If not,
"they are likely facing additional equipment upgrade costs. At that point it will
come down to whether an investment
will be made, and if so, when. Everyone
has their own specific agenda and roadmap for technology/audience advancement as well as their individual capital
dollar strategy for the year."
Cumulus is going through this process call letter by call letter, he said.
Continental Electronics is one of four
transmission manufacturers that joined
in the group petition to the FCC for
the power increase. Mike Troje, its
domestic and international sales manager, believes many stations will seek to
upgrade quickly to — 14 dBc and a few
to the full — 10 dBc, but he fears that few
station managers — and perhaps not
mayn engineers — understand the costs
related to even a6dB increase.
He predicts upgrades will take place
gradually over three to five years as
stations that have been on the fence
come to see HD Radio as aviable business model, one made possible due to
increased power.
Transmitter manufacturer Nautel Ltd.
believes "a good number" of stations
are poised to increase power because
they planned for it in earlier equipment purchases, according to Market
Development Manager Hal Kneller.
"The next group to consider the
increase is stations who have been contacting manufacturers for information
regarding upgrading the installed base
which pre-dates the planning of elevated
carrier levels," said Kneller.
He said Nautel is receiving inquiries
for such information but it's hard to predict how quickly these stations would
move forward. Reflecting interest in
the topic, Nautel created a Web page
dedicated to the power increase with
industry information along with data
specific to its products.
(continued on page 10)
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POWER
(continued from page 8)
FEAR OF INTERFERENCE
Opponents of the increase cite fear of
interference to adjacent analog stations
— no small worry, since analog remains
the primary method through which listeners hear radio and is likely to be so
for quite some time, as the commission
and even the power hike's supporters
have noted.
One contentious issue has been the
recourse available to "victim" stations

in interference cases.
The iBiquity-NPR compromise proposal suggested that at least three interference complaints from within the victim station's affected contour should be
required to trigger commission action,
but the FCC decided to set the bar
higher. It will require six complaints of
"ongoing ( rather than transitory) objectionable interference."
Those complaints start a 90-day
clock for the FCC to investigate and
take action. If the Enforcement Bureau
misses this deadline, the interfering
station would have to begin reducing
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power in stages, all the way back down
to the current —20 dBc, until the parties
agree that the interference is gone.
Some observers worry that the commission will not put teeth into enforcing
the interference remediation procedure.
Barry McLarnon is aformer research
engineer with Communications Research
Centre, a government research lab
attached to Industry Canada that conducts
research in communications including
broadcasting. Industry Canada handles
technical aspects of broadcasting such as
standards and allocations.
Now semi-retired and an independent consultant performing occasional
contract work for CRC, McLarnon is
"highly skeptical" that interference
remediation will work.
"Up to now, the commission has
maintained a hands-off policy regarding IBOC interference, and Idon't see
that changing. I don't buy the claim
that there have been no interference
complaints — I've heard otherwise." He
cited the case of WYSL, an AM station,
but did not identify any FM cases.
The commission stated in its order
that "since the commencement of 1
percent FM IBOC power operations
in 2004, the [ Media] Bureau has not
received any well-documented complaints of interference to analog FM
stations from digital signals," nor had
it received any since 2006 when FCC
granted 15 experimental authorizations
for some FMs to run at higher digital

power, some with "as many as four firstadjacent channel short spacings."
Radio World has reported on complaints about both AM and FM interference, but power hike supporters argue
that those have occurred outside protected contours and/or cannot be replicated
in testing.
The problem, says McLarnon, is that
the bar has now been set too high on
required interference documentation.
IBOC interference is " insidious," " it is
indistinguishable from noise, and thus
seldom recognized as interference."
He believes an affected station will
have a hard time showing that it is
receiving interference from an IBOC
neighbor running at higher digital power
unless the victim station can convince
the IBOC neighbor to conduct "carefully controlled tests" at different IBOC
power levels.
Another vocal opponent, Bob Savage,
president and chief executive officer of
WYSL(AM) in Rochester, N.Y., said
when there's "the first decision ordering
an interfering station to reduce power.
I'm buying you a steak dinner. It will
never happen."
To be considered for remediation, the
FCC said interference must be quantifiable
and not transitory, according to Savage,
and "they didn't define transitory."
In its order, the commission said
interference would have to be sustained
and not intermittent.
(continued on page 12)

WHO'S RAISING THEIR POWER
As of March 9the FCC had granted 24 STAs to FMs to raise digital power.
Station
KNDE, College Station, Texas
KWAX, Eugene, Ore.
KQAC, Portland, Ore.
KQHR, The Dalles, Ore.
KUVO, Denver
WJFK, Manassas, Va.
KSKA, Anchorage
KQOC, Gleneden Beach, Ore.
KJAQ, Seattle
KUWC, Casper, Wyo.
WQYK, St. Petersburg, Fla.
WRBQ, Tampa, Fla.
KNBA, Anchorage
WNPR, Norwich, Conn.
WPLN, Nashville, Tenn.
WQNY, Ithaca, N.Y.
WGTD, Kenosha, Wis.
KSCF, San Diego
WSOU, South Orange, N.J.
KROQ, Pasadena, Calif.
WMUZ, Detroit
KKTR, Kirksville, Mo.
KTRM, Kirksville, Mo.
WRKS, New York.

Licensee
Bryan Broadcasting
Univ. of Oregon
All Classical Public Media
All Classical Public Media
Denver Educational Broadcasting
CBS Radio
Alaska Public Telecom
All Classical Public Media
CBS Radio
University Of Wyoming
CBS Radio
CBS Radio
Koahnic Broadcast Corp.
Connecticut Public Broadcasting
Nashville Public Radio
Saga Communications
Gateway Technical College
CBS Radio
Seton Hall University
CBS Radio
WMUZ Radio
Truman State University
Truman State University
Emmis Communications
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POWER
(continued from page 10)

Savage — who refers to himself as "the
poster boy for naysayers of HD Radio" —
said the commission still has not acted on
his 2007 interference complaint of problems caused by digital operation at CBS
station WBZ(AM) in Boston, an argument
denied by the broadcaster.
Proponents believe the FM interference remediation steps are workable. Kneller, for example, believes the
90-day "shot clock" will be especially
effective. "It will not be a protracted
proceeding where nobody wins."
OPPOSITION
Others cite different reasons for
opposing the FCC action allowing the
increase.
Low-power FM proponent Prometheus
Radio Project was not happy that LPFMs
didn't get special protections in the order.
The FCC said that to "deny afull-powered
station additional digital power based on
the potential of increased interference to

an LPFM" would be unfair since LPFMs
are licensed as asecondary service.
Prometheus spokesman Pete Tridish
said, "A more measured, case-by-case
approach would have hurt no one and
built more of afactual record that they
[the agency] could have used to take
further action."
A station using IBOC has multiple opportunities to reach the listener
including the analog and digital side
carriers, said Tridish, whereas LPFMs
have just one opportunity to reach theirs
with an analog signal.
"For an LPFM signal to be secondary to the second digital sideband of an
IBOC station, that makes no sense. We
think it would have been easy to individually engineer power increases using
contours, and make the authorizations
provisional till they proved themselves
to be trouble-free," he said.
"The experiments showed that we
could expect some real difficulties, but
the FCC decided to go full steam ahead
despite the poor results."
The compromise adopted by the FCC

FROAf
TRA'AtrAfirwe

includes a formula developed by NPR
and endorsed by iBiquity to calculate
how much of an increase stations can
take without interfering with their analog
neighbors. In its decision, the commission wrote that its experience with higher
digital-powered experimental authorizations suggests the formula is "over-predictive of the potential for interference.
Nevertheless we believe that the protection this methodology provides to firstadjacent" stations will work.
Prometheus planned to ask that the
commissioners themselves review the
Media Bureau order.
Alan Jurison, aregional IT manager/
broadcast engineer for Citadel Syracuse
and contributor to Radio World, thinks
the FCC was overly conservative.
Filing on his own behalf, he submitted in February a Petition for
Reconsideration arguing that the rules
are too limiting because the NPR formu-

NEWSROUNDUP
KLOTZ: Officials at Klotz Digital say
their commitment to the U.S. market remains firm despite changes
at the top. The German maker
of digital broadcast consoles and
studio networking equipment has
been acquired and its founder
Thomas Klotz resigned. The buyer is
UnitedScreens Media AG, aGerman
advertising distribution company concentrated on the pointofpurchase
(POP) display market. UnitedScreens
CEO Dr. Andreas Gruettner, an executive with experience in restructuring
companies, assumed the role of CEO
of Klotz. The company said it will
maintain its office in Georgia and
plans to exhibit at the NAB Show.
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la is too restrictive, and that more stations should be allowed to go up to a10
dB increase without harm. He also takes
issue with some of NPR's methods in its
studies and points out what he says are
"significant flaws" in NPR's data.
NPR replied in its filing that the
criticism of its test methodology from
Prometheus and Jurison are "utterly
without foundation" and that Judson in
particular misunderstood or misinterpreted much of its findings.
Unknown at press time is whether
6 dB is enough of an increase to make
an appreciable difference in indoor
and mobile reception of HD Radio.
Proponents are confident it will.
Will all the discussion about interference will be relevant ayear from now?
One engineer said the industry won't
hear "a lot of noise," meaning vocal
criticism, unless lots of stations go with
ahigher power.

PIG: The Radio Accountability Project
posed an inflatable 12-foot-high
pig in front of NAB's headquarters
in aprotest March 10. RAP claims
radio companies are being " piggish" by opposing aperformance
fee for airplay of copyrighted music.
Its members include the Recording
Industry Association of America,
SoundExchange and the American
Federation of Musicians. NAB sent
sausage pizzas to the five protestors.
HD4: CBS Radio's WJFK(FM) in
Washington launched an HD4 channel, the first anywhere, according to
those involved, as part of a "quadcast" programming strategy. WJFK is
running four sports streams: its own
programming on HD1 as well as the
audio of Baltimore's WJZ(FM) on its
HD2, New York's WFAN on HD3 and
Philadelphia's WIP(AM) on HD4. (See
page 7.)

ENGINEERS: Rep. Jerry McNerney,
D-Calif., introduced aHouse companion to aSenate bill that would add an
engineer to the staff of each Federal
Communications Commission commissioner. Society of Broadcast Engineers
representatives Barry Thomas and Chris
Imlay visited offices of several House
members to garner support.
EPG: The companies involved with
radio's electronic program guide
project for HD Radio say the service
is "viable" for U.S. radio. In areport
funded by NAB, BIA/Kelsey, Broadcast
Signal Lab and Unique Interactive present recommendations on how to help
stations set up an EPG as well as methods for transmitting the data over HD
Radio and the Internet. Download the
report at www.nabfastroad.org.
PANDORA: Looking to deliver its
"personalized Internet radio" in cars,
Pandora Media hired George Lynch
of Sirius XM Radio as vice president
of automotive business development;
it also hired achief financial officer.
BMW: The automoaker is going to
offer Internet radio from RadioTime
as an option in one of its Mini Cooper
models using its Mini Connected
option, which has aUSB interface
so drivers can integrate their Apple
iPhone in the car's audio and infotainment system. Drivers can choose
analog AM/FM as well as Internet
stations using the in-dash display and
"Mini Joystick" to tune to Web radio.
Mini Connected system will be available in the 2011 Mini Countryman,
Mini's version of asmall SUV.
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Imagine aradio network with only 3or 4affiliates. Not much value there. An audio network is like that, too: the more devices attached, the greater its value.
Nobody knows this better than Axia. We invented l!ivewire — ,the technology that turns standard Ethernet into a powerful audio network. With our huge installed base of broadcast
studios around the world, we've attracted dozens of partner companies who are now offering Livewire-compatible products too. A device with aLivewire port is instantly available to any
other device on the network.

And more compatible equipment is likely on the way. The IEEE is working on aconsumer electronics standard called "AVB" (802.1), which is similar to Livewire. When the standards- making
process is eventually complete, CD players and other devices that can interoperate with Livewire studio equipment will probably appear.
Everyone agrees IP-Audio is the future. Networking technology gives us new capabilities, new ways to manage and distribute broadcast audio -- even as it reduces cost. It's an exciting time
to be in broadcasting
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An Engineer's Show Preview

A Chat With the BEC Moderators

technology officer of Beasley Broadcast
Group.
He said that prior to the recent FCC
ruling allowing apower increase for HD
Radio, most broadcasters had stopped
upgrading facilities. Many manufacturers
also had ceased developing new highpower HD solutions.
"With the commission's recent approval, expect transmitter manufacturers to

Radio Data Services and AolP Are Among 2010's Prominent Themes
BY TOM VERNON

resources in research and development.
Broadcast manufacturers might as well
take advantage of it.
"Presentations by WorldCast and
Nautel will probably appeal to clusters
and those who have larger infrastructures
to maintain, while Radio Free Asia's presentation will be of interest to stations
with alimited budget."

The flagging economy has done little
to slow the pace of broadcast technology.
Staying current with developments is as
challenging as ever.
Radio World spoke with the chairmen
of the upcoming NAB Show Broadcast
Engineering Conference about themes and
trends that underlie this year's presentations. BEC sessions are explored in detail
in the subsequent pages of this issue.
Jeff Smith, supervisor of broadcast/
studio engineering for Clear Channel New
York, is chairing two groups of sessions,
one about IP and the other about radio
facilities.
He notes that AolP is well established
among broadcast plants. "It offers acosteffective, sensible and efficient way to
move audio around the facility. What's
different this year is that the IP audio
industry has matured to the point that
manufacturers are talking seriously about
standards, and that will be the focus of
many of the papers."
He adds that the IEEE 802.1 AVB
standard addresses broadcast needs such
as multichannel capability, synchronous
operation, transmission over the Internet
and the ability to send control and data
information along with audio.
"What may surprise radio engineers,"
he said, "is that 802.1 AVB has been
embraced by such non-broadcasters as
BMW, JBL and Sony, as they see the
potential for seamless integration of radio
content into auto and consumer audio

present new and innovative solutions to
solve many of the challenges associated
with the power increase."
Cooney believes these changes will
have a major impact on the HD Radio
landscape.
"Many of the solutions used in the
initial launch of HD, such as high-level
combining, are no longer viable at the
new power levels. In many cases, we will
spend more on the second HD launch
than we did on the first." However, he is
encouraged to see more clarity about the
future of HD power levels, and said manufacturers are developing and presenting
solutions that will help overall efficiencies
while minimizing the size and cost of
IBOC transmitters.
While most engineers may understand the issues related to digital power
upgrades, Cooney fears others in the management and financial ends of the business
may not.
"Other people involved in the process
may vastly underestimate how difficult
and expensive higher-power HD will be
to implement."
When he is not moderating, Cooney
plans to be shopping for new gear.
"We have several unlicensed microwave systems in need of replacement, so I
will be looking at licensed and unlicensed
alternatives as well as IP-based systems."

ROLLOUT RENEWAL?
Two groupings about sessions on digital radio will be hosted by Mike Cooney,
vice president of engineering and chief
Jeff Smith
environments."
Smith notes that the standard is in use
by other sectors. "You will be able to see
products on the floor at NAB that already
utilize it. We are now beginning to see
true standards in IP audio rather than company standards."
Smith's other session grouping is about
radio facilities, and it reflects today's
operating realities and limited budgets.
The three presentations will highlight
facilities control and monitoring at both
the studio and transmitter. "The trend
in the industry is to do more with fewer
engineers, and these sessions address that
need in different ways.
"One trend that we're seeing in facilities control is a greater adoption of IT
standards in the broadcast world. This
makes sense, as the larger IT players like
Cisco and HP have invested considerable
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Mike Cooney, right, visits ajob site
with Richard Gallow, Beasley chief
engineer for Ft. Myers, Fla.
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EASY REIN' GREEN
BEC sessions about radio data services
and green technologies will be chaired
by Dom Bordonaro, chief engineer of
Cox Radio Connecticut.
Green technology is a topic of
increasing importance to broadcasters.
Two notable themes are Leadership in
Energy and Environmental Design certification and the Waste Electrical and
Electronic Equipment Directive.
"LEED certification is the industry
standard for measuring building sustainability," said Bordonaro. "Achieving
LEED certification is the best way to
demonstrate that a station's physical
plant is truly green."
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exploited on a larger scale in the marketplace.
"Broadcasters are looking beyond
posting artist and song title information towards options that may enhance
the revenue stream. Possibilities include
alerting for security purposes, public warnings, services for the hearing
impaired, and tagging songs for download into consumer electronics devices."

Ab.

Andy Laird, shown
diving under an iceberg
in the Antarctic and
in more familiar garb.

SEMPER PARATUS
Andy Laird, vice president and chief
technology officer of Journal Broadcast
(continued on page 18)

Where Great Radio Begins

Dom Bordonaro
This rating system was developed
and is administered by the U.S. Green
Building Council. It is designed to promote construction practices that increase
profitability while reducing the negative
environmental impacts of buildings.
The WEEE Directive seeks to minimize the impact of electrical and electronic goods on the environment by
increasing reuse and recycling of equipment, reducing the amount going into
landfills. It seeks to achieve this by
making manufacturers responsible for
financing the collection, treatment and
recovery of surplus equipment and by
obliging distributors to allow consumers to return unwanted equipment free
of charge.
"WEEE has already been legislated
in Europe by the EU, and we can expect
to see something similar here in the
United States," Bordonaro believes.
Presentations on radio data systems
will include information on both analog
RDS and HD data services.
He notes that, in addition to FM
receivers, many portable devices have
RDS capability, most notably mobile
phones. Though RDS is not widely
deployed on mobile devices in the
United States, it is popular overseas for
emergency alert purposes.
HD Radio's datacasting technology
has more bandwidth than RDS and is
field-based (title, artist, album) rather
than text-based. It can also send tagged
graphics that are not visible on HD
Radios but can be used for advertising
with billboards and signs on taxicabs.
These capabilities are beginning to be

VistaMax is at the forefront of the evolution f'orn standalone consoles to networked
control surfaces centralized audio management and shared resources Power,
scalability and value assure that all PR&E prcducts meet the needs of everyone at
your station -- on air talent. producers, programmers and engineers
There is no greater evidence of our flexibility ano reliability thain the number of
stations — large and small — that benefit from PR&E innova -ions every day.

Paul Barzizza, Manager of Business Development for Radio Studio Solutions
at Harris, has been helping PR&E customers design, configure and equip
great studio facilities for more than 10 years.

Learn more at www.pre.com or ( 800) 622-0022

• RF Communications •

www.hards.com
Government Communications Systems
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Saturday: AoIP, EAS & More
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Membership Meeting, Ennes Workshop
Highlight SBE's Week at the NAB Show
Fla., and we are planning others for El
Paso, Dallas, San Diego and Boston.
These are not the same programs as the
Ennes/SBE program held as apart of the
NAB Show in Las Vegas. Most of our
traveling Ennes programs include both
aradio and TV track.
The largest attended live program of
the year for Ennes is the full-day session
held as part of the NAB Show in Las
Vegas. Tightly packed, this program is
done in conjunction with NPR and PBS.
Beginning bright and early at 8a.m. on
the Saturday (April 10 this year), the
program often draws about 500 people,
mostly broadcast engineers, directors of
engineering and above.

BY FRED BAUMGARTNER
AND KIMBERLY KISSEL
Radio World provides editorial space to the Society of Broadcast
Engineers to share news of its events
and priorities. Fred Baumgartner,
CPBE, CBNT, develops the SBE Ennes
NAB tutorial and traveling Workshop
programs. Kimberly Kissel is SBE education director.

"Management/Media Skills and the
Future of Broadcast Engineering."
Terry for several years offered programs on management for broadcast
engineers and management; he has consulted with broadcast companies on several levels. Broadcast engineering, and
radio engineering in particular, has been
achallenging profession as the industry

eration EAS and the Common Alerting
Protocol. Richard Chernock of Triveni
Digital will discuss considerations for
adding mobile DTV to abroadcast station. We'll have aSMPTE update from
Peter Symes.
Hal Kneller of Nautel will discuss
issues surrounding HD Radio and the
power increase. Ralph Beaver of Media
Alert takes on the topic of wireless mics
after the DTV transition. Dan Holden
of Comcast Media Center addresses the
impact of 3D television on video and

AN AOIP '101'
Every year we program to answer
what it is that broadcast engineers most
need to know.
This year the answer is simple. First and

Since the inception of the Society
of Broadcast Engineers, the dissemination of information about the science,
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Atutorial about audio over IP is part of Saturday's Ennes program.
process, art and industry of broadcasting has been the biggest piece of our
foundation. Developing our skills and
expanding our knowledge probably is
the single most important part of our
personal professional development.
Over the years, the SBE has expanded its educational efforts. This year
the SBE added a full-time staff position devoted to member education with
Kimberly Kissel; and you are seeing an
increasing number of Webinars, publications and other educational opportunities to help make you better and more
valuable in your profession.
One part of the SBE educational program is the Ennes sessions that travel the
United States. The first traveling program of the year occurred in Miramar,

foremost, audio over IP rapidly is becoming the mature, standardized, ubiquitous
means of dealing with audio. Technology
consultant Skip Pizzi has agreed to do a
two-hour tutorial on the topic.
Those who have attended know that
we almost always provide an early bird
"101" presentation of some substance.
The new book "Audio Over IP," coauthored by Pizzi with Steve Church,
is published by Focal Press; more than
a few will be given away as prizes to
early-bird program attendees.
After lunch, we have another longform program as Terry Baun, director of engineering and operations for
Wisconsin Public Broadcasting, a past
president of the SBE, has agreed to
return with a two-hour program on

Shown talking about EAS at an SBE meeting during NAB last year are Clay
Freinwald of Entercom, Gary Timm of Journal Broadcast and Wade Witmer
of the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
matures, consolidates and becomes a
smaller piece of the media pie. The
economic downturn has been difficult.
Management and career skills may be
more important than technical skills for
the moment.
The SBE/Ennes program speaks to
other issues as well. Clay Freinwald of
Entercom will update us on nextgen-

BEC
(continued from page 17)
Group, will moderate two groups of
presentations, one on disaster preparedness, recovery and security, the other on
radio case studies.
The topic of being prepared has special interest for Laird.
"Last year while at NAB, we lost a
1,250-foot tower in an ice storm, and
since then have lost another tower and
an FM antenna."
In the era of smaller staffs, considerations in planning emergency response
include how to access your plans and
keeping those plans current.

broadcasting; Greg Doyle of Diversified
Systems Inc. talks about the reorganization of broadcast workflows.
Attendance requires full NAB registration; members of SBE can register
for the show at a special " partner"
rate, a savings of $ 100 off the NAB
non-member rate. Register using the
(continued on page 20)

The idea of presenting case studies
comes from Laird's experiences attending NAB conventions since 1968.
"I've found it's useful to learn what
others have had success with, and where
they've run into trouble."
Laird is cautiously optimistic about
how the current year is shaping up for
broadcasters.
"We expect to have a reasonable
2010 for both radio and TV. This year
should mark areturn to apositive business climate, and the first quarter is
already looking good."
Details of the Broadcast Engineering
Conference, day by day from Saturday
to Thursday of the NAB Show, are provided in the following pages.
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RD Radio
Pure Digital. Clear Radio.

No one else builds single- cabinet, solid-state transmitters with power outputs of 6kW
—30kW in - 14dB hybrid mode and 5kW - 21kW for - 10dB. And only Nautel gives you
ai option for even more power in the same cabine: with HD Power Boost. That means
more flexibility in planning for higher injection levels. Expect more; more engineers, more
innovation, more - 14db and - 10dB power.

Learn more at www.nautel.com/-10 dB
Making Digital Radi( Work.

See us at NAB Booth C2615
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902.823.5131

www.nautel.com/expectmore/
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SBE
(continued from page 18)

Network technology has become the
core component that brings together the
traditional areas of broadcast engineering.
The images at left are from Terry Baun's
presentation.

«We

NAB online registration form, check the
"Partner" box at the bottom and select
"Society of Broadcast Engineers" from
the drop-down box.
The cost of traveling to, and anight's
stay in, Las Vegas are more reasonable
than in many years. With all that is
changing in the profession and the bargain prices for travel, this might be the
year you best attend the NAB Show and
the Ennes/SBE sessions.
Note that programs also are made
available online by the NAB at alower
price after the show is done. You might
for instance consider Skip or Terry's
presentation for a special SBE meeting
or your departmental training.
IN THE 800TH
SBE's exhibit booth will be on the
second floor concourse of the Las Vegas
Convention Center South Hall, Lobby
Booth 29. The location is just up the
escalator from the South Hall main
entrance, outside the entry to the exhibits on the second floor. This is the same
spot as in recent years ( see www.sbe.org
for the location).
The NAB Broadcast Engineering
Conference technical sessions will be
nearby, in the South Hall second floor
meeting rooms.
Be sure to stop by the booth. We'll
have the new SBE CertPreview, SBEpublished handbooks and many technical books from major publishers at
discounted prices, plus an assortment of
SBE logo items. Membership renewal
and new memberships may also be
transacted at the booth. SBE staff and

mereCralsnICeamloUle

Basic Electrical
Technology

RF
Technology

Audio/Video
Studio
Technology

national board and committee members
will be there to answer your questions
about membership, certification, educational programs and regulatory issues.
Booth hours are Sunday 2-4 p.m.,
Monday through Wednesday 9 a.m.-6
p.m., and Thursday 9a.m.-2 p.m.

MORE SBE
Traditional Broadcast Engineering Skill Sets

Electrical
Technology
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IT! Networking
Technology

RF
Technology

Audio/Video
Studio

Technology

Contemporary Broadcast Engineering Skill Sets

Report smar

Saturday. April 10
Enfles Workshop, 8a.m.-5 p.m.
(Conference registration
required)
Certification Committee Meeting,
6:30-11 p.m.

fi
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The society's annual spring
membership meeting will be held
Tuesday, April 13,5-6 p.m. in
the South Hall of the Las Vegas
Convention Center, in one of
the NAB Broadcast Engineering
Conference rooms.
The society will recognize local
chapter certification chairs for
service; there will be prizes given
away including acamcorder, several dinner gift cards and, to the
first 100 in attendance, alevel/
screwdriver combination tool.
The highlight of the meeting will
be the presentation of the SBE
Lifetime Achievement Award to
an SBE member. The recipient will
not be aware of the award until
the announcement is made during
the meeting.
SBE will hold other meetings
that may be of interest. The list is
below; events are at the Las Vegas
Hilton Hotel or the Las Vegas
Convention Center. For exact locations visit www.sbe.org.

-411111116

ek to

Sunday. April 11
Board of Directors, 8:30 a.m.—Noon
Education Committee, 2-4 p.m.
Frequency Coordination
Committee, 2-4 p.m.
EAS Committee, 4-5:30 p.m.
Monday. April 12
EAS Meeting, 2-4 p.m

Microphone with built-in recorder:
compact, robust, simple. Interchangeable
capsules and SD memory cards, line input, separate

Tuesday. April 13
Certification Exams, 9a.m.—Noon
(pre-registration required)
Frequency Coordinators,
10 a.m.—Noon
Spring Membership, 5-6 p.m.

playback keypad, headphone output and two power
sources: built-in Li- Ion accumulator rechargeable via USB plus
3xAA batteries. German engineering for maximum performance!

Heinrich-Hertz-Str. 1-3, 40789 Monheim, Germany, www.yellowtec.com

EYELLOWTEC

Advertisement
DAWNlink SATELLITE CHANNEL

TI INTERFERENCE FILTER

DAWNco 4.2 METER SATELLITE ANTENNA FOR

IDENTIFIER, WITH LCD DISPLAY

BLOCKS RADAR FROM
AIRPORTS 86 MILITARY

BEST RECEPTION

TO IMPROVE SATELLITE

DAWNco's high-gain 4.2 meter satellite antenna. Satellite users are noticing that
this antenna doesn't cost more than competing 3.7 meter dishes on the market,
yet has 2.6 dB more Cband gain. Seasoned engineers realize that accuracy-ofinstallation has abig impact on performance, and prefer DAWNco's 1-piece
spun aluminum reflector, because it always installs perfectly. When compared
to multi-panel dishes, the DAWNco antenna has 90% fewer pans. Fewer parts
makes for afaster, and more precise installation, with resulting gain that actually
matches published specs. The single piece reflector design has inherent structural strength and parabolic shape retention. Customers receive their new 4.2

Sawline users report that with DAWNlink in
hand, they can navigate through amaze of digital
channels, to quickly identify any satellite. Users
are now able to perfectly peak their dish to maximum performance. Start by using the full-screen
SPECTRUM ANALYZER to aim the dish for the

Finicky new digital satellite channels can be received perfectly, using

RECEPTION
Many satellite users find that their interference problems go away, when they install
the DAWNco TI Filter between the feedhom
and LNB. Airport and marine radar frequently wipe out satellite reception, when
the dish is located close to military bases and
airports. The TI filters suppress strong outof-band interference caused by radar. The
#C-BANDPASS-6LIGHT model is best for

meter satellite antenna, delivered on afactory truck in perfect condition. When
satellite users are short handed, they can ask DAWNco about installation by an
experienced technician. The knowledgeable people at DAWNco will help each

USA reception of C band satellites. There is
also a "Wimax" version and " International'

satellite user plan for installation of their new satellite antenna, with advice on
site selection choices, pad preparation details, and low loss cable solutions.

model filter, for use outside the USA.
best carrier-to-noise ratio. Confirm that you are
on :he proper satellite with the built-in MPEG2
SATELLITE RECEIVER, to view unencrypted sat
channels on the DAWNlink's color 4.5 inch LCD
display. Perfectly peak when precise dish adjustments show up clearly, in the CONSTELLATION
VIEW dot pattern display of adigital channel.
Watch for text that comes directly from the digital
channel data stream, which will identify the satellite name and channel. The satellite user's job is
made simpler, with the convenient carrying case
and neck strap, plus LNB powering directly from
the DAWNlink. Greatly improved operation and
storage time is made possible, with the rechargeable hthium ion battery. There are two different
models to choose from, but most users get the
"sat" model that measures the 920-2150 MI-1z
satellite Lband. Some users pay alittle more, to
get the "sat plus terrestrial" model, which adds
measurement of the 5-900 Mhz band.
DAWNco " L SERIES" LNB
AMPLIFIERS ARE NEEDED FOR
NEW SAT CHANNELS
Several networks have made the switch to
DAWNco's new " L series" of C and Ku band
LNB amplifiers, to accommodate the " finicky"

You'll fiiidT.
our prices
reasonable,
our reasoning
priceless.

nature of new digital satellite receivers. This new
generation of LNB has improved specs that can
make areal difference in the reception of digital
satellite channels. These new LNBs feature bestin-industry specs for " ldB compression point"
and "phase noise." internal circuitry has been

•

e
did' Ode
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•

•

completely redesigned for reduced power draw,
so that indoor receivers and power supplies will
never be overtaxed. In order to prevent audio
drop-outs and signal outages, when outdoor
temperatures fluctuate, DAWNco's best LNBs
feature ahighly stable +1- 5 Khz rating. Make
sure to upgrade to the new DAWNco " Lseries"
LNBs, and watch for improved EbNo readings
on your digital satellite receivers.

Keeping track of all the satello, nid fiber
optic communications product ,
. , ,ot there
is afull time job.
That's why so many people come to
DAWNco. They count on us for everything from satellite antennas, receivers,
LNBs, and position controllers to fiber
optic broadband links, satellite links and
data links.
We offer the broadcast TV, cable TV, radio
and educational fields high quality equipment at down-to-earth prices.

But more than equipment, we offer expertise.
can examine your situation and your budget,
and recommend exactly what you need. You save
both time and money by making the hest possible
buying decision.

We

Call aDAINNco expert with your questions by
simply dialing 800.866.6969. Use the same
number for our free catalog, or
find it all on the web at
www.DAINNco.com.

DAWN° formerly known as Dawn Satellite.

Reasonable prices, priceless reasoning.

see Us At NAB Booth # SU7813
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Sunday in One Word: Digital!
Implications of the FM IBOC Power Hike
Are Explored, Along With Other Issues

BY TOM OSENKOWSKY
"Digital
Radio
Advances
in
Technology," the title of the Sunday
morning sessions moderated by Mike
Cooney, vice president of engineering
and chief technology officer for Beasley
Broadcast Group, sums up the theme of
evolving improvements and upgrades
to digital terrestrial radio broadcasting.
On the AM side, "New Tools in the
AM HD Radio Toolbox" addresses several innovations.
Jeff Detweiler, director of broadcast business development for iBiquity Digital Corp., says the company's
new v4.3 Exciter MPS Framework "has
many new features designed to improve
the AM digital listener experience."
These features include a new configuration for AM HD Radio's primary
service mode, or MAI, specifically a
core-only mode with single 20 kHz
stream with no secondary or tertiary
carriers, promising analog at full 10
kHz bandwidth. Additionally, there are
new AM HDC codec configurations for
talk, parametric stereo and monaural
programming.
Other updates include AM HD Radio
data support, which now enables connectivity to the Importer; AM HD Radio
support for synchronizing audio and
data applications; and improved time
synchronization between audio and
PSD to improve music tagging applications. Another feature is the new XHDR
Trigger support in the PSD GEN API
to support station logo, album art and
synchronized images.
"Each of these new features in the
reference exciter software will be discussed, describing how iBiquity's ongoing product improvement campaign will
benefit AM radio broadcasters and their
listeners," Detweiler said.
"When and How Will Terrestrial
Radio Go Digital in Europe?" is aquestion to be addressed by Markus Ruoss,
founder and owner of Ruoss AG.
With a variety of available options
and apatchwork of various digital radio
solutions throughout the continent, factors such as economy, politics and

differing technical rules make a single
digital solution in Europe unlikely,
Ruoss says. A number of distribution
platforms are expected. While atransition to digital was expected earlier, the
financial crisis has slowed progress,
resulting in a longer-than-expected life
span for analog.
He'll talk about navigating the barriers, asolution through agradual transition and an example of a "yes-but" as
opposed to a "no-but" scenario.

and Worcester areas — BIA/Kelsey
and Broadcast Signal Lab teamed
with Unique Interactive to explore the
requirements for aradio electronic program guide.
311IIM

There is alot of hype
on both sides and we
want to peel that away.

One of the features made possible
by HD Radio is an EPG. "Electronic
Program Guide Field Trial: How HD
Radio EPG Works" will be presented
by David Maxson, managing partner in
Broadcast Signal Lab LLP.
This is intended to explain to engineers, programmers and managers the
ease of integrating EPG content to better
serve listeners. According to Maxson
— who with Steve Riggs coordinated
a field trial in the Boston, Providence

Mike Troje
"Radio broadcasters are at a disadvantage to other digital media that have
online program information available to
the listener at the point of listening —
more than just title and artist," he said.
As Radio World has detailed in the past,
the EPG project was sponsored by the
NAB FASTROAD program.

"This talk explains how EPG services for radio will work. It includes
a discussion of the impact of EPG
content creation on station workflow,
as well as a cook's tour of how EPG
data gets on the air via HD Radio
transmissions. Also, as more and more
devices become both radio-capable and
Internet-connected, rich radio EPG services can be delivered in acomplementary way over both media."
"Laboratory Test Results of Digital
Radio Technologies: DAB, DAB+,
T-DMB Audio and HD Radio" examines evaluations performed in the lab.
Yong-Tae Lee, principal researcher
for ETRI, performed tests and comparisons with computer simulations for the
purpose of determining which technology is best suited for operation in Korea.
DAB, DAB+ and T-DMB audio were
tested for service in the VHF III band, and
HD Radio and DRM+ tested for service
in the VHF II band. Among the tested
items were spectrum mask, phase error,
dynamic range and Bit Error Rate performance in the Gaussian and fading chan(continued on page 24)
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A slide from Jeff Detweiler's presentation on AM HD Radio technology improvement illustrates aconfiguration allowing the
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WIDEORBIT IS EASY TO USE

and our AEs can do so much without
relying on other people. With WideOrbit,
we better manage preempts and
makegoods, including proactive
notifications to sales
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MARY SCHIEFELBEIN
Traffic Coordinator, Midwest Communications

End-To- End Sales, Traffic, Automation,

INTRODUCING WO AUTOMATION FOR RADIO 2.0

and Billing Software

•The industry's most modern radio automation system

WideOrbit provides the most modern, comprehensive
solutions for managing your radio business from sales
to traffic to automation and accounting. Our scalable,
enterprise-wide solutions enable radio broadcasters
to manage multiple stations, markets and groups
from asingle system.

•Complete integration with WO Traffic, the fastest
growing sales, traffic and billing software for radio
•Leader & Follower: effortless multistation and
multicasting capabilities
•Formerly Google Radio Automation

SEE A DEMO OF WIDEORBIT AT NAB SHOW 2010
NORTH HALL, BOOTH N5129

WIDE ORBIT

SCHEDULE AN ONSITE DEMO AT:
WWW.WIDEORBIT.COM/NAB
For more information, please contact: Mike Zinsmeister, Vice President, Sales
(0) + 1.404.378.3381 I( M) + 1.828.712.2843 I mikezewideorbit.com

02010 WideOrbit Inc. All rights reserved.
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(continued from page 22)

Need abreak from the casinos? If you're already planning aday trip to
Hoover Dam, plan astop on the way to Boulder City, one of two cities in
Nevada where it's illegal to gamble (the other is the town of Panaca). The
small-town vibe offers arefreshing change of pace from the Strip.
First a little background. Approximately 20 miles outside Las Vegas,
Boulder City was born in 1932 from the need for housing for the workers
building what was originally called Boulder Dam.
In an effort to keep workers focused on the dam task at hand, alcohol
sales and all forms of gambling were prohibited in the city. The Bureau of
Reclamation, an agency under the Department of the Interior that oversees
water resource management and power generation projects, did not relinquish
control of the city until 1958, and Boulder City was incorporated in 1960. The
city council selected apharmacist as its first mayor; the residents approved the
city charter, which retained the prohibition of gambling.
But with Boulder City's quirky shops and cafes you
won't even miss the casinos.
One is the Coffee Cup Cafe, or "The Cup."
Featured on the Food Network's "Diners, DriveIns and Dives" a couple years back, The Cup
offers traditional diner fare such as club sandwiches and tuna melts, and burgers of all sizes
including "chili size" (hamburger patty on a
bun with chili, cheese and onions). Additional
menu highlights include a pineapple milkshake and a pricing list for or "instead ofs"
that conveys The Cup's sense of humor:
Thinking about asking for a substitution is
free; asking for asubstitution costs $ 1; asking for a substitution in the no-substitution
area is $20; and asking if these are real charges
costs $40.
The Coffee Cup
512 Nevada Highway
Boulder City
(702) 294-0517
www.worldfamouscoffeecup.com

nels. Also examined were interference
in the co-channel and adjacent-channel
scenario and single-frequency network
capability testing. Audio quality testing
based on the lab work also was performed.
Field testing is expected in the next year.
"We believe that these test results will
be useful to the countries considering
'
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analog FM service conversion to digital
radio," the author wrote in an NAB conference summary.
iSkhVCln/etyocaporoe

Digital signal processing is used in
many pieces of broadcast equipment,
most notably audio processors. It can
also be employed to enhance Digital
Radio Mondiale power, resulting in
increased coverage.
"Digital Power Enhancement for
DRM" was developed by Transradio.
Discussing the details of this process
will be Christian Horlle, project manager for digital radio at Transradio in his
presentation.
AFTERNOON: FOCUS ON FM DIGITAL
"FM Digital Radio," atrack of afternoon sessions also moderated by Mike

Don't take achance with your timing needs. Trust the name broadcasters
have counted on for precision master clocks and timing-related products
for nearly 40 years—ESE. Our products accurately synchronize
broadcast operations using achoice of GPS, WWV, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency for affordable, reliable, perfect time.
Visit wfteese-web.com to witness world-class timing systems that
are designed for easy installation, set-up and operation.
ESE, 142 Sierra Street, El Segundo, CA 90245 USA, Tel: ( 310) 322-2136

Cooney, brings afocus to FM HD Radio
issues. Many, though not all, of the
presentations delve into implications of
the decision by the FCC to allow higher
IBOC power.
"There are consequences to increasing HD power," said Mike Troje,
marketing manager for Continental
Electronics. "As with most engineering
problems, compromises must be made
so adetailed understanding of the issues
1111111111111E
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The companies researching an electronic program
guide, with NAB funding, will discuss their new Phase 2
Final Report including findings of lab and field trials.
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and their impact on each station must be
understood. There is alot of hype on all
sides and we want to peel that away and
expose the hard truths. Increasing HD
power levels will require agreat deal of
research on the part of each FM station's
engineering staff."
His presentation, "Planning for the
Increase in Digital Power for FM HD
Radio Signals," examines the "good and
the bad" sides of the power increase.
"Preserving the existing analog revenue stream while advancing the conversion to digital will benefit the industry
both now and well into the future.
"More specifically we will discuss
how increased HD power increases the
negative envelope modulation of the
hybrid waveform. If the negative envelope gets too close to zero, some receivers such as clock radios and some hi-fi
receivers with relatively wide IF bandwidths will cause their FM limiter to
fail. This can be areal nuisance on some
radios and not noticeable on others with
narrower IF bandwidth," Troje said.
With the FCC approval for an
increase in HD Radio power from —20
dBc to — 14 dBc, broadcasters have a
number of available options to implement this improvement as well as apossible power upgrade to — 10 dBc.
''Extending
Your
HD
Radio
Footprint," presented by Harris Corp.
Vice President of Transmission Research
and Technology Geoff Mendenhall, P.E,
examines the power increase issue and
other topics related to HD Radio coverage improvement.
The power increase "will require
more digital transmitter power with
greater isolation between the analog FM
transmitter and the digital transmitter in
separate amplification systems," said
Mendenhall.
Additional topics include RF power
amplifier linearity improvement, space
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combining, common amplification,
high- power filterplexers, sharp-tuned
RF mask filters, additional HD power
with hybrid crest factor reduction techniques, and unequal HD Radio sideband
powers to achieve interference reduction. He will also discuss the use of HD
Radio gap fillers and translators.
Mendenhall will share results of the
industry working group he chaired on a
standardized method to measure the HD
Radio signal transmission quality.
He said he wants to help the radio
station engineer understand facility
planning requirements and technology
choices to improve astation's HD Radio
signal footprint. "This is intended to be
aprimer on several methods to improve
HD Radio coverage." The system must
deliver a quality signal to listeners in
a variety of locations and receivers as
well as conform to FCC emission specifications.

Boosters: What You Need To Know."
"While boosters still do and always
will have limited usage, with the right
implementation, they can be a very
effective tool," he said. According to
Bealor the most important technology
advances are in the exciter, with accurate delays and modulation controls and
better synchronization techniques.
"Boosters have limited application,
and must be correctly engineered to be
successful."
"Putting the IBOC Quality Metric to
the Test" examines a newly developed

Further examining the power increase
is "Practical Tools for HD Radio: HD
Power Boost, Increased Sideband Levels
and More" presented by Nautel Market
Development Manager Hal Kneller.
Among his topics are "new technologies that enhance the Peak-to-Average
Power Ratio (PAPR) already contained
in the iBiquity code. Nautel now incorporates the digital constellations as well
as the analog signal to further increase
amplifier efficiency and power output. This product is called HD Power
Boost. Also discussed are elevated sideband modifications to existing and new
products."
Kneller added, "With the FCC
approval of increased HD Radio injection levels, many issues come to the
table, and manufacturers are working
Ward to get information, modifications
and support to customers."
A talk by Henry Downs, vice president of engineering for Mega Industries,
will explore "HD Radio, The Way
Forward," intended to guide a broadcaster toward the most effective solution
to realize HD Radio in its market.
Given the transmission equipment
already in use, the available budget
and all other options, an examination
of offerings from many manufacturers
will assist in the final decision, Downs
said. These options include transmitter
upgrades or modifications, dual- input
antennas and low-level combining.
Two common technologies long
employed by analog broadcasters are
boosters and translators. The former
operate on the station's assigned frequency, the latter broadcast on another
frequency.
Tim Bealor of Broadcast Electronics
will talk about the benefits to FM HD
Radio broadcasters in "Translators and

metric aimed at evaluating signal integrity to permit maximum coverage and
minimize the amount of error correction
in receivers.
"Now all manufacturers and broadcasters have auniform standard to work
from," said Philipp Schmid, digital
design engineer for Nautel Ltd.
The metric is an effort of the National
Radio Systems Committee, the NAB,
various manufacturers, iBiquity and
other professionals.
"In the past, stations installed IBOC
equipment, checked the mask and injection level via spectrum analyzer and

dealt with things they could hear like
audio processing, and assumed the
best," Schmid said.
"Having auniform standard to work
from allows us to evaluate Modulation
Error Ratio (MER) separately for data
and reference carriers, IBOC carrier
amplitude and group delay variations.
"We expect the MER measurements
to benefit HD Radio broadcasters by
improving signal integrity by permitting
exact measurements."
Tom Osenkowsky is a broadcast
engineering consultant and long-time
contributor to Radio World.

This is where uncompromised operating efficiency and reliability meet
outstanding value. The low power consumption, compact footprint and
internal low-pass filter of the HPX high- power FM transmitter add up to real
savings from the day it goes on air. Using field- proven Platinum Z/ZX' IPA
modules and ZX-series switching power supplies, the HPX optimizes efficiency at
every stage so your cost of ownership is lower for years to come
HPX is designed for analog FM, HD Radio — and FM + HD, with aselection of
standard and enhanced control/diagnostic packages and
exciters such as the unmatched Harris FlexStar®.
When you need high operating power ready to meet
any HD Radio power increase, HPX is the natural
choice Geoff Mendenhall, Vice President of Transmission
Research and Technology at Harris. has been a
key part of countless. groundbreaking. FM and AM
transmitter designs for more than 30 years.

Learn more at www.broadcast.harris.com/hpx
or ( 800) 622-0022.
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Monday: Radio Facilities and IP Audio
BEC Explores How Devices Talk to Us and
The Sweeping Impact of Internet Protocol
Studio control boards, remote controls, transmitters and myriad of other
devices are interconnected, allowing for
remote control and status verification
on an unprecedented level. How these
devices talk to us, and potentially to each
other, are among topics of discussion at
the BEC.

BY CHARLES DUBÉ
On the Monday morning of the
NAB Show, the Broadcast Engineering
Conference turns its attention to radio facilities in agroup of presentations chaired by
Jeff Smith of Clear Channel Radio.
Not long ago, when we used the term
"network" around astation, we commonly
meant anational source of broadcast programming. In today's studio and transmission sites, another kind of network has
taken root; this is changing not only the
way we use the word but the way we operate our facilities.

Tony Peterle, technical support manager at World Cast Systems Inc., will present
"The Smart Site: Integrating Intelligence
Into All Facets of the Broadcast Facility."
When the FCC began to allow for the
unattended studio and transmitter facility,
it did so knowing that remote controls
had progressed to the point where the
engineer, if alerted to a compromised
condition, could react and, in most cases,
remedy the situation enough so as to prevent illegal operation, restore service at
least to some degree and even to prevent
equipment damage. But for most facilities,

it is still amatter of occurrence, diagnosis
and human response.
Now we are moving into the next phase
of automation, the ability of the equipment not only to query itself but to react
immediately, switching to an auxiliary
device and notifying a control operator
of an out-of-tolerance condition. In addition, the analysis now has the potential

Set Point:

12 00kW

In his paper "Reducing Operating
Costs With Better Monitoring and Control
of Facilities," Kevin Rodgers, director of
customer service at Nautel, examines it
monetarily.
With centralized intelligence effectively monitoring multiple facets of the operation, users can explore ways to reduce
expensive operating (and repair) costs.
He plans to demonstrate with examples
how this can be managed utilizing aTCP/
IP backbone. Rodgers asks, "What would
you say to aremote control that included

Mode:

FM + HD

CIRQUE DOES ELVIS
Elvis impersonators are the sine qua non of the Strip. An oft-lampooned
army of performance artists can be found throughout the city at birthdays,
corporate events, music revues and/or tribute shows, even weddings.
But if you're looking for more than the stereotypically pudgy dude
adorned with sideburns and squeezed into arhinestone-studded jumpsuit,"
Cirque du Soleil's got the ticket.
Much like Cirque's 2006 show "Love," which paid homage to the
Beatles, "Viva Elvis" seeks to honor the life of the King through a mix
of song, classic footage shown on large screens behind the performers and feats of strength and
agility. In its review of the
show, which debuted Feb.
19, Time magazine called
Viva Elvis" an "audiovisualballetic-acrobatic explosion."
The 90-minute show begins
in 1956 and spans significant
times in Presley's life including his Army service, marriage to Priscilla Beaulieu and
his film success.
More than a medley or
tribute, "Viva Elvis" has
poignant moments as well.
During the performance of "One Night," the audience is shown an image of
two men in T-shirts and jeans executing an acrobatic routine, both together
and solo, on aguitar-shaped platform. One of the men falls off into the darkness at the end, symbolic of the death of Elvis's twin brother, Jesse, at birth.
Ticket prices range from $99—$175. Shows daily at 7and 9:30 p.m. The
show is dark Wednesdays and Thursdays, but there are special added performances on Wednesday April 14.
"Viva Elvis"
Aria Resort and Casino
3730 Las Vegas Boulevard South
Tickets: (877)-25 ELVIS

An image from apresentation by Kevin Rodgers of Nautel about facility
monitoring and control.
to go beyond the traditional parameters
of power output, tower lighting alarms,
antenna switches and backup systems.
Equipment now has avoice to communicate with its peers, via serial or network
paths. As manufacturers include means
for devices to be networked, and as software is developed to allow for artful interface, "site intelligence" has flipped the
task list from the human to the machine,
meaning equipment at a smart site can
handle atremendous variety of conditions,
correcting for them and notifying the engineer as needed.
Peterle says it is now possible for users
to network the studio, the transmitter site
and the various support systems that not
only transmit but maintain the environmental factors that help to sustain equipment's longevity and safety. Systems also
can keep watch on the traditional points
(transmission, temperatures, security) as
well as security systems, HVAC, servers,
even the quality of the transmission itself,
such as astation's pilot, modulation or any
instability that might occur.

spectral analysis, or aSmith Chart function (to view phase rotation)?"
IP remote controlling realizes monitoring in "deep-drill" mode, allowing an
engineer to assess conditions from the
office or at home, which may save on
trips to the transmitter site. He or she can
confirm compliance of the signal without
having to resort to additional expensive
test gear along with the visit.
"Radio in the Cloud" — As networking and the Internet have gained in sophistication, the need for each device on the
network to perform every support function decreases, as common tasks can be
managed by "the cloud" and an increased
amount of applications can be shared, as
opposed to unnecessary replication at the
local level.
Andrew Janitschek, director of program
and operations support for Radio Free Asia,
will take us beyond the individual station,
showing how networking can be expanded
via offsite warehousing of records, logs and
(continued on page 28)

Modular Operation in Op-X allows
for atiered system at afraction of he cost of it's competitors.
Each studio client is capable
of accessing all Audio Server
modLles on the network.
Remote voice- tracking allows
for creation of content for
remcte studios also running
Op- X.
he revolutionary design of
Op- X's cock builder turns the
previous task of scheduling
satellite programming into a
few simple clicks.
Share serial devices from any
machine using the Op-X Serial
Server.
Importing logs now gets its own
module that takes confusion out
of the process.
Engineers will enjoy Op- X
because it's easy to install,
mairtain, and has automatic
backup features.

Not since Axia audio-over-IP was
introduced to the broadcast industry have we at BGS been so
excited' It is with great enthusiasm we'd like to invite you to take
alook at the new Op-X Radio Automation delivery system for
any single or multi-station cluster Op-Xs' versatility allows it to
operate seamlessly with either Axia IP-Audio networks or legacy
audio consoles
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(continued from page 26)
source material ( i.e., audio).
The "cloud" paradigm allows for a
more focused tasking at the local level,
leaving general applications to agreater,
shared community saving time and labor.
AFTERNOON: IP AUDIO FOR RADIO
Monday afternoon, the Broadcast
Engineering Conference turns its attention
to IP audio for radio in aset of sessions
also chaired by Jeff Smith.
"LANS and Drivers and Fares: Oh
My!" — It's clear that digital audio now
reigns supreme in the broadcast plant, and
we have some standardization coming
that nudges different products to speak the
same language, allowing distribution of
digital audio efficiently within and without the facility.
Even in the world of digital communication, talk is not always cheap, as Al
Salci, vice president of Sierra Automated
Systems warns us in his presentation. He
plans to consider proprietary protocols in
the IP audio world, many requiring differing fees and fares for licensing, and argues
that there is movement afoot to bring
these together under acommon umbrella,
making the transportation of audio more
cost-effective.

"The misconception is that there are no
proprietary protocols that indeed require
drivers to be installed when speaking
to other third-party equipment," he said.
"Accordingly, to interface DAWs, adriver must be purchased or licensed, thereby
negating the perceived savings of ahardware soundcard."
With the IEEE close to standardizing
802.1 AVB, Salci said, he will discuss how
the standard can provide a plug-and-play
process where drivers automatically install
and the devices will be ready to communicate without the need for additional
licensing costs. Later in the day he will go
into more detail of the 802.1 AVB protocol.
"Extending AolP to the Transmitter"
— Kirk Harnack, executive director of
international business development at
Telos-Omnia-Axia, will discuss and show
examples of bringing the remote transmitter site into the LAN; Chuck Kelly,
director of sales at Nautel, will co-present
and describe the functionality brought by
adding Ethernet to modern transmitters,
not only for remote control and monitoring, but for linear audio delivery as well.
"FM transmitters are now available
with AoIP network connections," Kelly
said. "This implies that, for the first time,
audio may be routed from PC playout
systems or other sources all the way to the
transmitter and he carried in acompletely

linear format by IP audio packets across a
qualified Ethernet/IP network."
Harnack added, "Now virtually all
of a radio station facility's engineering
infrastructure can be interconnected using
Ethernet/IP. Separate functions and systems such as real-time linear audio transport, audio content backup, IP-video security systems, monitoring and control of
studio and transmitter gear, plus voice over
IP, or VoIP, and other routine IP traffic can
all share acommon, ubiquitous transport
infrastructure." Harnack and Kelly will discuss how radio stations are doing this now.
So, we know the transmitter site is humming along well, but what about life at the
studio? What can help us create that sound
that will make your hardworking talent
stand out? And how do we bring this technology into the control room in away that
frees up the creativity and energy?
Patrick Campion, the director of product development at ENCO Systems, will
address this point in "Beyond Automation:
Intelligent Software Design for Live-Assist
Applications."
Stations want software to "be an aid to
the personality, instead of areplacement,"
he said. "Software made to be used by
humans instead of replacing humans isn't
a new concept, but it's something that
doesn't get the attention that it deserves."
Integration of software to simplify the

creation of logs and allow for easy access
to more devices by more station personnel
gives the talent time to focus on the fun
and not have to tangle with the tedious
aspects of their routines. Intelligent GUI
design is one major way to make this happen, he argues.
The evolution of telephone technology
has seeped its way into our lives as well,
starting with large-scale digital networks
connecting coast to coast, to the soon-tobe-ubiquitous AoIP business networks in
offices worldwide.
The need to for analog-to-digital conversions over various circuitry paths is
becoming athing of the past, as are bulky
and expensive PBXs.
Steve Church, founder and CEO of
Telos Systems and recipient of this year's
NAB Radio Engineering Achievement
Award, and Michael Dosch, president of
Axia Audio, have co-authored "VoIP in
the Broadcast Studio," highlighting the
uses of VoIP phone systems and how this
has created versatility with direct call traffic within the studio complex, operational
flexibility and the move of telephone communication into the next generation with
advancements such as Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP).
Audio over IP has the potential to reach
just about every place on the globe. But as
the Internet grows, so does the demand as

"If it's AM Radio, it is Kintronic Labs."
Site Planning • Design of Digital- Ready AM Antenna Systems • Custom Fabrication of AM Antenna Systems • On- Site Services and Technical Support
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we discover new and creative things desirable to transport. .
Whether it be in aclosed network or
over the Internet, success will require
planning that takes into account capacity,
latency and jitter. In the world of broadcasting, where drops and disruptions are
not acceptable, some means of backup can
be mission-critical.
Greg Massey, chief technical officer
for APT, part of WorldCast Systems,
will present his talk "Going National:
Special Considerations for Large-Scale
Deployments of Audio Over IP," showing
ways in which broadcasters have implemented multiple codecs to ship audio
between facilities on acontinental basis.
He believes that the broadcaster must
learn to "think like the telecom ops"
when designing the network, keeping in
mind peak time, bandwidth fluctuations
and other things inherent in the system
in which workarounds might be required.

Aria Resort & Casino
opened in December, the centerpiece of anew "urban resort
destination" called CityCenter,
which also features Vdara Hotel
& Spa, Mandarin Oriental, Las
Vegas and Crystals.
Aria was designed by Pelli
Clarke Pelli, which incorporated two curvilinear steel and
glass towers as well as natu-

Di ital°

Trusted Flexible Digital Studio

Al Salci of Sierra Automated Systems
returns to expand upon an arena of
high-bandwidth data transport with "An
Introduction to IEEE 802.1 Audio/Video
Bridging for Radio Broadcasters."
This standard was developed by an
organization of professional companies
dedicated to provide the specifications
that will allow time-synchronized lowlatency streaming services through IEEE
802 networks. With Apple and Microsoft
embracing this standard, "it likely we'll
see the AVB connector on future products
such as we see AES or S/PDIF connectors," Salci said.
Audio over IP is now commonplace in
shipping audio from point to point geographically, such as with remote broadcasting and in some cases as an 5Th.
However, these applications require bandwidth for each receiving location. Could
AoIP one day replace satellites for simultaneous distribution to multiple users?
WorldCast System's Rolf Taylor speaks
about "Point-to-Point Audio Distribution:
It's Not Just Satellite Anymore."
One new network type offered by providers, Multiple Protocol Label Switching,
may be an answer. Taylor will examine
how an MPLS network's data packets
are assigned labels. Packets are forwarded
based on the contents of the labels without
the need for examination of the packet
itself. As aresult, end-to-end circuits of any
protocol can be used to transport any form
of data in a "virtually private" network.
These networks often support IP
Multicast, which is designed to transport
one stream to multiple locations efficiently without the need for multiple redundant
streams. Taylor also covers the topic of
Ethernet-IP Address Resolution Protocol
and creative use to allow multipoint distribution over simplex media.
Charles Dubé is chief engineer at
WFCR(FM), Amherst, Mass.

ral elements foliage, wood and
stone. The developers highlight
its unusual architecture, sustainable design, "high-end service
and spectacular amenities."
MGM Mirage developed
CityCenter with Infinity World
Development Corp. CityCenter
is called the largest private sustainable development in the
world. It occupies 67 acres
between Bellagio and Monte
Carlo resorts.
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Tuesday: Radio Data Services and More
Sessions Also Look at AM Detuning, STLs

using these types of technology can be
assigned to smaller and specific areas,
such as aZip code.
While this technology now requires
receivers meant to decode the warning
messages, Straeb anticipates that these
features will be integrated into more
common devices — specifically the cell
phone, should U.S. carriers start including FM radios in phones.
Straeb states that 40 percent of cell
phones outside of the United States
have integrated FM radios; if that were
to be extended inside the United States,
it would create avaluable platform for
mass notification of alerts to the public.
Straeb said many design issues related
to the implementation of this technology
in cell phones has been achieved.
He adds that some 500 million FM/
RBDS chips have been shipped since
2001.

And the Impact of Indoor Noise on FM Radio

13
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queries DNS
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Tuesday's engineering sessions offer
asampling of new technologies that are
being developed for radio. In the morning, the focus will be on "Radio Data
Services" covering topics related to
RDS, HD Radio and other technologies
to deliver more content and applications
to receivers. The session chair is Dom
Bordonaro of Cox Radio.
Tuesday morning's presentations start
with Mike Starling, NPR's vice president and chief technology officer and
the executive director of its Technical
Research Center and NPR Labs.
In "Emerging Bonded Metadata Applications and Accessible Radio Services,"
Starling will provide an update of the
Technology Research Center's work on a
initiative to support synchronized bonded
metadata services, for live and delayed
broadcast, in the rollout of the nextgeneration Public Radio Satellite System
(Radio World, March 1).
The TRC is a new service initiative
of NPR Distribution, which now houses

DNS returns ( NAME

•

SRV record used
to determine API
of appropriate
service provider

RadioDNS is atechnology that leverages the power of the Internet for
connected radios. From Skip Pizzi's morning session.

the NPR Labs operating unit. One of
the new bonded metadata applications
under development is Captioning for
Radio, an emerging digital service feature previously unavailable to analogonly radio.
Papers by individuals involved in
employing alert technologies will focus
on using RDS/RBDS technology on FM

stations.
Matthew Straeb, executive vice president of Global Security Systems, will
present "Saving Lives With FM RadioBased Mass Notification."
He will discuss how emergency alerts
can be done via RBDS, and technologies that can be more granular at
assigning alerts than traditional FIPS
codes used in EAS broadcasts. Alerts
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"The Benefits of Using FM RBDS
Data in Integrated Public Alert and
Warning" is by Bill Marriott, chief technology officer of viaRadio.
While Marriott would like to see
implementation in cell phones, he said
other issues need to be considered.
Phone manufacturers will have to
coordinate and agree with the carriers
to incorporate these features; he doesn't
foresee that happening quickly. Other
items such as giving control over the
phones software to a third-party alerting service and even controlling the FM
tuner to monitor alerts will be issues to
work out. Having the user of the phone
listening to an FM station, and having
the phone listening for alerts, can present acompeting use for the tuner.
He feels this will take time to resolve
and is instead focusing on devices that
are radios, such as a clock radio, with
two tuners; one tuner to monitor for
alerts, and one for the listener to control.
"No single warning technology is
perfect. We need alayered approach."
He thinks FM alerting via RBDS is
an important layer in conjunction with
EAS, SMS, Reverse 911 and Internet
technologies, and that RBDS is the most
efficient way to broadcast rapidly to
many people. Using New York City as
an example, if devices to receive such
alerts became ubiquitous, " It's the fastest way to wake up millions of people."
Continuing with the RDS/RBDS
theme, Jim Roberts, product manager
for The Radio Experience at Broadcast
Electronics, will present "Do More With
RDS Data."
He will discuss the basics of RDS
displays and the use of software to
improve the listener experience.
Roberts also will address more
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advanced RDS concepts such as interleaving messages, linking messages to
audio and how to utilize RDS to improve
promotions and advertisements.
He'll also talk about RDS tagging
and the implementation of tagging via
social networking sites like Twitter and
Facebook to make tagging accessible to
more listeners without the need for specific mobile devices or special receivers.
"Providing Media-Rich Content
Using Digital Radio" will be presented
by Tim Anderson, manager of strategic market and product development at
Harris Broadcast.
He will discuss new applications for
digital radio; the paper will focus on HD
Radio technologies and developments,
but he said many of these advances
apply to international DRM/DAB platforms as well.
IIre
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designed that not only tune in terrestrial
broadcasts but can be connected to a
network and have access to the Internet,
creating exciting opportunities for the
radio to download content and graphics
to the display.
Pizzi will also discuss the various
types of tagging via RBDS and HD
Radio and apps for mobile devices.
AFTERNOON: CASE STUDIES
The afternoon sessions, "Radio Case
Studies," will present a range of topics
ranging from non-traditional STLs, interference/noise analysis on the FM band

and satellite delivery networks to enhancing digital content on the web, using computer modeling for reradiating structures
on AM, and using voice over IP in a
broadcast environment. The chair is Andy
Laird of Journal Broadcast Group.
The first, "Satellite Distribution of
HD Radio and Analog FM Using HDC,"
is presented by Mike Pappas, chief engineer of KUVO(FM) in Denver.
For stations that need to deliver STLquality audio to multiple transmitters
across large distances, the costs of data
links to these locations can be expen-

sive, especially when you consider
HD1/HD2/HD3 streams along with the
traditional analog FM audio. Pappas
will share his experiences in a project
involving a satellite network to deliver
audio to two distant sites via satellite
using the 300 kbps HDC "HD Radio"
audio codec and then deriving the analog FM audio from this stream.
Doing such provides significant savings over the long term when considering two or more stations, and becomes
"a cost-effective solution to roll out
HD" in those situations, Pappas said.
(continued on page 32)
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This, or something
like this, is going to be
the future of STLs.
—Paul Shulins
Exciting applications such as transmitting graphical slide shows are being
developed and could be used for sending station logos, album art, advertisements and weather graphics synchronized to audio content. Other applications include electronic program guide
(EPG), 5.1 surround sound, Traffic
Message Channel, conditional access
and Journaline, a service that provides
structured text data to radio receivers
to present "magazine content" or news
content on the radio display.
Anderson will outline some of the
transmission and receiver sub-systems
and protocols required to do this as well.
Before lunch, media technology
consultant Skip Pizzi will present
"Enhanced Radio Broadcasting: NextGen Features for Connected Devices."
Pizzi will share his experiences working on some of these new technologies
and provide a status of their development. For instance, the electronic program guide could enhance the listening
experience.
"There's alot of content on radio that
people don't know about unless they
stumble on it," he said. "This puts terrestrial radio at some sort of parity with
other mediums" such as television.
RadioDNS/RadioVIS
is another
technology he will address; it leverages the power of the Internet for connected radios. New receivers are being
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Radio will present "Indoor Noise
Conditions in the FM Broadcast Band,"
sharing his experience of finding devices in homes and businesses that create
noise that interferes with FM broadcasts.
"It's hard to put absolute numbers
on this," he states, but he will present
data comparing the FM band inside and
outside of homes and offices.
"As soon as you step in the door ...

Total since 1987, in Millions

(continued from page 31)

For shorter distances, Paul Shulins
of Greater Media in Boston shares his
experiences of using non-traditional
point-to-point wireless STLs in his presentation "Maximizing the Reliability of
Studio-to- Transmitter Links for Radio."
When it comes to today's STL
requirements of getting multiple audio
sources to asingle site, "the old Part 74
stuff isn't cutting it anymore," he states.
"People need to find new [higher capacity] links."
While solutions that use 2.4 GHz
and 5.8 GHz unlicensed spread-spectrum technologies have been popular
to deploy and offer a lot more capacity, Shulins said he experienced problems with reliability as these unlicensed
bands became saturated.
He will outline his successes and
challenges using licensed 11 GHz and
18 GHz links, bands that were traditionally off-limits to broadcasters for STLs
due to FCC rules.
"The commission needed to be convinced to allow it... [ wle had to show
the need." The benefits are enormous;
licensed, protected channels and trans-
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Analysis supplied by RCS Forum Member Frits de Jong, TomTom

"Case Study: PRSS Next-Generation
Content Delivery" by Pete Loewenstein,
vice president of distribution for NPR,
focuses on important upgrades planned

Matthew Straeb says more than 500 million FM RBDS chips have been
shipped since 2001.
mission rates of 150 megabits (or more)
are possible. Shulins will outline the
regulatory landscape, technology and
some of the theory to consider for these
types of links. "This, or something like
this, is going to be the future of STLs."
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the noise floor rises significantly, covering up the weaker signals." Some of the
worst noise polluters include newer TVs
and lightweight AC adapters to charge
smaller devices like cell phones.
"Due to the relatively low power of
HD carriers, this could be partially to
blame for the poor indoor HD reception," he said.
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for Digital Solid-state
Transmitter Installation
You know that there is not aONE BOX solution
to providing power quality protection for your
unmanned facility. And you know that the most
common and significant types of power line
disturbances are short duration changes in voltage
level (Sags/Surges) as well as sustained (High or
Low) voltage level changes. Power anomalies that
your TVSS and UPS were not designed to remedy
on acontinuous basis.

For more information
on the new BVR and
other power quality
solutions visit us at
www.superiorelectric.com
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Now there is an answer for severe and damaging
voltage fluctuations for all of your Mission Critical
transmitter sites. Don't settle for little or no
Voltage Regulation in your "power suite" strategy
because the solution was to big, too heavy, did
not offer awide enough input voltage correction
range or was too expensive!

Superior
Ne Electric

410

28 Spring Lane • Suite 3 • Farmington, CT 06032 USA
www.superiorelectric.com • info@superiorelertricrom

1:130

Visit us at NAB booth #C1108
Telephone: 860-507-2025 • fox:860-507-2050
Customer Service 860-507-2025, Ext 70782
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Outdoor (top) and indoor measurements showing noise in the FM band
from apresentation by Steve Johnston.
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for the Public Radio Satellite System,
which is used by some 400 NPR and
other public stations and serves hundreds more.
New receivers are being tested and
will start being deployed this summer,
with an eventual goal to be converted to
the new system in 2011.
Engineers whose stations use the system may wish to attend as Loewenstein
will outline the new features and benefits, an updated timetable for the project
and what interconnected stations must
do to convert.
A.J. Janitschek of Radio Free Asia
will share ideas to improve your on-air
and interactive offerings.
In his presentation "Radio Living in a
Multimedia World," he will discuss the
use of video and social media by your
station's reporters and personalities to
help capture more than audio when
they're at an event or covering astory.
"nee1111111

Alot of towers ...
have been detuned that
didn't need to be.

said. Using MoM should help in understanding the difference between atower
that will affect the entire pattern vs.
having just alocalized effect on asingle
area or monitor point.
The presentation "Telephones in Your
Studio or Newsroom: Big Changes
Coming" is by Joe Talbot, director of
engineering of Citadel Broadcasting in
San Francisco.
"The handwriting is on the wall.
POTS is done," Talbot says. He will talk
about how voice-over-IP technologies
can be leveraged in abroadcast environ-

ment to reduce costs while improving
the quality of the content and making it
easier for your operation to use.
"You don't have to spend much
money ... to enjoy the benefits of these
changes," he said. "You are no longer
tied to asingle vendor for everything."
Talbot will share experiences with
name-brand and open-source solutions.
And "Power Quality in Communications Facilities" is intended to recommend wiring and grounding techniques
and practices that should be part of new
or renovated structures.

"We will examine several case histories, including television, radio and 911
communications centers," stated David
Brender, national program manager for
the Copper Development Association,
in an NAB summary.
"The power quality wiring and
grounding practices to help prevent
power quality problems from occurring.
or diminish their effect, are applicable to
every industrial end use."
Alan Jurison, CSRE, AMD, DRB and
CBNT, is aregional IT manager/ broadcast engineer for Citadel Broadcasting
in Syracuse, N.Y.

Ready Today.
(and every day from here on out.)

John Warner
"We are no longer in just the radio
business, we're in the multimedia business," he said. Radio Free Asia has had
success adding such content to its web
site and social media sites and YouTube.
Including this content on other popular
sites has been helpful as the Radio Free
Asia site is censored in some nations.
"Detuning in the MoM Era," presented by John Warner, vice president
of AM engineering for Clear Channel,
will focus on new rules under consideration by the FCC that would allow other
licensees building or making modifications to towers near AM stations to use
Method of Moments (MoM) computer
modeling to determine if a proposed
tower will impact the AM station.
If the MoM analysis shows adverse
effects, they can use the computer modeling to determine the detuning solution
and impact. This is in contrast to current
rules that require field measurements
before and after construction. These rules
could be enacted as early as this spring.
Warner will cover how to interpret
reports that might be served as notification to a station, and what you should
do if you get the paperwork. He also
will talk about detuning and some of
its myths.
"There are a lot of towers that have
been detuned that didn't need to be," he

The next generation of the famous SAGE ENDEC has already shipped
to hundreds of broadcasters and public safety agencies across
the country. As FEMA and the FCC prepare for CAP 1.2 compliance,
broadcasters are already taking advantage of the many new
features and functions of the SAGE Digital ENDEC including:
•AES/EBU Digital Audio
•mho° Base-TNetwork Connectivity
•Web- based control and monitoring
•Enhanced logging
•More printing, monitoring, and remote control options
•Easy software upgrading to comply with future changes
Of course, if there are any last minute changes to the CAP 1.2 spec, or
changes at any time in the future, an upgrade is literally minutes away
via asimple software download.
The SAGE Digital ENDEC is the only EAS box you'll ever need.

See us at the April NAB show in the Central Hall, Booth C1358

SAGE Alerting Systems, Inc
800 Westchester Avenue, Suite 641, North Rye Brook, NY 10573
Phone 914 872 4069 • Info@sagealertingsystems.com • www.sagealertingsystems.com
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Wednesday: Disaster Prep and You
Speakers Offer Tips to Anticipate the Worst, and Stay on the Air If It Comes
Steve Ftuker will talk about disaster preparation.
This picture shows damage from a2007 tornado
that struck WCFB(FM) in Daytona Beach, Fia.

BY DANIEL SLENTZ
Engineers face a lot of adventures,
from the late-night phone call that something has just gone terribly wrong to
how to keep the GM happy by reducing
costs.
This year's NAB Show presents two
session sequences that radio engineers
will find fascinating and informative —
or may turn your stomach.
The morning sessions regarding
"Disaster Preparedness, Recovery and
Security" may cause the butterflies
to start flying. Andy Laird of Journal
Broadcast Group is moderator.
The discussion begins with "Strategies
for Disaster Preparedness: Staying on
the Air if the Worst Happens." Chuck
Kelly of Nautel Ltd. leads this talk.
Kelly, who has been in the business for 37 years and started as a DJ,
says natural or man-made disasters are
a critical element to consider when
planning for the worst. From tsunamis
to hurricanes, such events disrupt basic
infrastructure and put increased respon-

sibility on broadcasters. It's radio's job
to have a plan in place so we can
continue to provide information (and
maybe a little entertainment) to our
listeners. Radio is still the strongest
mobile media; even with an increase
on Web services, generally our systems
are built to be robust enough to handle
emergencies.
Kelly said broadcasters should plan
for loss of power, communications and

It's Spring!

Do you know where your RF Signs are?'l

I
AWARN IN
Check Safety SignsSecure?
Legible?
Still There?
Get rugged replacements at

RF Signs.com

Protecting people. Protecting your business.

transportation; have alternate sites in
mind should normal studio and transmitter sites not be available; and consider a kit of supplies, ranging from
"studios in abox" to generator fuel.
Steve Fluker of Cox Radio then discusses "
Are You Prepared for aDisaster?"
He's seen afew of them. Florida may
get more than its share of bad weather
but there is no place immune to all
forms of natural or man-caused calamity. Fluker will talk about your planning
and how it will might make you, as he
put it, "the station hero."
Critical failures or disasters need not
be big events. We think of tornadoes,
hurricanes, floods, lightning, hail and
wind damage; we see fire and vandalism. But small events too can take you
down: a power failure coupled with a
generator that's offline; an STL path
failure due to a dish blowing out of
alignment or atmospheric conditions
causing microwave fade or ducting; a
transmission line section burning. A
pandemic could send aquarter of your
staff home sick; achemical scare could
cause your building to be evacuated.
Fluker will discuss how to be prepared to handle eventualities so you
confidently can face your managers,
corporate office and insurance companies while you rebuild and recover.
"Putting the Final Touches on NextGeneration EAS" is apanel moderated
by NAB's Larry Walke and featuring
speakers from FEMA, the FCC and the

Maine Association of Broadcasters.
As Radio World has reported, FEMA
is rolling out a new Common Alerting
Protocol that will allow the same warning message to be delivered via many
different warning platforms, while the
FCC is exploring a new process of
required annual nationwide EAS tests.
Such transitions can produce questions and confusion. This discussion
promises insight as to what the process
means to you.
Daniel Slentz is vice president of
technology and broadcast operations
for KERA( FMITV) and KKXT(FM) in
Dallas/Ft. Worth.

THE WHITE SPACE ERA
A Wednesday afternoon session
of the Broadcasting Engineering
Conference focuses on " Spectrum
Issues for Broadcasters."
Topics include " Leveraging
White Spaces and an Introduction
to the New Networks Being
Built With Them," " Wireless
Microphone Testing for White
Space Proceeding in Mid-town
Manhattan," " What Wireless Mic
Users Need To Know About White
Spaces and the 700 MHz Band,"
"Radio Communications in Today's
Complex RF World," " Broadcast
Operation and Coexistence in the
White Space Era" and apanel
discussion about these spectrum
issues.
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YOU GOTTA BELIEVE
For early NAB arrivals only:
Illusionist Criss Angel's favorite movie
is "The Wizard of Oz." So perhaps it's no
surprise that the goal of his new show at
the Luxor, "Believe," was to transport the
audience into another dimension.
Note the style of the name with the
letters "1
i
e" in bold. Unlike his popular
show on A&E, "Criss Angel — Mindfrealc," in which he works his magic for both
celebrities and passersby on the street, "Believe" partners the illusionist with the
surrealistic performance art/dance troupe Cirque du Soleil for ashow it describes as
transcending "any preconceived notion of what it means to be emotionally engaged

MORE SHOW
HIGHLIGHTS
Find session details at
www.nabshow.com

radioworld.com IRADIOWORLD

by the arts of mysticism and illusion."
Angel stars as aVictorian nobleman on a "path of imaginative exploration" when
he encounters two women representing different aspects of femininity and four
bizarre "Ushers," who introduce the audience to the characters' and dancers' "highenergy visual feast."
But the show is dark April 11-17, so this tip applies to early convention arrivals
only. Tickets range $59—$160. Book online through Ticketmaster, or by phone at (702)
262-4400 or (800) 557-7428.
"Believe"
Luxor Hotel and Casino
3900 Las Vegas Boulevard South
(702) 262-4400
www.luxor.com
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BEC Keynote: Dr. Barry Blesser
"A Path for Restoring the
Lofty Status of Broadcast
Engineers"
Sunday, 9a.m.
Mobile Television
Two-part BEC sessions
Sunday, 9:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Ray Kurzweil Keynote and
Q&A with Doug Trumbull
Tuesday, 9a.m.
Mobile TV: Ready for
Primetime?
Tuesday, Ip.m.
In Conversation With: Stan Lee
Yes, that Stan Lee.
Wednesday, 9a.m.

License-Free data link delivers LAN/WAN
network and control where no wires or
cables exist.

Military and Government Summit
Howard Lance, president/
CEO of Harris Corp., speaks
on "Dual Utilization of
Broadcast Technology for
Industry and Government."
Wednesday, 10 a.m.

Create your own data link to din transmitter site
with Moseley LanLink HS 9000.
ROS, transmitter' remote control. off-preinisos
servers, surveillance video and IP phones son be

The Business and Technology
of Sports Broadcasting:
From Mobile Devices to 3D
Wednesday, 11:30 a.m.
Technology Luncheon
NAB Engineering
Achievement Awards to
Steve Church, shown,
and Mark Richer. Church is
profiled in our next issue.
Wednesday 12:30 p.m.
Amateur Radio Operators
Reception
Wednesday 6p.m.

implemented quickly and cost effectively. In addition,
email and Internet can now be accessed on- site.
Saving time and valuable resources.
LanLink operates in the 900 MHz ISM band requiring
no license or frequency coordination. Duplexing into
your existing STL antenna system eliminates additional
antennas, tower leases and loading issues.

Your link to wireless solutions.
moseleysb. corn
Dave Chancey: ( 805) 968 9621
Bill Gould: ( 978) 373 6303

With LanLink, the explosion of innovative and money
saving IP based applications and hardware can be
easily networked into your transmitter site today.
Contact us to learn morel
Visit us at NAB booth #C2610
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Thursday: Green Getaway Day
Energy Efficiency Is the Focus of

Another morning discussion is about
lighting. Though we in radio may not
place emphasis on this, we can appreciate the impact of poor lighting on work
performance (think of the movie "Joe

'Green Technologies for Broadcasters'

Versus the Volcano" with Tom Hanks).
We look at the impact on personal
health and attitude, plus the cost benefit
of being energy efficient — even of
considering color temperature.
As a radio broadcaster, this may be

SUSTAINABLE SITES

BY DANIEL SLENTZ
As our managers and company ownership look for ways to improve efficiencies, we may find ourselves exploring cost reductions. But turning the
power down on the transmitter or reducing the frequency of the tower strobe are
frowned upon.
Energy efficiency is the theme of
Thursday papers on "Green Technologies for Broadcasters," chaired by
Dom Bordonaro of Cox Radio. While
some are not specific to radio, you will
find that green is green. TV stations and
film studios utilize alot of gear similar to
radio; heat load, power distribution and
economics are as critical to them as they
are to us. And if your station is breaking
down the barriers between "just radio"
and a full-service provider (including
web video), most of this does apply.

WATER

ENERGY &

EFFICIENCY

ATMOSPHERE

MATERIALS
RESOURCES

INNOVATION

INDOOR
ENviRoNmENTAL

IN DESIGN

QUALITY

anew phrase to you, but color temperature of lights is important when you are
considering the addition of video. Your
talent may look green on Sunday mornings but you want them looking healthy
for your future video endeavors.

LEED categories, from
the presentation by
Antonio Argibay.

The presentation is "HD Quality
Energy Efficient, Low Heat Broadcast
Lighting."
And the morning concludes with
Joe Talbot of Citadel's KGO(AM)/
KSFO(AM) in San Francisco, who talks

REGIONAL
PRIORITY

Newbold suggested these simple planning items for "green radio facilities":

for the Design of Facilities: How Better
Design, Better Acoustics and New
Media Impact the Cost of Operations."
More stations are adding streaming
media, video content, webcasting and
other new services. When architects
are required not only to design for
"sublime" spaces but to accommodate
this increased technology and energy
efficiency, what is the impact on design
and operational cost?

Discussion of green technologies
continue every half hour throughout
the morning. These include one specific to what occurred at aDTV station,
the design for a new film studio in
Massachusetts, facility design improvements, improved lighting and alternative
power for broadcasters.
A discussion of note is called
"Hollywood East: Home of Sustainable
Production." The presenter, Stephen
Newbold, an architect with Gensler, says

I) Do more digitally. Remove "hard
copy" from the process; this lowers power/heat requirements, space
needs and speeds workflow.
2) Include comfortable work areas,
ergonomics, day lighting, visible
teams and more supportive "work
communities" in your planning to
enhance staff retention.
3) Increase "social spaces" in facilities;
this may seem counterproductive
but actually can increase productivity, enhance company culture and
strengthen your brand.
4) Limit isolation spaces to tasks that
absolutely need them. This reduces
operating expenses and lowers new
construction costs.
5) In 24/7 projects, pay special attention to amenities, services, parking,
security and any non-core functions.
6) Seriously address all equipment energy usage; great savings may be found
in both ongoing operation and initial
capital expenditures.
7) Don't perfect a facility for today's
needs and inadvertently exclude
tomorrow's.
8) Build consensus before you build
anything. Spend the time, money and
energy in thorough planning. This
falls under "those who fail to plan,
plan to fail."

that though radio is avocal art, audiences
are expecting more services, including
visual, from radio broadcasters.

Peter Bloomfield of Bloomfield &
Associates will explore "Best Practices

The morning begins with "
Sustainable
Facilities and LEED Certification: A
Broadcaster's Guide" by Antonio Argibay
from Meridian Design Associates.
The Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design rating system was
developed by the U.S. Green Building
Council. Such certifications are becoming mandatory or affecting regulations in
some states and municipalities, and are
therefore increasingly important in the
design of broadcast facilities.
His paper is an introduction to the
LEED Certification process including
how to meet the emerging regulatory
landscape under which future facilities
are built and existing ones upgraded.

about "Alternative Power Options for
Broadcasters."
A handful of stations have been able
to "swipe power from nature" over the
years. KFMU(FM) in Steamboat Springs,
Colo., pulls about 3kW from solar, which
is enough to cover about 90 percent of
their transmitter usage. WNHS(LP) in
Newcomerstown, Ohio, may be pulling
power from both solar and wind as their
school district takes advantage of grants
to install this green energy.
KGO needed about 20 kW of power
for its transmitter site. Find out at this
discussion how they did it and what
your station might be able to do.

MEET A PAWN STAR
Did you know the first pawn shops appeared in ancient China more than
3,000 years ago or that there are more than 12,000 pawn shops operating in
the United States? Did you know the average loan granted for apawned item
is $75? Or that St. Nicolas is the patron saint of pawnbrokers?
Whether or not you are familiar with the concept of pawning or afan of
the History Channel's hit show "Pawn Stars," avisit to the Gold and Silver
Pawn Shop on Las Vegas Boulevard is likely to be entertaining.
More like a museum than the stereotypically rundown pawn shop one
might imagine, the bustling Gold and Silver
features an eclectic mix of typical pawn shop
items such as jewelry, furniture and guitars,
but also pop culture lore and historical artifacts
— sometimes really historical artifacts. Recent
episodes of the television show have featured a
1940s quartermaster's spyglass, a silver spoon
made by Paul Revere and a Ford's Theater
playbill from the night Abraham Lincoln wa
assassinated.
Gold and Silver Pawn Shop
713 Las Vegas Boulevard South
(702) 385-7912
Hours: 9a.m.-8:30 p.m.
02009 AETN / Joey L

NAB SALE PRICING!
WHY

buy just aconsole when you can buy aconsole with FREE installation?

NOW

buy a Radio Systems console and get a FREE StudioHub+ complete wiring package including
all pre- made interconnection cables, 3 headphone amps AND an audio distribution amplifier.

OR

instead of the complete StudioHub+ wiring package, take $4000.00 off the list price of any analog
console and $
1,500.00 off the price of any Digital console.

CALL

Radio Systems or your favorite dealer today.

Studio

WINLLENIUM
Digital Broadcast Consoles
6, 12, 18 Channel

SY

MILLENIUM
Analog Broadcast Consoles
6, 12, 18 Channel

STEM3

601 Heron Drive • Logan Township, NJ 08085
Phone: 856-467-8000 • Fax: 856-467-3044 • www.radiosystems.com

NA/13SHOW
'Where Content Comes to Life'

Exhibit Hours
Monday April 12: 9a.m.-6 p.m.
Tuesday April 13: 9a.m.-6 p.m.
Wednesday April 14: 9a.m.-6 p.m.
Thursday April 15: 9a.m.-2 p.m.
(RTNDA(NAB hours vary)
This is aselection of exhibitors of interest at
the 2010 NAB Show. Highlights are paid for
by exhibitors; information is from companies.
Check on-site program for changes and full
list Booths preceded by Care in the Central
Hall, N is North Hall, SL is South Lower, SU is
South Upper, OE is Outdoor Equipment, MR is
Meeting Room, Lis Lobby, Ris RTNDA at the
Las Vegas Hilton.
25-Seven Systems
C144
Intro: Program Length Manager shrinks or
stretches your programs and program segments
by 5% (three minutes per hour) or even 10%,
without pitch change, artifacts or glitches. Timemanipulated audio is clean enough to use on
stereo music programs and live events.
Featured: Audio Time Manager (ATM); Program
Delay Manager ( PDM)
Acoustical Solutions

C4937

AEQ
C1928
Intro: Opera analog on-air console is based
upon the BC- 500 with new features, suitable
for medium to large radio operations. Modular
design. Adjustable monitor bridge has dual VU
meters and two-way stereo monitor speakers.
No- maintenance LED illuminated switches. RF
filters are on inputs with balanced transformers on mic/line I/0s. Fader start and VCA signal
control. Chassis accommodates 17 input/output
channels. Two standard configurations: Studio

WORLD
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Control or Auto Control. Also: AM- 04 is an analog/digital/SDI audio monitor for VTR rooms, OB
vans, television/radio, control rooms and media
systems. AEQ Forum is aself-contained compact
digital audio console based upon the Arena.
Digital audio features built into aself-contained
modular design. AEQ Titan is a5,120 x5,120
high-speed/high-capacity digital audio router
with five bidirectional optical fiber ports. Using
anon- blocking architecture, each of the ports is
capable of connecting up to 1,024 channels. AR)
Titan is an audio switching " core" for critical systems. AEQ Phoenix is astudio IP audio codec in a
single RU chassis, with stereo analog and digital
inputs and outputs as well as auniversal power
supply (90-250V AC); two slots accommodate
optional modules such as POTS ( PSTN), ISDN
(RDSI), X.21, V.35 and GSM. Modular design.

Arrakis Systems
C2007
Intro: ARC-8 Console for on- air, Internet radio,
podcasting and church radio. It features 10 source
inputs: two mic, seven stereo line, one USB;
eight input channels, two mid channels (with
optional 48 Vphantom power), five stereo line input
channels (with both unbalanced and balanced
inputs), Channel 8is selectable between aPC USB
sound card input or astereo fine input. Balanced
mix- minus telephone output for interfacing with
an external phone hybrid. Also: Digilink XtremeComplete is the latest iteration of the Digifink radio
automation system. On-air, production, scheduling
and logging can be performed at the same time on
the turnkey workstation. Includes Dell Optiplex PC
(per current configuration), 19- inch LCD monitor,
keyboard, mouse, Dell three-year, next business
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audio with 110 dB dynamic range, together with
AES/EBU digital I/O with hardware sample rate
converters on all inputs. Multichannel support
is standard. Using surround sound extensions
(SSX), streams of up to eight channels may be
played, recorded and mixed. Useful for production and automation systems that do not require
DSP-based MPEG compression. Also: ASI8914 is
auniversal PCI card that contains four HD Radio/
AM/FM tuners. Each may be set to an independent
analog or HD Radio station. The audio from each is
presented to the computer host as amono or stereo record stream that may be accessed through
a32- bit PCI bus master interface. Each tuner can
decode and stream HD Radio Program-Associated
Data (PAD) data and RDS/RDBS data for analog
FM. HD Radio multicast is supported, allowing

Aeta Audio Systems
N1002
Featured: Scoopy+ portable audio codec for
remote broadcast suitable for NGN IP (SIP),
3G/UMTS, GSM, ISDN. Also: Scoop 4+ is a
stereo studio audio codec in asingle RU format
designed for leased lines and IP (SIP), ISDN
optional (one or two lines); Mixy is an analog and
digital, compact stereo audio mixer convenient
for news, documentaries, concerts and cinema.
Aldena
C3132
Featured: Professional antenna systems and services for analog and digital broadcasting.
Altronic Research Inc.
C1625
Featured: RF coaxial dummy loads from 1kW to
1500 kW. Available in water-cooled, air-cooled
and soda/water-cooled.
Argosy

N4316

Armstrong Transmitter
C1420
Featured: AM transmitters, FM transmitters, FM
antennas, SIL systems, band-pass filters and
diplexers.
Andy Stadheim of Barix and Jerry Jeske of the Rio Grande Bible Institute talk at
last year's show about the analog/digital Exstreamer 1000 codec.

AS YOU UPGRADE YOUR STATION
UPGRADE YOUR REMOTE CONTROL
COME AND MEET AARLON AT THE NAB
THE MOST ADVANCED IP 8£ POTS
REMOTE CONTROL SYSTEM ON
THE MARKET
LET US SHOW YOU WHAT ALL AARLON CAN DO COME TO OUR SUITE
IN THE LV HILTON TUESDAY APRIL 13 JUST AFTER THE FLOOR CLOSES
FOR FOOD AND DRINK AND AARLON
FULL DETAILS: AARLON.COM
EMAIL: AARLON@AARLON.COM
May Ipersonally invite you to our suite to see Aarlon. Over four years of work,
testing and improving has brought this broadcaster built, broadcaster tested
intuitive GUI based IP and Pots remote control system to it's zenith. Please
come and visit us after the floor closes and see AARLON.
Bill Cordell, Cordell Communications

day on-site service, PC configuration and setup
for automation, Xtreme " Bridge," Xtreme software,
one-year DX-Support p(treme Solutions Program),
telephone training and support, training at the
Arrakis factory, Bridge hardware replacement, software upgrades. Also: Accent fine of component
studio furniture for radio brings art and function
together. The metal structure is integrated into the
visible design decor of the cabinetry, creating a
durable and attractive studio.
Featured: Digilink-Xtreme radio automation, ARC
series consoles ( MARC15/ARC15/ARC10/ARC8),
AARC-NET networked audio.
ATI-Audio Technologies Inc.
Audemat - APT Inc
See WorldCast Systems
Audio Precision

C1720
C751

C2023

AudioScience Inc.
C1721
Intro: The ASI564x series are junior partners of
the ASI6600 series of PCI Express sound cards
used in radio automation. The cards retain highend features such as + 24 dBu balanced analog

audio and PAD stream to be switched between
the Main Program Service (MPS) and Secondary
Program Services (SPS) under software control.
Also: The ASI6585 merges Aidas Livewire with
advanced audio processing on one adapter.
Audioarts
See Wheatstone

C2623

Audio-Technica U.S. Inc
C1632
Intro: AT4080 is a phantom- powered bidirectional ribbon mid that solves problems of fragility and low output that have plagued such mics.
Also: Bidirectional, phantom- powered AT4081
offers robust build for performance and higher
output for compatibility with mid preamplifiers.
With low- profile stick design, this is use on
instruments and guitar cabinets in recording studios and live- sound. The AT4050ST is
a side- address condenser with cardioid and
figure eight elements configured in amid- side
arrangement. This stereo condenser allows
recordists the choice of aleft- right stereo output or discrete mid- side signals for later manipulation. The multipattern condenser AT4047MP
delivers vintage sound in amultipattern design

When was the last time you touched
something that looks this good?
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The new iMediaTouch Version 4.0 is here.
Radio Automation

Digital Logging

Internet Solutions

Please come visit us at the 2010 NAB show in Las Vegas - Booth C1054

MediaTouch
Contact our sales department today at 888-665-05C1I
or via email at sales ° imediatouch.com

Watch a video demo of
iMediaTouch 4.0 in action!
www.imediatouch.com

dmine
technologies
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with omni, cardioids and figure eight polar
patterns, suitable for vocals, strings, guitar,
instrument ensembles, small vocal groups and
voiceovers. The BPHS1 broadcast stereo headset is for news and sports, announcing and
interviews. The headset offers focused vocal
reproduction, closed-back circumaural cups
and ahigh-output dynamic mic mounted on a
gooseneck boom. The microphone has acardioid polar pattern tailored for voice intelligibility.
It is more sensitive to sound originating in front
of the element, making it useful in reducing
pickup of unwanted sounds. The boom swivels
for positioning on either right or left.
AVT Audio Video Technologies
C12238
Intro: Magic SP2 Downmix System provides an
automatic downmix from 5.1 surround sound
to stereo. The Magic SP2 uses a new downmix algorithm developed by the Institut für
Rundfunktechnik that avoids distracting effects
or compensates them. The ITU-R BS.775 downmix standard is supported. Presets for various
productions (e.g., pop, classic, radio drama etc.)
are available. Delay is adjustable to compensate for application used. Magic SP2 has three
digital AES3 audio interfaces for the input of the
5.1 multichannel sound which are additionally
looped through to three digital AES3 outputs for
further usage. The output of the stereo downmix
sound signal is available at the analog XLR audio

interfaces or, to guarantee quality, at a digital
AES3 interface. Monitoring of the downmix signal
and the multichannel "audio inputs can be done
from the front- panel headphone output. For
integrating in a network management system
the SNMP function can be used. Also: Magic
TH6 digital telephone hybrid; Magic AC1 XIP
audio codec; Magic TH2 and Magic TH2 POTS
telephone hybrids.
Featured: Magic AE1 DAB and Magic AE1 DAB+
audio encoders, D-Vaudax DAB/DAB+/DMB multiplexer, Magic AD1 [TI decoder.
Axel Technology S.R.L.
C1654
Intro: Falcon Five is aseries of audio processors for FM, TV, satellite and Web broadcasting.
Features of some models include five-band
audio processors, RDS/RBDS encoding, MPX
stereo generator, audio changeover, bass and
stereo enhancers. It is ITU-R-BS412 and ITU-RBS1770 compliant. It also has an advanced interface, TCP/IP, Web server and PC software. Also:
The Oxygen 4Digital is adigital mixing console
with 18 digital and analog inputs, acrosspoint
router, 32-bit processing, sampling rates up to
96 kHz, sample rate converters on all the digital
inputs, and both E0 and dynamics on every
channel. Tools can be accessed from the control
surface or controlled from aPC attached to the
console via an IP network. Wolf is areal-time FM
network measurement and monitoring system.
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The latest
PCI Express
sound cards
range for
professional
applications
in broadcast
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Enterprise Edition is a solution for advanced
broadcast automation.
Axia Audio
C146
Intro: i0 is an IP console/routing system that
includes control surface, DSP-based mixing
engine, audio I/O, machine- control logic, even
built-in Ethernet switch. Setup is by connecting
the control surface to the Core with a single
cable. Audio inputs are added using Cat-5cable
and system configuration can be handled via a
Web- based configurator. i0 Simple Networking
lets users daisy-chain four i0 Cores without
an external Ethernet switch. Or i0 can be connected an existing Axia IP-Audio network with a
single Ethernet connection. i0 is customizable
and scalable. Starting with the eight-fader iC)
Main Frame, expansion frames with more faders
and capabilities can be added. Options include
backup power supply, programmable routing
control panels, a six-fader expansion frame
with abuilt-in controller for Telos talk systems.
A 20-input i0 Core supports large consoles
of up to 24 faders; more inputs can be added
using Axia audio nodes. The i() mixing console features four stereo program busses plus
dedicated phone bus, Record Mode one-touch
off-air recording, automatic mix-minus (clean
feed) for every fader, countdown timer with
auto-start/auto-reset functions, and one-button
access to up to four show profiles for instant
recall of console settings. Talkback functions
provide operators with communication to talent,
guests, remote hosts and telephone callers.
Also: Axia's new 1P- intercom system delivers
broadcast-quality intercom audio over Ethernet,
eliminating the complication and expense of
multiple hardwired connections. It works with
mixing consoles, giving broadcasters the ability
to bring audio from any station in the plant to air.
Features Advanced Echo Cancellation technology that aims to eliminate acoustic feedback
generated between open mics and speakers.

The 1P-intercom family includes a range of
rackmount intercoms that can be deployed
as a standalone system, along with drop- in
modules for Axia Element 2.0 mixing consoles.
1P-intercom equipment integrates into Livewire
IP audio networks and scales economically.
Also: Element 2.0 modular broadcast console
now has programmable fader modules with a
soft-selector that gives one-touch access to
frequently- used functions like input gain, fader
trim, source selection and pan controls.
Azden Corp.

C1110

Barix Technology
C1139
Intro: Barix's STL Package is based on aspecial
firmware load and device preconfiguration for
the Barix Exstreamer 1000 encoding and decoding device; this allows broadcasters to launch
an IP-based STL platform more quickly when
based on the Exstreamer 1000, the first Barix
Instreamer or Exstreamer device to include
contact closures to trigger and control local
announcements. Also: Our new low- latency local
ad insertion solution provides radio networks
with an effective toolset to deliver syndicated
programming with individual advertisements,
promos, jingles, station IDs and other content to affiliates. Developed in partnership with
StreamGuys and MOH Technologies, the solution allows broadcasters to trigger local content for affiliates during specific ad slots via a
Web browser. Networks or affiliates can upload
files and assign destination sites using pulldown menus and schedule accordingly. A Barix
Exstreamer 100 device at each affiliate receives
and decodes the individualized stream, which
can be processed or directly broadcast via terrestrial or cable systems. A Barix lnstreamer
real-time audio encoder can be added at the
origination point for the absolute lowest latency.
Also: Barionet 50 is a low-cost IP automation
controller.

LET US EAT CAKE
If you're out driving, or coming into town from the northwest, stop by
Retro Bakery for a sinfully delicious sugar rush worthy of its Las Vegas
Zip code.
At Retro Bakery it's all about the buttercream. Its moist and flavorful
cupcakes are the standout item at the shop, and with flavors such as Milk
and Cookies, Glazed Donut and the # 1bestselling Hop Scotch ( vanilla cake
topped with vanilla buttercream dipped in butterscotch ganache) it's not hard
to see why. Twitter fans: Retro has been known to offer free cupcakes or
cookies for aday if you mention the tweet.
Additional highlights include seasonal flavors offered
for a limited time such Pucker Up ( raspberry cake

State- of- the art
sound cards for
mission critical
anplications
LoLa, PCX, VX, UAX:
which sound card is right for you?
Check our online selection tool at
www.digigram.corn/sc

topped with lemon buttercream); Hot Chocolate (chocolate cake filled with chocolate ganache and
topped with marshmallow buttercream); and
Creamsicle (vanilla cake topped with orange
and vanilla swirled buttercream).
Cupcakes are $2.65 apiece or $29 for a
dozen. Hey, exhibitors: Retro Bakery delivers anywhere in Vegas for $20, hint, hint.
Open Mon. to Thurs. 8-6, Fridays 8-7 and
Saturdays 10-6; closed Sundays.
Retro Bakery
7785 N. Durango Dr. # 130
Las Vegas, NV 89131
(702) 586-3740
www.retrobakerylv.com
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Beat The Traffic
SU2302
Intro: BeatTheTraffic.com includes an embed dable widget providing personalized driving
directions based on traffic conditions and showing alternate roads. BeatTheTraffic.com has features such as interactive, draggable AJAX maps
with real-time speeds and mouse- over information, point-to-point travel times and forecasts for
key routes and overlaid weather info providing a
decision- making tool for commuters and traveling professionals. One-screen access to information. Along with its mobile- optimized Web
site, BeatTheTraffic.com has released two native
applications for ¡ Phone and BlackBerry devices
featuring camera images and traffic forecast in
selected markets. Our mobile apps are available
for co- branding opportunities. Also new is an
upgrade to the Beat the Traffic Radio Console
that will make traffic reporting easier for radio
broadcasters. The console allows access to traffic flow, incident information and point-to-point
travel times. Reporters can sort and categorize
information to deliver traffic updates as news
happens from their booth.
Belar Electronics Lab Inc.
C846
Intro: The FMCS- 1is anew all- in- one monitoring solution for FM analog broadcast. Frequency
agile off- air and transmitter feed, featuring mono
and stereo monitoring as well as RDS, SCA(2),
and spectrum analyzer
Featured: FMHD-1.
Bird Technologies Group

C3062MR, C454

Broadcast Devices Inc.
C1451
Intro: SWP-200 series is acalibrated RF power
meter and RF switch controller for up to four
RF switches. It provides simultaneous readout
of forward, and reflected power, and management of interlocks and transmitter control for
RF switch operations. Also: The ATB-300 is
a 4/8 digital, composite and analog UR input
switcher. Switch any of four or eight inputs to all
outputs simultaneously. Units can be configured
for all-analog, all- digital or composite FM stereo
base band. Uses include general-purpose audio
switching such as studio switching or transmitter
site audio path switching. Also: The GPM- 300 is
a4/8 x4/8 digital, composite and analog UR
input switcher. This has the ability to switch any
input to any output and includes aprogrammable
feature that allows users to create up to eight
A/B switchers. Units can be configured for allanalog, all- digital or composite FM stereo base
band. Uses include general-purpose cross- point
audio switching, EAS generator insertion for
sharing single EAS source to multiple studios in
cluster configurations or any application where
one common source needs to be shared to up
to eight locations. Also: DAB- 300 is adual- path
switch for use in digital audio IBOC routing.
Broadcast Electronics
C1628
Intro: The STX LP low- power, solid-state transmitter line is scalable from 1kW to 5kW, comes
with exciter, backup controller and IP connectivity. Also: TRE Message Manager studio suite
brings new functions for RDS, HD Radio, Internet
and Twitter output. It has tools for unscheduled
messages such as weather warning, news flash
or live concert details to all or select stations in
a region or format category. These and other
messages can be archived to a clipboard for
access by announcers and from any station in
the network for redistribution on RDS, HD Radio,
the Web or Twitter. This is in addition to Twitter

capability giving listeners the ability to receive
station messaging as well as earmark for purchase any song played on the station's Twitter
feed. Compatible with AudioVault and most
other automation, IRE messagecasting software
enables operators to schedule text messages as
they would music. Also: AudioVault FleX system
sports new tools including distributed asset
management and integration tools to synchronize schedules and inventory across multiple
sites. BE will demonstrate expanded editor and
new user interfaces for AudioVault FleX. Also:
New audio logger for AudioVault includes podcast, PPM, RDS and other metadata capabilities.
It can import PPM data and display minute- byminute audience graph together with program
info imported from the play- out system. It can
log metadata from HD Radio, DMB/DAB/DAB+,
as well as RDS text, station volume and signal
output levels and display all data in the player.
Broadcast Software International
C1151
Intro: Simian 2.0 Pro is afull- featured, professional radio automation and computer playout
system for radio, Internet and satellite broadcasting. The most feature- rich version of Simian,
with new streaming and metadata features. Also:
Simian 2.0 Lite is for use by Internet broadcast
professionals. Take your Webcast to the next
level using a professional- grade automation
system with automated program log playback.
Features include ability to import logs from major
third- party log generating applications, create
logs from within Simian, outgoing serial communications, voice tracking function for voiceovers, event logging to track played items and
39 available automation macros. Also: Stinger
3.0 provides playback of up to 1,152 audio files
at the touch of abutton. Stinger 3.0 has anew
record functionality that is as easy to use as its
playback feature.
Broadcast Tools Inc.
C1451
Intro: Site Sentinel 16 is aone- rack unit solution
for Web- enabled remote control. Each metering
(telemetry), status/logic, stereo silence sensor, temperature sensors, power failure input,
along with all relays can be controlled and/
or monitored over any IP network including
private networks, IP-based industrial control
network and the Internet. Users can operate it
using browser or Web- enabled mobile device,
while e-mail notification may be configured to
alert four recipients when alarms are detected.
The user may enable asound effect to play on
the monitoring PC when an alarm is generated.
Site Sentinel 16 is equipped with 16, 12- bitresolution bipolar 10 volt metering (telemetry)
channels, along with four virtual channels. Also:
Site Sentinel 4 provides aone- third- rack solution for Web- based site remote control. Also:
WebSwitch is a solution for remote reboot or
remote control over the Internet. Also: Audio
Sentinel is a Web- enabled two- channel stereo
silence monitor combined with integrated audio
switcher. Designed to monitor two balanced or
unbalanced independent stereo analog audio
sources and switch to a backup analog audio
source when silence is detected on either or
both channels. May also be configured for independent dual- stereo non- switching applications.
Broadcasters General Store

C1451

BroadcastStore.com

C9733

Broadview Software Inc.

N4334

Burk Technology
C1614
Intro: AutoPilot 2010 — AutoPilot 2010 is an
advanced management platform integrating
GSC3000, VRC2500, ARC Plus and ARC16 remote controls. Combine network management and transmitter control using new,
enhanced SNMP tools and afully customizable
interface. Integrated, flexible control maximizes efficiency though consolidated operations.
Jet Active Flow Charts — Jet is Burk
Technology's innovative new Active Flow
Chart engine for automatic transmitter control.
Without writing asingle line of code, broadcasters can design complex automated routines using simple flow chart tools. Available
as an extension to AutoPilot 2010, Jet works
with GSC3000, VRC2500, ARC Plus and ARC16 remote controls. Combine multiple sites
and even different remote control models in a
single Active Flow Chart.
Plus- XIntegrated Input Unit — New in the
Plus- XEthernet I/O series for the ARC Plus, the
Plus- XIntegrated Input Unit connects 16 meter
and status inputs via LAN or WAN. Meter channels support status inputs for up to 32 status
channels. IP connectivity with the ARC Plus
simplifies wiring and enables cost-effective
expansion down the hall or across town.
Plus-XIntegrated Command Relay Unit — New

in the Plus- X Ethernet I/O series for the ARC
Plus, the Plus-X Integrated Command Relay
Unit connects 32 relays via LAN or WAN. Each
relay may be used individually, or combined in
raise/lower pairs. IP connectivity with the ARC
Plus simplifies wiring and enables cost effective
expansion down the hall or across town.
Climate Guard — Burk Technology brings
decades of equipment monitoring experience
to the server room with Climate Guard. Monitor
temperature, humidity, flood, and many other
environmental conditions that threaten your
mission critical IT infrastructure. Climate Guard
is an affordable way to detect problems early
and prevent costly equipment failure.
Featured: PPM Assurance, ARC Plus, GSC3000,
VRC2500, ARC- 16, Watchband
Steve Dinkel, Director of Sales
7Beaver Brook Rd.
Littleton, MA 01460
(978) 486-0086
Fax: (978) 486-0081
E-mail: salesgburk.com
Web Site: www.burk.com
Burli Software Inc.

C2343

BW Broadcast
C3034
Intro: BW Broadcast IPCA1 Audio Over IP device
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STL for under
$1300
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www.digigram.com/pyko

11pCIYA
*LINK
Rock- solid 2- channel
IP audio codee

•PCM or MP3 on standard
RTP streaming
•Robust fanless hardware
•USB memory for backup audio
file and playlist storage
•Digigram-grade audio quality
(+18d Bu and balanced I/0s)
o8GPIOs and RS232 for
advanced features such
as transmitter- side controls
or RDS transport

with multiple
fail- over options
• Multiple failover methods
• + 24dBu audio
Based on Digigram's
FluidIP IP audio codec engine
•N/ACIP interoperability
capabilities
•Connectivity to Axia
LivewireTM networks
Audio Compression Algorithms
•PCM linear 8/16/20/24,
ITU G.711/722, ISO MPEG-1/2
Layer I, II and Ill
•Optional algorithms: MPEG-4 AAC,
MPEG-4 AAC-LD, MPEG-4
HE-AACv2, AAC-ELD,
Enhanced apt- X

www.cligigram.com/link
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is designed for stable operation with the lowest
latency and best audio performance based on
network characteristics. It uses a dynamically
adjustable jitter buffer that adjusts to network
conditions, providing 24- bit audio, with up to
48 kHz sampling, at the lowest possible delay.
Supporting UDP, UDP Multicast and TCP/IP protocols, the unit includes a range of low- delay
codecs operating at bitrates as low as 32 kbps
with fewer quahty/bitrate tradeoffs. Also: RB1
and RBRX1 DSP-based analog FM tuners with
features for professional use. Adjustments are
provided for — 50 parameters, including audio
bandwidth, IF, bandwidth, de- emphasis, stereo,
HF and ultrasonic noise blending. For retransmission applications, RBRX1 adds DSP-enhanced
MPX output that reconstructs aclean, peak- level
and bandwidth limited waveform, eliminating
worries about studio-transmitter link overshoots.
RDS PI code checking prevents translators and
repeaters from being hijacked or jammed. Also:
TX1000 1kW FM transmitter. Small in size, it features configurable compressor/limiter and frontpanel LCD control interface, dual- loop Virtual
VFO exciter, ultra- low distortion, modulator and
high-performance stereo encoder integrated
into a highly stable FM transmission system.
Designed for global use, the TX1000 complies
with applicable CE, FCC and EU regulations and
has auniversal power input.
Calrec Audio

audio controller with integrated Web server. All
channels feature active, balanced audio inputs
and outputs. Each channel can be controlled
or channels can be grouped into one of two
groups to be controlled jointly. Users can set up
and control WebGain4 locally. TAC 5 — Dialup remote control with five user- programmable

Pete Gilchriest of

relay outputs. Each relay can be programmed
to respond to asingle DTMF tone or sequence
of tones. A telephone hybrid with active, balanced audio inputs and outputs lets you send
audio while receiving DTMF commands. Audio
input and output levels are user- adjustable.
DTMF-16C — Aprogrammable DTMF decoder

provides remote control capabilities over any
audio line. Includes two DPDT relays and two
SPST relays and 12 optocoupled outputs.
Outputs are programmable to respond to any
DTMF tone, or sequences of tones up to six
digits long. Programming is done via serial port
and any standard terminal program. Decoded
DTMF tones are outputted serially as well.
AC- 1H — Ahybrid telephone auto- coupler card
for the AC- 12 cardcage coupler line.

ARG Brickhouse
reads the NAB
Daily News.

C1746

CGS Infographics Automation
SU2602
Intro: CGS Automation will debut an improved
feature to voice- synthesize collected school and
event closings, in order to fully automate the
process from collection to air.

Clark Wire & Cable
Clear Channel Satellite

SU3117

Coaxial Dynamics

C1310

Comrex Corp.
C1920
Intro: BRIC Link Stereo BRIC IP Codec — The
Comrex BRIC Link is alow-cost, high-performance solution for audio-to-IP conversion.
Leveraging many of the core technical aspects
of Comrex's successful remote broadcast
ACCESS product line, BRIC Link provides for
an elegant way of moving linear or compressed audio with very low delay. BRIC Link
is very simple to use, and can be used over
awide range of IP links. While it carries an
entry-level cost, BRIC Link maintains superb
audio specifications and hardware reliability,
making the system suitable for STLs and other
mission- critical functions without the expense
required of more full-featured codecs. Capable
of multistreaming, IP Multicast, HTTP streaming. Includes MC and HE-MC coding algorithms as standard.
Featured: ACCESS Stereo BRIC IP/POTS
Codec, STAC Studio Telephone System, Matrix
POTS/ISDN Codec, BlueBox POTS Codec

CircuitWerkes Inc.
C1451
Intro: SiteSentry6 — Six- channel, Web- based
remote control with stereo audio monitor and
temperature sensor. Front- panel LCD lets users
set up and control it locally. An embedded USB
port lets the free setup and monitoring software communicate locally for setup and/or
monitoring. WebGain4 — Four- channel remote

C

C9533

Chris Crump, Director of Sales
19 Pine Road
Devens, MA 01434
978-784-1776
800-237-1776
Fax: 978-784-1717
E-mail: info@comrex.corn
Web Site: www.comrex.com
Continental Electronics Corp.
C1607
Featured: 816HD-25 transmitter, 802Ex Exciter,
800Exp Exporter, 800i Importer
CPI

SU2617, C1407

Crown Broadcast IREC
C2632
Featured: FM broadcast transmitters from 30
watts to 10 kW; transmitters feature optional
built-in audio processor/stereo generator or
receiver for translator applications. All Crown
transmitters offer a3-year warranty.
Dalet Digital Media Systems
Featured: Dalet Radio Suite HD

Yellowtec's new USB soundcard scores with incredible audio
performance, PUC'n'play installation, modular design, digital and
analogue audio interfaces. Fully USB powered. PUC2 works with all
major audio editors and has become an integrative termination to
professional audio in many radio stations.
Heinrich-Hertz-Str. 1-3, 40789 Monheim, Germany, www.yellowtec.com

SL4720

Dan Dugan Sound Design
C1944
Featured: Dugan Models D-2 (analog I/O) and
D-3 (AES I/O) Automatic Mixing Controllers incorporate three Dugan- patented technologies to
manage any number of live microphones in
unscripted talking situations; the Model E-1
(analog or ADAT I/O) detects which mics are
being used and makes fast, transparent crossfades, freeing the operator to focus on balance
and sound quality. Dugan products are used in
some of the broadcast industry's most popular
talk shows and other live venues.

\lar,li _' HI1)
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Davicom, div of Comlab
C1124
New: With MAC Firmware 5.40, MAC units can
interface with hundreds of MODBUS sensors
and I/O devices on the market. Adds extensive data logging functionality, support for
reach-through via USB port, supports trending and graphs for use with the data logging
feature. Also: MacNet 5.30 Multi- Site Alarm
Management Software offers Unicode GUI
for operation in any language, BitMap display
option for quick easy displays, Mapinfo option
for comlex display requirements using Mapinfo
GIS, more.
DAWNco
SU7813
Intro: DAWNlink satellite channel identifier with
LCD display lets users navigate through digital
channels to identify any satellite and peak the
dish to maximum performance. Use the spectrum analyzer to aim the dish for best carrier- tonoise ratio. Confirm that you are on the proper
satellite with the MPEG2 satellite receiver, view
unencrypted sat channels on the DAWNlink's
color LCD display. " Sat" model measures the
920-2150 MHz band and " sat plus terrestrial"
model adds measurement of the 5-900 MHz
band. Also: DAWNco's " Lseries" of C and Ku
band LNB amplifiers have improved specs for
improved reception of high- definition and 8PSK
satellite channels. Also: DivinSup satellite signal
splitter and LNB power source — Get rid of
your old " mess" of wall- mounted splitters and
get organized with DivinSup units that take
care of your LNB-to-receiver signal processing
needs. Your satellite receivers get the proper
signal level when you place the rack- mounted
DivinSup unit adjacent to your receivers and
connect to the cable coming from an LNB. Two
models: " Two 5- way splitter" model that connects five receivers to LNB # 1, and five receivers to LNB #2. " One 16- way splitter" model
that connects up to 16 receivers to 1LNB. Also:
Finicky new digital satellite channels can be
received perfectly using DAWNco's high- gain
5.0 meter satellite antenna.
Featured: TI filters to stop radar interference with
satellite downlink
DaySequerra Corp.
N3400
Featured: M4DDM Diversity Delay Monitor is a
single- box solution to solve drift of time alignment between your analog and HD- 1 audio.
Using selective off- air tuner and TimeLock algorithm, it measures the MPS analog and HD- 1
digital audio diversity and generates correction
vectors to keep the analog and digital audio
time- and level- aligned. These can be processed
internally to delay the digital program audio or
sent via Ethernet to an HD Radio Embedded
Exporter or audio processor to provide adjustments to the analog audio delay. Comes with
DDM Remote Dashboard software, aPC- based
application for remote control monitoring, logging and alarms with e-mail/SMS notification.
Also: M2DSP is a DSP-based version of the
M2 that replaces M2.2R analog measurement
circuits with DSP measurements, meaning no
more periodic calibration and possible drifting.
Afirst for amod monitor, the M2DSP measures
the perceived loudness of broadcast audio using
ITU-R BS.1770/1. It also uses our diversity delay
algorithm DDM for monitoring your HD1's analog
and digital delay settings. Also: DaySequerra
iLM4ST Intelligent Stereo Loudness Monitor can
be used by an HD Radio station to monitor
loudness of analog, HD- 1, HD- 2 and Internet
broadcasts.
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solution; LoLa, PCX and VX range sound cards

encoder/decoder set dedicated to each station,
it helps broadcasters conserve resources while
ensuring that equipment upgrades and FCC
compliance are more simple and efficient.
Featured: EAS encoder- decoders

SU5610

Denon & Marantz Professional

Digital Alert Systems
C3651
Intro: DASDEC-II is aflexible platform for emergency alert management in television broadcasting. Includes integrated support for MPEG-2 or
MPEG-4 outputs, abrowser- based interface for
remote monitoring, up to four Ethernet ports
for access points within a station and FCCcompliance logging within the system's nonvolatile memory bank. DASDEC-IR Multistation
— For broadcasters multicasting more than one
channel from one location, DASDEC-IR offers
a platform for distributing and monitoring EAS
messages on up to five stations — whether they
originate from the same building, same state or
across the nation. By eliminating the need for an

C1444

Dielectric Communications
C2222
Featured: HDR Plus 8- Bay Antenna; HDCBR
Antenna; DFM Manifold Combiner
Digigram
N1306
Featured: Digital audio network solutions for radio
broadcast and sound distribution in public places.
The company develops digital audio network devices (e.g., IP audio codecs, EtherSound equipment),
professional sound cards and audio processing
software. Brands include 100YA IP audio codecs;
PYKO, the affordable " 100% audio over IP" SIL

NAB 2010 Booth C1357

Digital Radio Mondiale
C1607, C2615
Intro: DRM is the universal, openly standardized
digital broadcasting system for broadcasting
frequencies up to 174 MHz, including LW, MW,
SW, Band Iand II ( FM band). DRM provides
digital sound quality and the ease of use that
comes from digital radio, combined with features: Surround Sound, Journaline text information, Slideshow, EPG and data services. Find out
more at our DRM members' booths Continental
Electronics and Nautel.

The Engineer's Choice

"What happens in Vegas doesn't have to stay in Vegas!"

Vegas NV

KUNV

Las Vegas, NV

We'll make your "furniture headache" go away no matter where you are.

KSWID [ os Angeles

Choose Omnirax for your next
project, and we guarantee you'll
become acustomer for life!
Call for your free CD Presentation
Made in the USA since 1985
«1
WUIS Springfield, IL
P. O. Box 1792

r

Where Content Comes to &le'

Sausalito, CA 94966

800.332.3393

www.omnirax.com

415.332.3392

info@omnirax.com

FAX 415.332.2607
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DK - Technologies

C1751

DNF Controls

N1212

Dorrough Electronics

C3016

DPA Microphones

C3319

DS' RF Systems Inc.
SU5717
Featured: Engineering, integration, project management and technical expertise on projects
ranging from TV/FM transmitter facility builds,
satellite facilities, microwave system and specialty antenna installations to researching and
specifying solutions on transmission issues and
problems.
Econco

March 24, 2010

NBSHOW

C1407

Elber SRL
Featured: SRS-NBFM LINK

SU2624

Electrorack Enclosure Products

C10421

ERI-Electronics Research Inc.
C2032
Intro: Axiom 4- Bay Broadband FM Antenna is
a cost-effective lightweight option as a main
or aux FM antenna for multiple FM stations; it
accommodates any channel combination over
the 88 to 108 MHz FM band. It has been used
to provide backup FM transmission facilities for
multiple FM stations in asingle market and as
an emergency standby that can be deployed
to restore service following afacility disaster.
ERI can provide systems that include towers,
channel combiners and transmission line. Also,
ERI will introduce a broadband (54-862 MHz)
four- port motorized coaxial switch that operates
on any VHF or UHF channel without tuning or
modification, suitable for switching multi- channel television systems and for N+1 transmitter
systems. ERI will show a line of directional
couplers for VHF and UHF applications available
for 1- 5/8- inch to 6- 1/8- inch (50 ohm) transmission lines and can be purchased with one to four
coupling probes; they include required external
terminating loads.

Cor,P•ref Con', t
oijk-

HONOR THY PROTEIN
Honor the protein. That's " Top Chef" judge Tom Colicchio's philosophy
when it comes to steak.
Fans of the show will remember his near- sadness at being served apiece
of overcooked or poorly seasoned meat. Colicchio feels that if an animal is
to lose its life for your dinner, the least the chef can do is cook it perfectly
and make it taste even better. His ardent and renowned belief in this credo
— as well as in the use of simple, fresh ingredients from small family farms
— is how patrons of his Craftsteak at MGM Grand know they're in for a
good meal.
Menu options are served family- style and range from chicken. Iamb,
veal and short ribs to seafood and, of course, steak. Beef lovers can choose
between filet mignon, aporterhouse for two, sirloin, New York or aribeye.
Seafood options include dive scallops, salmon, roasted halibut and lobster.
For those running low on spending cash or just looking for a lighter
meal, Craftsteak offers its " Halfsteak" menu: 6- ounce
portions of its filet, hangar and skirt steaks.
Also featured are several vegetarianfriendly sides such as butternut squash
and chanterelle risotto; Japanese egg-

Electrosys S.r.l.
SU2226
Featured: FM solid-state transmitter, FEX FM
Exciter ( 1HE)
Electro Voice

C4337

Elenos
C3207
Intro: 5000W FM transmitter in only four rack
units. Measures and controls more than 100
parameters. Low power consumption; durable; easy- to- use interface. Also: ETG1.5 FM
Transmitter Planar Technology, compact size, 2
rack units, includes 1.5 kW ICEFET FM amplifier
and high-performance stereo exciter.
Featured: Transmitter, exciter, amplifier, integrator systems
ENCO Systems Inc.
C3036
Intro: Presenter — Live Assist studio audio
system for radio with integral voice tracking and
editor. Works with existing DAD systems as well
as ENCO's StreamLine interface. iDAD — iPhone
and iPad App for remote audio and remote control of DAD and Presenter systems.
Featured: DAD, Presenter, NewsBoss, RAMA,
PADapult

ESE
C6437
Intro: ES- 110, GPS-Based 10 MHz Frequency
Standard — Disciplined TemperatureCompensated Crystal Oscillator, GPS Timing
Reference With 1x10-8 Accuracy, Two 10
MHz Outputs ( 1Sine Wave & 1Square Wave),
Phase Coherent 1PPS Output, Indoor/Outdoor
Antenna with 16' Cable, Ruggedized Desk- Top
Enclosure
Featured: Master Clock Systems, Audio &
Video Distribution Amplifiers, Frequency
Generators, Time Code Products, Audio Level
Indicators & Interfaces
Brian Way, Vice President
142 Sierra St
El Segundo, CA 90245
(310) 322-2136
Fax: (310) 322-8127
E-mail: esegese-web.com
Web Site: www.ese-web.com
Eventide
C2634
Intro: V1.6 software upgrade for flagship broadcast delays BD600 and BD600E. Available as a
free download in May, the upgrade enhances

Center Stage Live
Now Playing and More!

RDS Texting
for

With even more Scheduling options for:
Promotions, Sponsorships, Events, Contests and more

FM and HD
receivers
Home
Car
MP3 Players
Cell Phones

•Content appropriate message as audio is airing
•Sponsorship message during sponsored news, weather, sports
•Client credit as commercial is airing
4

Schedule RDS Text by date, day of week, and time of day

•Time Specific RDS Text for live event sponsorships
and
Web Sites

•No Leases, Contracts or Service Fees

and
Streams

h,i;PriFír

'''''J,111 ,
q

Byron Auto News Update 555-1111

t

Phorw1477752.0002
Far $14451,1492
Ellallaalestearctkprém.com
wvrAarcticpalm.com

:roacfcast

Software Since 1997

Available From:
Sales Department
Toll Fret 8118-6115-0501
Fax 204-7834805
1110100:Dies E-51411:talotielnwdlatouch.cont
NAB Show April 10-17 Booth C1054

plant; and roasted asparagus and
shiitake mushrooms.
Additional highlights include
a grand 22- seat bar and thorough
\vine. list. Doors open at 5:30 p.m.
Craftsteak
MGM Grand Hotel & Casino
3799 Las Vegas Boulevard South
(702) 891-7318
For nine or more: ( 702) 891-7433

functionality of the BD600 series in two areas.
In MicroPrecision mode, the delay now extends
to 20 seconds. This mode is ideal for syncing
analog with digital signals in an HD Radio chain,
or for delaying the signal to compensate for
satellite delay on TV simulcasts. The delay is
adjustable in sub- sample increments, is tweakable in real time, while on- air, with no audible
artifacts. For compatibility with certain exciters,
1200 baud support has been added. The BD600
and BD600E with expanded control ability offer
80 seconds of 24- bit profanity delay protection,
with adjustable delay buffer in half- second
increments from 1second to 80 seconds, and
feature Panic mode, where if the maximum
delay buffer has been deployed, aWAV file can
be played from the compact flash while the buffer is rebuilding in the background.
Flash Technology, an SPX Division

C3129

Fraunhofer IIS
C1446
Intro: Journaline is a text- based news service for digital broadcasting systems. It provides textual information similar to teletext
that can be accessed from mobile devices via
menu structure. Also: HECA (High Efficiency
Conditional Access) protects premium content
for delivery to closed target groups using
encryption methods. It was developed for applications involving Transport Protocol Experts
Group and digital distribution systems, e.g. 3G,
DAB, HD Radio. Service providers can achieve
new business models with flexible combinations of scrambled and unscrambled parts, and
employ subscription modes including time- limited, lifetime and pay- per- use. Also: Audio technologies for Internet radio and digital broadcast
systems in 5.1 sound — Fraunhofer IIS supplies

optimized audio encoder and decoder libraries
for mobile applications, e.g. Internet radio and
for multichannel digital radio. The efficient coding technologies help to reduce the streaming
costs associated with Internet- based audio
services. Fraunhofer's surround audio codecs
enable new services such as high- quality 5.1
broadcast over low bandwidth channels.
Genelec

C2239

Gepco International
C5643
Featured: Cable and connectivity solutions for
the broadcast and professional AN markets.
Come see what's brewing.
Harris Corp.
N2502
Intro: Harris PR&E VMXpress is the latest in a
series of devices designed to extend low-cost
connectivity and scalability for radio operations. These devices (VMXpress and the previously introduced VMQuadra and VMConnect)
enhance the value, performance and interactivity of systems built upon RMXdigital and
NetWave networked digital consoles, as well
as the VistaMax networked audio platform.
VMXpress creates new options for VistaMaxenabled studios by interconnecting third- party
studio equipment to the network, offering a
decentralized I/O approach while maintaining the robust VistaMax audio architecture.
Available in eight configurations with combinations of analog audio I/O, digital audio I/O and
logic-follow- audio to match user requirements.
Multiple external devices may be connected to
each VMXpress to increase on- air and production sources.
HD Radio

C151

LIVE REMOTES VIA INTERNET?

Z/IP MAKES IT POSSIBLE.

GET A PAIR OF Z/IPs FOR JUST $5,995. BUT HURRY — SUPPLIES ARE LIMITED.
High-speed Internet connections are everywhere. Wouldn't d be great to use them for broadcast remotes? Telos Zephyr/IP makes it possible.
The heart and soul of Z/IP is the amazing Agile Connection Tecnnology from FhG. ACT combines state-of-the-art loss detection and concealment with dynamic buffering
and adaptive bitrates. Your Z/IP will intuitively use every digital trick in the book to ensure audio gets to your studio with the lowest possible delay.
Not only is the audio incredible, but using it couldn't be easier. Z/IPs can find each other, even behind firewalls and NATS, thanks to a network of distributed servers. Z/IP
can even connect to calls from PBXs that use the SIP standard. And users love the big, color display that can even show their connection being routed around the world.
Unless you're broadcasting from the moon, you'll probably find the Internet just about everywhere you'll want to do a remote. IP is everywhere. And Z/IP is the best way
to hear from everywhere.

AUDIO INETWORKS
Radio Never Sleeps. Neither do we. Were here for you, anytime, with free round-the-clock, 24/7 technical t.upport. Call + 1-216-622-0247.
CO 2010 TLS Corp. Telos, Zephyr LIP are trademarks of TLS Com. All rights reserved.
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Henry Engineering
C1246
Intro: MultiPort is a multi-format, multi- connector audio interface for radio and TV studios.
MultiPort provides both digital and analog
interface from outboard audio equipment to
any studio. Supports AES and S/PDIF digital formats, plus balanced professional and
unbalanced consumer analog interface, with
connectors for XLR, 1/4- inch IRS, RCA and
3.5mm TRS. Both stereo Line and mono Mic
outputs are provided. Mounts in cabinetry or in
2RU rack space.
PowerClamp Series 10 is anew ultra- high
capacity transient voltage surge suppressor
(IVSS) that is designed specifically for use
at broadcast transmitter sites and studios.
The Series 10 absorbs extremely powerful
spikes and surges with a rating of 200,000
surge- amps. PowerClamp Series 10 prevents
serious transmitter and equipment damage by
reducing spikes and surges to within afew
volts of the AC sine wave.
Featured Matchbox HD, USB Matchbox II, SixMix
USB Audio Console, TwinMatch, Superelay,
USDA 2X4, PowerSwitch, MicroMixer, MultiPhones II, MiniPod, StereoMixer, DigiMatch 2X6,
AutoSwitch, StereoSwitch II, PowerClamp TVSS
Hank Landsberg, Pres/CEO
503 Key Vista Dr.
Sierra Madre, CA 91024
(626) 355-3656
Fax: (626) 355-0077
E-mail: henryenggaoLcom
Web Site: www.henryeng.com

HHB USA

C2228

HME

C8439

IABM

C10149

IEEE Broadcast Technology Society

L30

Independent Audio Inc.

C2939

Inlet Technologies

SL929

"the performance of the
6017 is simply stunning"

1

Sergio Parisi,
Parisi Eletronica Ltda

o

Inovonics Inc.
C1411
Intro: Model 730 RDS/RBDS encoder software
upgrade with new software and firmware to simplify RT+ tagging and on- board scheduler car
update RDS commands, as well as messages.
by time, day and date.
Featured: On- air and production audio processing systems; AM, FM and subcarrier modulation
monitors; RDS/RBDS RadioData encoders and
decoders to scroll and tag song titles and advertising messages on listeners' radios; rebroadcast
receivers for FM translators; as well as other
miscellaneous broadcast support products.
Intelsat

SU1417

International Datacasting Corp.

SU6321

iZotope

C1620

Jampro Antennas Inc.
C2607
Intro: Jampro Antennas Inc. Product Range
— Jampro Antennas Inc. of Sacramento,
Calif., aworld leader in the manufacture and
design of radio frequency components and
broadcast antennas for radio and television
since 1954, is exhibiting its diverse range of
advanced antennas and RF components at
NAB 2010. The company's lineup includes
television and radio solutions for DTV, FM,
LP- FM, FM- HD and HD Radio.
Sonia Del Castillo, Sales & Marketing
Administrator
6340 Sky Creek Drive
Sacramento, CA 95828 / USA
(916) 383-1177
Fax: (916) 383-1182
E-mail: sonia@jampro.com
Web Site: www.jampro.com
Jetcast Inc.

Shively Labs ®
(888) 744-8359

www.shively.com

C3128

JK Audio Inc.
C2010
Intro: BlueDriver Series audio interface adapters
plug into adynamic mic or the mic-level output
from amixing console and pair to aBluetoothenabled cell phone or headset, the 3.5 mm
stereo jack contains amic-level output suitable
for recording with the clean mic signal on the left
channel and the Bluetooth return on the right;

BlueDriver-M3 plugs into the mic-input channel
of a mixer and when paired to a Bluetoothenabled cell phone or headset, the 3.5 mm jack
will accept asignal from the headphone output
of the mixer for transmission back to the cell
phone or headset; Universal Host desktop digital
hybrid provides talkshow-quality caller audio
from most IP and PBX telephone systems, sends
mic- and line- level signals to atelephone while
maintaining excellent separation between your
voice and the caller, 16- bit USB audio codec
allows stereo recording at up to 48 kHz sampling
rate with the talent voice on the left channel in
full bandwidth, and the caller on the right.
Featured: RemoteMix Series field mixers, innkeeper Series digital hybrids, Broadcast Host,
innkeeper LTD, innkeeper PBX, PBXport,
BlueKeeper, BluePack, ComPack, AutoHybrid,
THAT- 1, THAT- 2, Daptor 1, 2, 3, RemoteAmp
Series Beltpacks.
Jünger Audio
SU7206
Featured: Level Magic LT & DO6 analog and
digital two- channel loudness processors; fourfader mixers.
Kathrein-Werke
SU817
Featured: FM and TV broadcast antenna and
combiner systems
KD Kanopy Inc.

C1134

Kintronic Labs Inc.
C1332
New: A fully integrated, self-contained AM or
FM radio transmission system in aclimate- controlled weatherproof enclosure that is expandable from 1kW to 10 kW with built-in security
features. These target small and medium- size
market stations where low initial capital expenditures are necessary and low operating costs
must be realized. Also: Avariety of security features and accessories for transmitter sites; Array
Solutions Model VNA2180 two- port antenna
analyzer; andKintronic Labs Model VCDS-1/2/3
AM directional antenna voltage sampling system
to permit Method of Moment proofs for tall electrical height tower arrays.
KLZ Innovations LTD
K- Tek

C862
C10037

HE
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SANITIZED FOR YOUR PROTECTION
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SOME WORDS SHOULD BE OBSCENE AND NOT HEARD
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•
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BYPASS

EVENTIDE •
BD600.
BROADCAST
DELAY
.
pANic

WAI7 FOR
SAFE

WAIT
AND EXIT

REBUILD,

Eventide Broadcast Delays are designed to keep profanity off
your air, and angry listeners, embarrassed advertisers, and
if e FCC off your back. We invented the obscenity delay and
have a solution for stations large and small that provides up
to 80 seconds of the highest quality revenue and licensep-otecting delay.
Cur new HD compatible BD600, 24- bit delay, comes standard
NNith AES/EBU, and provides up to 80 seconds of memory —
twice as much as other delays. There are fully adjustable
Delay and Dump functions, and a Sneeze function which
"edits" audio entering the delay, allowing the host to sneeze,
cough, or make a short comment without being heard on air.
The BD600 offers two different methods of delay buildup a--id

RAMP TO
ZERO

!

t4

I4

DUMP

SNEEZE

reduction: Eventide's catch-up and catch- down system,
and an e>clusive fast- entry- and- exit feature which allows
starting aoroadcast with the de!ay already built up to asafe
amount and ending it with a rapid reduction of delay.
For HD, the BD600 offers Mic:roPrecision DelayTM mode
which allows up to 10 seconds of delay to be adjusted in
real time n 100 nanosecond increments. This is useful for
synchronizing analog and digital[ signals while on-air, without
audible artifacts, to maintain a seamless user experience.
Whatever your size, whatever your format, you can't expect
to protect the integrity 01 your air and the foundation of your
business .Nithout an Eventide Broadcast Delay in your rack.

Eventide®
One Alsan Way, Little Ferry, NJ )7643 te1.201.641.1200 www.eventide.com
Eventide is a registered trademark and MicroPrecision Delay is a trademanc of Eventide Inc. ©205 Eventide Inc

See us at NAB Booth C2634

:HD COMPATIBLE
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LARCAN USA
SU3317
Intro: Encore Series IBOC FM translator combines translator and linear amplifier technology to achieve extensive power range, power
levels from 25 W to 250 W, superior IBOC
FM performance and coverage, capable of
all standards in analog FM and IBOC digital
radio, broadband design, frequency agile, fully
regulated power supplies and integrated cooling system.

recording during transmission and playback to
SD or USB memory storage.
Featured: Professional audio codecs for rack and
mobile applications.
Megatrax Production
Music Inc.
Merging Technologies
Microsoft Corp.

Lawo AG

C757, SL8013
C3139
SL220, SL227

C2217
Minnetonka Audio Software Inc.

LBA Technology Inc.
N516
Intro: TUP-3N AM broadcast antenna mobility platform is adapted to NATO standards,
enabling relocation of a self-contained
trailored broadcast antenna and tuning system capable of up to 10 kW between 540 and
1720 kHz for military operations, disaster area
communications and other interim/transient
broadcasts. Also: SafeOne personal RF safety
monitor senses potentially hazardous RF fields
from antennas and radio and television installations between 10 and 10,000 MHz, helps in
compliance with FCC and OSHA requirements,
gives audio and visual warning when safe limit
is exceeded; Schomandl Model 3024 digital
broadcast power monitor provides computed
true RMS values for AM/FM, CW, DVB-T, 8
VSB and CDMA carriers with apeak function
for NTSC and CCIR TV, SSB and TDMA, measurements from below 1MHz to above 3,000
MHz and up to 1,000 kW are enabled with
appropriate coupler units, VSWR monitoring,
remote temperature measurement, external
device voltage sensing and a external alarm
and data modes are standard, rack mountable
or portable.
Linear Srl

C2037

Moseley Associates Inc.
C2610
Featured: Rincon audio transport system for IP
& T1/E1. Starlink digital STL solutions featuring AES digital audio & Ethernet data transport
required for HD Radio broadcasting. Event 5800
High- Capacity Digital Aural STUTSL. Lanlink
HS900D LAN Extender/Data Link, which provides
bidirectional Ethernet & serial data link in the
license-free 900 MHz band. Starhnk SL9003T1
for Ti circuits transports digital program audio,
Ethernet, control data & telephone voice circuits
over bidirectional Ti lines or license- free 5.8
GHz links.

The Society of Broadcast Engineers booth will be on the second floor concourse
of the LVCC South Hall, up the escalator from the South Hall main entrance.

Myers Information Systems Inc.
N1615
Featured: ProTrack Radio and all applicable
modules/interfaces. Myers offers broadcast
management software for the television, radio
and digital signage industries. Technology and
services to improve operations lifecycle, from
contracting to invoicing, media management to
scheduling and trafficking to reconciliation.

SHOUTcast, that can be used as abackup audio
source or to enable asingle simultaneous feed
to over-the- air transmission and Internet radio.
Also: Commercial- grade DRM+ transmission
system.
Featured: NX Series and XR Series AM transmitters with power outputs of 1kW to megawatts;
NV Series FM transmitters with power outputs of
3.5 kW to 88 kW; HD Radio components including the Exporter Plus and Importer Plus.

NAB Public Service Initiatives

Nemal Electronics Intl Inc.

Myat Inc.

C1317

N6138

C2541

SU7327

Logitek Electronic Systems
C2636
Intro: Pilot digital console complements the
Logitek JetStream IP audio networking system,
modular and scalable console that provides
up to 24 faders, audio sources can be routed
as desired to each Pilot fader, change buttons
above each fader work in conjunction with a
select knob to the side, each fader has access to
program bus, three aux buses and cue speaker,
wide-angle displays below the faders have room
for 16- character source names and support
Unicode characters for display of Chinese or
kanji text.
Featured: JetStream IP audio networking system
with many operational features included such as
analog and digital I/O, profanity delay, silence
alarms, input metering, mic processing and
automation protocols.
Magnum Towers Inc.

C1307

Markertek

C5343

Marshall Electronics

C8931

Mayah Communications
C444
Intro: Version 4.0 firmware for the C1191 codec
supports full dual audio streaming over IP with
redundant streaming capability along with
WLAN/Wi-Fi support, and version 4.0 firmware
for Sporty and Flashman II now supports WLAN/
Wi-Fi along with ISDN, POTS, IP, 3G, BGAN and
SIPS, all three units offer full SIP/N/ACIP support
with ACC for IP communications with non-Mayah
audio codecs with SIP support, real-time audio

Nagra USA Inc.
C1107
Intro: Standalone microphone preamplifier based
on the design of the preamplifiers used in the
Nagra VI recorder, can be used as two additional
inputs for the Nagra VI or as external preamplifier
for any other recorder.
Featured: Nagra VI 24-bit/96 kHz recorded;
Nagra LB 2channel 24 bit/192 kHz recorder
National Association of
Tower Erectors
National Weather Service

SU7202
C3029

Nautel
C2615
Intro: Affordable, single- cabinet, solid-state
transmitters with power outputs as high as 44
kW analog, 30 kW at — 14 dB and 21 kW for — 10
dB digital, more power is available by combining these compact transmitters. Also: HD Power
Boost technology increases HD Radio power
output while increasing efficiency; VS Series
compact FM transmitters with power outputs of
300 W, 1kW and 2.5 kW with digital exciters, IP
audio I/O, USB backup audio, advanced remote
control and easy path to DRM+ or HD Radio in
asimple design built for harsh environments,
includes Livewire IP audio support, Nautel's
Advanced User Interface (AUI) and optional
Urban Inside. Support for Livewire IP Audio
connectivity in a transmitter gives customers
the option to create an end- to- end IP workflow
to connect Livewire networks to a VS Series
transmitter with asingle RJ-45 cable; no intermediary connections or D/A conversions will be
needed, also supports IP audio input, such as

Netia
SU3502
Intro: CamDirector module brings direct camera
control and automated video switching to the
Netia Radio- Assist 8suite of digital audio automation software, radio broadcasters can create
live, switched programs for broadcast, streaming or podcast, with CamDirector automatic
voice detection enables complete automation of
the production of in- studio interviews and onset events by triggering switching of cameras
according to the speaker and microphone in
use, also allows cameras in aradio facility to be
controlled from Radio-Assist 8. Also: Workflow
Engine for Netia Radio Assist 8 helps stations
enrich their content, work with more complex
workflows and publish to multiple platforms.
Manrea 2offers an open, scalable architecture
along with all the tools needed to simplify the
cataloging, indexing, accessing, and distribution of media, now incorporates the new Netia
Workflow Engine as well as Netia's Hypercast
Warehouse set of archiving tools.
Neumann USA

C2228

Neutrik
C2336
Intro: Multimedia Connector Series allow users
to combine Neutrik USB 2.0 cable and chassis
connectors or Neutrik HDMI 1.3 chassis and
cables in a way that makes the connection
lockable and water-resistant according to IP65;
opticalCON Quad offers four channels and is
optimized for point-to-point interconnections
and multichannel routing applicatons with a
choice of three cables: lightweight mobile field
cable, cut- proof and rodent- resistant X-treme

cable or Triple Split multichannel cable; opticalCon powerMonitor cost- saving, purpose-built
measurement and monitoring device for fiberoptic broadcast, audio and video applications,
monitoring the attenuation of up to four transmission channels simultaneously.
NewBay Media LLC
C1458
Featured: NewBay Media, parent of Radio World,
serves readers and business partners in dynamic, inspired, creative and interactive vertical
markets. Built upon an information network
of award- winning magazines, conferences and
events, online communities and marketing services, NewBay Media reaches millions of professionals worldwide in print, in person and online.
Our goal is to help you achieve success.
NewTek
SL10814
Intro: NewTek TriCaster portable live production system is like having an HD live remote
production truck small enough to fit in a
backpack, offers HD/SD live switching, HD
projection, live HD streaming and networkstyle live HD virtual sets, available in several
different models.
Nielsen Company, The

R106

NOAA

R216

NPR Satellite Services
SU6913
Featured: A full-time C Band satellite space
segment provider specializing in building and
designing video and radio networks. NPRSS
helps broadcasters reach new markets while
providing acost-effective way to distribute video
content to affiliates. NPRSS offers the satellite
capacity and everything to get started including
channel space segment, uplink licensing and the
right gear for your needs. We provide system
designs using the newest compression methods
to save bandwidth while lowering your costs.
Talk to us about our custom- designed video
services. For space segment, system design,
engineering support, uplink services, equipment
and 24/7 customer service, call on us.
NVerzion

N729
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OMB Sistemas Electrónicos

SU5720

unique processing architecture works ahead of

decrease distortion while increasing transient

systems. Two of the FM models available are

Featured: FM radio and TV transmitters for

any bit- reduced audio coder to reduce artifacts

punch and high- frequency power handling

the popular Power-Tiller, noted for its superb

power from 15 W up to 10 kW, STL systems,
antenna systems for FM and TV. The head-

and improve the sound of audio destined for HD

capacity, compared to the FM channel peak
limiter in the Optimod-FM 8500, the new peak

radiation characteristics, and our Slant- V that

quarters and factory are in Zaragoza, Spain

limiter typically provides 2.5 dB to 3dB more

and international division in Miami, Fla. OMB

Featured: Omnia 6EX/EXi, Omnia One (AM, FM,
Multicast, DAB, Studio Pro), Omnia 5EX, Omnia

HD version of each model is available. Avariety

power at high frequencies, minimizing audible

has more than 40 years in the broadcasting

5EX/i HD+AM, Omnia A/XE, Omnia.8x.

HF loss caused by preëmphasis limiting; Urban

of panel designs accommodate multi- station
requirements.

Radio, Internet and satellite broadcasting;

industry and sales in Europe, America ( North
to South), Asia, South Pacific, Middle East

provides areliable solution at alower cost. An

Optimod-FM 5500 value- oriented two- band
OmniBus Systems

N3722

and Africa.

and five- band audio processor combines 5300

Radio Frequency Systems

C2907

Radio Systems

C3013

and 2300 functionality, can serve as astandOmnirax Broadcast Furniture

C1357

alone stereo generator or can be configured to

Intro: Ergonomic height-adjustable workstations

interface with any commonly found transmis-

Intro: Omnia A/XE processes audio for avariety

to satisfy every need and requirement.

sion system.

Radio World

of applications, bitrate-reduced and linear, runs

Featured: Optimod-FM 8500, Optimod-FM 8300,

Intro: Radio World, the news source for radio

as a Windows service, can be managed and

Featured: Innova line of custom broadcast furniture combines modular components with

Optimod-AM 9400, Optimod-AM 9300, Optimod

managers and engineers, has introduced a

configured remotely with aWeb browser, and

custom-tailored shapes to fit particular require-

DAB 6300, Optimod-PC 1101e, Opticodec 7600

processes and/or encodes multiple streams in
various formats simultaneously, new Virtual

ments of on- air, production and imaging studios.

Patch Cable allows Omnia A/XE to receive,

OMT Technnologies/iMediaTouch

Omnia Audio

C146

C1458

new look and touch. Our pages are more
open, our text easier to follow. Pictures and

Potomac Instruments Inc.

C1410

ads are brighter, fresher. Like you, we're
reinvesting in our product. We believe in radio

Power Module Technology

C1623

and its future. As asupplier to broadcasters,

Prime Image/Greentec

N4036

you must reinvent yourself and your business
constantly; we're there with you, as we have

Pristine Systems/Summit Traffic

C3032

Our goal is to provide the industry's best

C754

readers and advertisers with the best publication possible. Join us.

C1054

process and send audio to other software on

Intro: iMediaTouch version 4contains new fea-

the PC, built-in scheduler allows streams and

tures, including on- air graphical user interface, a

processing presets to be started and stopped

quick scroll " next- hour button," ability to change

at specific times. Also: Omnia One processor

the color of the hot keys, color coded display

meets the challenges of AM, FM, HD Radio,
DAB, DRM, multicasting, podcasting, netcast-

in full log, more dynamic on- the- fly adjustable

ing, satcasting and just about any application

tion style enhanced library search and drag- and-

where signal processing is needed, quickly

drop from library to the hot keys page.

Featured: PSI designs and manufactures solu-

adapts to needs by simple software downloads,

Featured: iMediaTouch On-Air, iMediaTouch

can be used in the studio for transmission and

Production, iMediaTouch Log Tools, iMediaTouch

tions for TV and FM broadcasting. Product lines
include TV and FM broadcast antennas, com-

5285 Shawnee Rd., Suite 100

in networked applications thanks to aLivewire

Voice Tracking, iMediaLogger

biners, filters and transmission lines. Antenna

Alexandria, VA 22312-2334

been for 34 years. Radio evolves. So do we.

segue editor, ability to add station logo, produc-

interface, dual software banks make it easy to

Propagation Systems Inc. ( PSI)

designs are available for all power levels,

(703) 852-4610
E-mail: cfreelandOnbmedia.corn

switch between styles. Also: Omnia.8x com-

Orban

bines eight discrete three- band stereo Omnia
audio processors in a single networked box,

Intro: Urban Optimod-FM 8600 features dra-

directional or non- directional, pattern optimization, customization and multi- station. PSI also

matically improved peak limiter technology to

offers full TV and FM Turnkey transmission

C1657

Caroline Freeland

Web site: radioworld.com

Site Control
r.7 :."7"
•

•

WVRC-8

Web-enabled and Voice Dial- up Eight Channel Remote Control

•
Mel

•

Site Sentinel TM 16 Web-enabled Sixteen Channel Site Remote Control System

,

TM

Web enabled three relay module

Schedule

Sent/ne/TM

Web-enabled Event Scheduler

Status Sentinel Tm

WVRC-4
Web- enabled and Voice Dial- up Four Channel
Remote Control

Web- enabled three input status/logic module

Site Sentinel' 4
Web-enabled Four Channel Site
Remote Control System

Status Sentine/ Tm 16
Web enabled Sixteen input status/logic module

WebSwitch''
USA Proud

11 ./ ./ .11

Mae
111/1•Mll

VAD-2 Plus
Dual channel Voice alarm Dialer

Sentinei

Web enabled sixteen open collector/SS relay module

C.77'

J

Relay

Relay Sentinel" 16

•
wi*ràail

I/O Sentinel TM 4

Web-enabled four logic/status input four relay output module

C,

1;1r

AUDIO Sentinel Tm

(
not shown) Web Remote Power Switch

BROADCAST,

tools
www.broadcasttools.com

Web-enabled dual channel stereo silence monitor INNOVATIVE PROBLEM SOLVING TOOLS FOR BROADCAST
See us at Broadcaster's General Store NAB booth #C1451
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RCS
C2628
Intro: RCS iPush — New for NexGen Digital
is the ability to use your ¡ Phone. There is
now an app for recording one or more news
reports or remote inserts and sending them
to NexGen Digital via an integrated version of
WANcasting. The audio lands into the system
for playback on the air. With RCS iPush you
can leave bulky recording equipment at the
studio and still capture events. iPush recordings directly to the automation system's
library. iPush works with an ¡ Phone or second
generation or newer iPod Touch. iPush is
compatible with the phone's microphone, or
upgrade to plug-in ahigher quality over-thecounter microphone.
Neal Perchuk, VP Sales
445 Hamilton Ave
White Plains, NY 10601
(914) 428-4600
E-mail: salesCrcsworks.com
Web Site: www.rcsworks.com

RDL Radio Design Labs
Richland Towers

Sabre Towers and Poles

Veye&relent Comes to (de'

C1925

Owen Ulmer, Broadcast Sales Manager
2101 Murray Street
Sioux City, lA 51111
(712) 258-6690
(215) 519-5323
Fax: 712-279-0814
E-mail: broadcastsales@sabrecom.com
Web Site: www.SabreTowersandPoles.com

Sage Alerting Systems
Featured: Sage Digital ENDEC

C1358

demanding professional events, installations and
tours.
Sierra Automated Systems

C3010

Singular Software
SL4128
Intro: The PluralEyes application accelerates
workflow for multi- camera, multi-take and dualsystem audio productions. By analyzing audio
information, it synchronizes audio and video clips
automatically without the need for time code,
clappers or other manual preparation. Optimized
for performance on both Mac and PC platforms,
it supports both Vegas Pro and Final Cut Pro.

Sennheiser Electronic Corp.

C2228

SIRA S.r.l.
SU3022
Intro:A line of FM filters, lowest to highest power
rates, from the most-frequency- spaced combination to the toughest applications, granting high
selectivity as close as 0.5 MHz.
Featured: Antennas, filters, double bridge combiners, directional couplers, trimmer lines, patch
panels, measuring units, connectors and accessories.

Seratel Technology

C3316

Society of Broadcast Engineers

Jerry LeBow, VP
800 Westchester Avenue Suite 641 North
Rye Brook, NY 1057
(914) 835-2994
E-mail: info@sagealertingsystems.com
Web Site: www.sagealertingsystems.com

L29

displayed on apair of bright, multi- colored bargraph meters with achoice of scales/responses.
Separate five- LED phase meters indicate channel correlation or phase error conditions, and
additional LEDs show digital input lock and audio
level alarm status.
Featured: The Redbox range of audio interfaces,
Net- Log logging system, reference monitor, telephone hybrids and S2 solutions.
Sony Electronics Inc.

C11001

Sound Devices
C1354
Intro: CL- 9Linear Fader Controller is an accessory for the 7881 Digital Recorder, turning it into
amixing/recording system for audio capture in
sound- for- picture, broadcast and music- oriented
productions. Also on display will be the 1.10
firmware update for the 552 Production Mixer,
our first to incorporate an integrated digital
audio recorder. This firmware release includes
enhancements and upgrades.
Featured: 7- Series line of Digital Recorders, 552
Production Mixer, Wave Agent File Librarian
Sound4

N1403

Staco Energy Products Co.

C1148

STAGETEC (Salzbrenner Stagetec
Mediagroup)

C1057

C451
C1635

Rohde & Schwarz
SU3717
Featured: FM and DAB/DAB-F/1'4MB transmitters; test and measurement systems.
Roland Systems Group
C4345
Intro: RSS S-0808 eight input by eight output
portable digital snake, compact, lightweight with
rugged design for portable applications, external
battery powered or embedded power over REAC
allows for use in avariety of portable applications.
RVR Elettronica
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C848
C2313

S.W.R. Inc.

C1126

Solid State Logic

C3313

Sonifex Ltd.
C2739
Intro: Redbox RB-DD4 4 Channel Digital Audio
Delay allows you to delay four mono channels
of audio independently or together. The unit is
suitable for synchronizing audio to video that
has been delayed by processing latency. Also:
Sonifex Reference Monitor Meters offer highresolution metering of one to four stereo audio
sources. Each stereo source is auto- switching
between either analog or digital AES/EBU format
with sample rates up to 192 kHz accepted. Line
includes five rack- mounted and three freestanding meters. The level of each stereo source is

Shure Inc.
C2013
Intro: PSM900 Wireless Personal Monitor System
delivers audio quality and RF performance for

Stainless LLC
C2025
Featured: Towers, antennas, engineering studies
& analysis, 24- hour service repair & maintenance
Stantron
Stratos
Studer Soundcraft

C6049
0E1720
C2619

DANKE SCHOEN, WAYNE
If you've never had the pleasure of seeing Mr. Las Vegas himself, this
.
a

Rymsa

Shively Labs
C3019
Intro: New line of linearly and circularly polarized
low windload FM panel antennas, supplementing
the established 6014/6016 range. Also: Model
6020 broadband dipole ideal for emergency or
standby applications, rated for 5kW per dipole;
Model 6017 Lindenblad array is being upgraded
to accommodate higher input powers or T-DMB/
DRM+ applications looking for an economical,
top- mounted circularly polarized solution with an
omnidirectional pattern; pattern analysis for logperiodics and yagis, as well as omnidirectional
and directional arrays.
Featured: Antennas, filters, combiners, coax
products and directional pattern development.

may be the year you have to blow off that big dinner and hit the Strip.

•
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Wayne Newton's show "Once Before IGo" is at the Tropicana's Tiffany

The Day/corn MAC won't!

Theater through April 24 and will then close. The show is backed by full
orchestra and celebrates the iconic performer's 50- year career entertaining
Strip- goers with jokes; banjo, fiddle and guitar skills; and tunes such as
"Danke Schoen" and " Great Balls of Fire, - during which he's been known to
play the piano with his toes ala Jerry Lee Lewis. Classic photos and videos,
as well as Newton's signature " meet and greets" with the audience, add to
the fun. Ticket prices range from $ 69.99-$168.99 VIP; the latter includes a
"golden circle" seat, meet and greet with Wayne Newton plus photo taken
with Wayne.

Its advanced filtering functions let you sleep,
unless you're REALLY needed.
davicom
Intelligence & Innovation

t. 1.418.682.3380 1f. 1.418.682.8996
www.davicom.com

Tropicana
3801 Las Vegas Boulevard S.
(800) 634-400()
www.troplv.com
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Studio Technologies Inc.

C10048

Superior Broadcast Products

SU2713

Superior Electric
C1108
Featured: Stabiline Automatic voltage regulators,
transient voltage surge suppressors, uninterruptible power supplies & power conditioners.
Sure Shot Transmissions Inc.
Switchcraft Inc.

0E1715
C8137

Systembase Ltd.
C3134
Intro: C500ip Codec offers reliable audio streaming over IP networks with low delay. Backwardcompatible with previous models of Systembase
codecs. SNMP Management Ports and the
Internet Webserver enable remote access to
users.
TASCAM

SL1717

TBC Consoles Inc.

C12626

Tec Nec Distributing

C1941

Tektronix Inc.

N2522

Telestream Inc.

SL3614

Telex

C4337

Telos Systems
C146
Intro: Telos VX Broadcast VolP System is our
next- generation multi-studio phone system, a
convergence of IP audio and advanced studio

telephone systems, ascalable entry-level solution with room to grow. It connects to telco lines
using SIP, making it compatible with avariety of
VolP gateways and PBXs. VX is Livewire-enabled
for integration with Axia IP-audio networks, or
pair it with Axia audio nodes to connect with
traditional audio systems. Each line has its own
Telos hybrid. Telos VX works with new IP-based
Telos VX Director phonesets. Also new: Nx6
compact six- line version of the Nx12 talk show
system has four digital hybrids, each with its
own AGC, noise gate and caller override dynamics using tuned DSP algorithms. Each includes
Digital Dynamic EC), amulti- band equalizer that
analyzes and adjusts audio spectral characteristics from various phone sets and connection paths. Includes special echo cancellation
for tricky VolP and cellular calls. Feedback in
open speaker applications is virtually eliminated thanks to a unique adaptive function.
Also: Zephyr/IP, available in a 2RU rackmount
and compact mixer version, uses public IP
networks and mobile phone data services for
broadcast- quality, trouble- free audio transmission. The DIP produces superior audio for twoway applications over uncontrolled IP networks
by adapting to the network and minimizing the
effects of packet loss and jitter, resulting in a
stable connection even in adverse conditions.
Uses AAC-ELD codec for excellent fidelity at
low bitrates with nearly inaudible loss concealment. VIP is wireless- capable and can connect
to IP networks via Wi-Fi, EVDO and UMTS. It's
Livewire ready, includes AES-EBU Digital I/O and
can register and accept calls from compatible
PBXs. VIP server technology makes it easy to
connect to other DIP units through firewalls

and NATs. DIP Mixer combines the versatility of
Zephyr/IP with the utility of adigital four- channel
stereo mixer in a road- ready portable chassis.
Also: Telos Zephyr iPort MPEG Gateway enables
broadcasters to transport eight stereo channels
of CD- quality audio on a single connection. It
houses eight stereo MPEG codecs in a2RU box,
capable of eight bidirectional or 16 encode- only
channels.
TFT Inc.

C2307

Thales Angenieux

C6037

Thermo Bond Buildings Inc.

C1430

Live Hardware Dock enables pro mics and headphones to interface with Tieline Report- IT iPhone
Application. Also: Bridge- IT Multiple Unicast/
Multicast IP Audio Codec is alow-cost codec for
STLs and audio distribution, with new features
such as support for AAC-LC, MC- HE v.1 and v.2
algorithms, as well as multicasting and multiple
unicasting. Also: G5 Rack Mount IP STL Codec
delivers studio- quality audio over wireless 3G/4G
IP networks, wired LANs, WANs, the Internet,
satellite IP, Wi-MAX and Wi-Fi. Also supports
connections over POTS and ISDN networks.
TrafficLand Inc.

Tieline Technology
C157
Intro: Report- IT Live iPhone Application turns
your iPhone into an IP audio codec for wireless newsgathering, lets you broadcast live
and record your broadcast on the iPhone at
the same time. Record an interview or report
offline, then go live on air later. You can report
live and play grabs from any recorded interview
while on the air. Conduct an interview off-line.
Audio files can be forwarded in real time to a
Tieline codec in studio for recording, or uploaded
via FTP to anews server with no codec in the
studio. Report- IT supports live, bidirectional 15
kHz audio with low delay, so studio can send a
program mix- minus and communicate with the
reporter while they are broadcasting. Reporters
can use Report- IT Live app on the iPhone alone
(using mic and headphone inputs on the phone),
or combine it with Report- It Live hardware Dock
and use professional inputs with enhanced audio
level management and control. Also: Report- IT

SU1708

TransLanTech Sound
C1323
Intro: Ariane Sequel V2 is the new and improved
Ariane Sequel Digital Audio Leveler. New and
improved firmware with more robust AES/EBU
system and improved AGC functions incorporating the best ideas and suggestions from
customers.
Transradio
C1607
Intro: DRM DMOD3 exciter with digital power
enhancement — new notebook PC design, best
reliability, back channel for automatic precorrection, digital power enhancement for larger coverage areas, low operation cost, Linux design,
included GPS receiver for SFN operation, singleand multi- channel simulcast operation, supports
all DRM modes
TWR/Orga Aviation Lighting Inc.
C2136
Featured: LED L810 single & double fixtures can
be used as direct incandescent replacements.
L864 LEDBeacon is a direct replacement for

Visit us at
NAB
Booth SU 6913

Satellite distribution with ahuman touch.

For building, servicing, or expanding a satellite network, NPRSS provides the satellite
capacity— and nationwide coverage— to meet your video, audio, and data distribution
needs. For comprehensive solutions packaged with per sonal attention, contact NPRSS
at linkup@npr.org or www.nprss.org/linkup.
pI1(

ejrTIer1t

I SvGtem Desiro

I Engineuririii Support

I llnlInk Servn,es

I tritnnrneril

rlpr
satellite
services
We have the solution.
I 24/1 CIP;iniunr S(:iviCe
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300 mm beacons. High- Intensity Lighting System
(HILS) for new and replacement systems offer long
lamp life, low UV and ozone generation, lowest
power consumption and ease of installation using
asingle cable for both power and control wires.
Utah Scientific

N4511

Vaddio

C8008
SL8207

VIDIZMO
Vimsoft

N520

Vocalbooth.com Inc.

SL8510

Volicon

SU5302

Ward- Beck Systems Ltd.

C2623

V-Soft Communications
C2734
Intro: Probe 4 uses using unique geographic
mapping engine that combines polygon mapping
graphics with precision coordinate information
and map projections to produce stunning coverage
maps. An ultimate computer tool for predicting
radio propagation for the 20 MHz to 20 GHz frequency range. Handles the simplest to the most
difficult propagation studies for FM, TV and DIV.
Features propagation models including LongleyRice, Standard FCC, Line of Sight, ITU-R P. 1546-1.
TIREM methodology is available. Single or multiple
station coverage studies, incoming or outgoing
interference studies, D/U ration studies and DTV
0E7 69 analysis are available for user selection.
For interference studies, Probe 4will automatically
identify stations that cause or receive interference
to the reference station. Probe 4uses any V- Soft
terrain database with resolutions from NGDC 30
arc second to our National Elevation Dataset ( NED)
30 meter ( 1arc second) terrain. Signal values can
be examined down to street level including street
names. Also: AM- Pro 2AM mapping and allocation study tool for day and nighttime propagation
analysis; FMCommander FM allocations program
with time-saving features.

•

N3425

Wegener

SU4902

Wheatstone Corp.
C2623
Intro: New products for radio and television audio
including two new Vorsis signal processors,
a new Audioarts Engineering product, a new
Wheatstone radio product, anew television control surface, Wheatstone AolP Blades 2.0 and a
breakthrough new television console/mix engine.
Featured: Audio consoles and control surfaces,
software, AolP digital audio networking, Vorsis
signal processing
Whirlwind

Vorsis
See Wheatstone

March 24, 2010
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C4342

WhisperRoom Inc.
Featured: WhisperRoom
Enclosures

Sound

SL5105
Isolation

Debbie Sweany, Sales Manager
116 S. Sugar Hollow Rd.
Morristown, TN. 37813
423-585-5827
800-200-8168
Fax: 423-585-5831
E-mail: info@whisperroom.com
Web Site: www.whisperroom.com

Digital Radio Mondiale's Roxandra Obreja addresses the audience during
aDRM Consortium panel discussion in 2009, as Fanny Podworny looks on.

Wireworks Corp.

WideOrbit
N5129
Featured: WO Traffic, WO Sales, WO Automation
for Radio
Will- Burt Co.

C8333

WinMedia America
N1005
Intro: WinMedia Suite software for radio/TV
broadcasters. Answers the needs of the broadcast process from editing, music and ads scheduling, voice track, live assist, archiving and
report. The suite can adapt to Web, local, regional or national, radios and music TV stations.
Winsted

C8608

WireCAD

N6219

C8612

Wohler Technologies
N3023
Intro: AMP2-16V Series Modular AudioNideo
Monitor is a 16- channel audio/video monitor,
adual 4.3- inch OLED version of the AMP2-16
Series modular audio monitor. The addition of
dedicated video monitoring to the AMP2-16
Series along with Free Mix and Dolby Zoom functions makes it aflexible and comprehensive 3G/
HD/SD-SDI audio/video monitor.
Featured: AMP1-16, AMP2-16
WorldCast Systems Inc
C751
Intro: Goldeneagle HD V2 with RDS monitoring
capabilities such as analysis of RDS groups
distribution, AID monitoring and remote stream
ing of raw RDS data; advanced monitoring of
HD Data such as UFID ( i7unes HD Tagging)

IBOC BER and PSD ( PAD) as well as support
for Scripteasy V2 software allowing graphical
scripting for remote control devices. With PSD
(PAD) monitoring, Goldeneagle HD V2 can be
configured so an alarm is triggered if the PSD
fails to change. V2 includes anew HD Tuner,
also available as ahardware retrofit to users of
V1. The tuner enables broadcasters to perform
detailed HD data monitoring such as presence
of services and MIME types as well as enabling
the streaming of raw HD data. Also: An update
on Audemat's FMB80 RDS encoder provides
improved support for RT+ standard and ability
to implement iTunes tagging.
Wowza Media Systems

SU9310

XDT Pty. Ltd.

SU3010

Yamaha Commercial Audio
Systems Inc.

C,et

Throwing it away isn't an option.

Our competition may have led you to believe that
you know them, or that you can trust them. But
the plain truth is that they just want your cash.
and lots of it!
In atime when cash is scarce, abetter concept
in sales, perhaps amore progressive one, is to
work for asmaller profit and pass the savings along
to the customer.
Realize the savings you can put in your pocket.
Call, click, or stop by Progressive Concepts today!

THE BEST IN BROADCAST ELECTRONICS SINCE 1990

C1336

Yellowtec
C1451
Featured: Yellowtec is abrand of Thum + Mahr
in Germany, system integrators for broadcast
facilities. Products include iXm recording microphone, PUC2 professional USB-powered soundcard, m!ka microphone arms.
Zaxcom Inc.

C154

Zeus Broadcast - An Obor Digital
Company

N4319

IN YOUR NEXT ISSUE
OF RADIO WORLD
April 7, 2010

Manager's Show Preview

p

progressive concepts
305 South Bartlett Road •

Streamwood, ft 60107

www.progressive-concepts.com
(630) 736-9822
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Snakes Among Sweet Flowers Do Creep
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the computers performance.
Here are 10 tips about protecting
your computer network and all equipment attached to it from a possible
intrusion.

Don't Think for a Moment That Your Network Can't Be Com.promised
BY BRIAN CUNNINGHAM

1. Update your computer. Stop using
computers with old operating systems
such as Windows 95, Windows 98 and
Windows ME. These OS are so old and
outdated, they cannot be considered
secure.

"I think computer viruses should
count as life. Ithink it says something
about human nature that the only form
of life we have created so far is purely
destructive. We've created life in our
own image." — Stephen Hawking

2. Update Microsoft Windows XP.
Make sure that your automatic update
setting in Windows Control Panel is
turned on. This ensures that all new
vulnerabilities on your computer are
patched up as soon as Microsoft discovers a new threat and develops a patch.
This will ensure that your computer is
always up to date.

We wrote in the Jan. 13 and March
10 issues about protecting your network
from worms and other threats.

RADIO IT
MANAGEMENT
Don't think for a moment that your
computer network cannot be compromised. Hackers have thousands of tools
at their disposal to use to compromise
your computers and file servers.
Take some time and look closely
at your computer network. Where are
the likely spots that intruders could get
in? Are all of the computers on your

2
0.

network protected by antivirus software? Do you have a firewall in place
to "hide" your computers from possible
intruders?
A hardware firewall is preferable,
such as a Linksys Broadband Firewall

Router, but asoftware firewall, such as
the one included with Windows, is better than nothing.
The disadvantage with using a software firewall that is constantly running,
it takes up RAM and could slow down

CONTENT IS

EVERYTHING

ARMORED

MONOBLOCK

STL

•
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800
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PULSECOM IS A REGIS ERES TRADEMARK OF HUBBELL INCORIORATED ( NYSE : HUBA , HUBB )
API- V . IS A TR•DEMARK OF AUDIO PROCESSING TECHIOLOGY LICENSING LTD.

3. Install antivirus software. Ican't say
this enough. Your first defense is this
software. It really doesn't matter which
brand you choose, there are adozen out
there that will get the job done. Just
make sure that with the purchase of the
software you get automatic updates for
the time period that your subscription is
(continued on page 54)
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good for, and make sure that the automatic updates are scheduled to check
for any updates or patches, daily! Also,
once a month, perform a full system
scan to ensure that nothing slipped in
between antivirus software updates.
4. Install anti-spywate. Spyware and
viruses go hand in hand. Spyware gets
its name from the fact that it allows
someone else to view your personal
files, gain access to passwords, track
your movement on the Internet and
allow some degree of control over your
computer. Like the antivirus software,
there are many brands out there. Choose
the one you feel most comfortable with
and gives you the best protection. There
are software companies that offer antispyware and antivirus in the same package. This is generally cheaper to purchase in abundled package vs. purchasing separately.
5. Use a spam filter. Spam filters can
block e-mails suspected of being spam
or they can flag certain e-mails suspected of being spam. The real danger
of spam is that it is atool often used by
hackers to slip avirus, spyware or other
infectious code into your computer.
6. Use afirewall to hide your computers
from malicious attackers. A hardware
firewall is preferred, but if you cannot
afford one, at least use the windows
firewall in Microsoft and make sure that
it is set to regularly check for updates. If
using ahardware firewall, never use the
default settings, and always change the
user name/password from the default
setting. Most hardware firewalls use
port 5900 as the default. Use some num-
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ber higher than the default. This makes
it much harder for intruders to figure
out what port is opened to gain access.
As for the username/password, use a
combination of letters and numbers, and
just for good measure, throw in capital
and lower-case letters.
7. Change your computer passwords
often. I would recommend changing
passwords every 60 days, and like the
passwords for the firewall router, use
numbers along with upper/lower case
letters for the password.
8. Back up your data often. Storage
devices have dropped considerably in
price. You can purchase a 1TB external
drive these days for less than $ 100 or if
you do not have that much data to back
up, a simple thumb drive will do the
trick. Ihave seen some of these recently
for as little as $ 18 for an 8GB drive.
9. Periodically check your computers to
ensure that automatic updates are turned
on and working. Some of the viruses out
today specifically target the automatic
update function of your antivirus software and turn it off so critical updates
cannot be installed.
10. And finally, if you do not feel confident in maintaining the security of your
network, hire a competent professional
in your area that you trust to do the job.
Or if you do not know enough about
network security, perhaps you can hire
him or her to train you on what to do and
how to do it. Perhaps you can work it
out to where you can call and ask questions when needed or they can be "on
call" when asituation arises.
I recently had a Mac user tell me
that the Mac was virtually unable to be

infected by acomputer virus!
While it's true that many Mac users
do not even run any type of antivirus
software, they can and do get viruses,
especially if running a virtual PC on
an Apple Macintosh; it is emulating
Microsoft Windows, therefore it can be
infected with Windows viruses.
As a standalone, the Mac is less
likely to be attacked for several reasons:
1) Newer operating systems such as the
Mac OS X are built on the Unix kernel,
which is one of the oldest and most
secure operating systems available. 2)
Most virus writers are more familiar
with the IBM platform and Microsoft
Windows, therefore are only going to

be able to create a virus for that platform. 3) Because most of the world uses
Windows over Mac, Windows users are
amuch bigger target.
I have not had the opportunity to
check out Windows 7 but from what
I hear, vast improvements have been
made to the OS, especially in the area
of security. If you have had issues with
Windows 7 security, or other suggestions for future IT articles, drop me an
e-mail and let me know about it: briancecrawfordbroadcasting.com.
Brian Cunningham, CBRE, is chief
engineer for Crawford Broadcasting's
western New York region, based in
Buffalo.

PEOPLENEWS

with Lehmann Strobel PLC, is chair.
The vice chair is Valerie Blackburn
of CBS Radio, treasurer is Elizabeth
Middle Atlantic Products promotHammond of Nexstar Broadcasting
ed Craig Decker to director of cusGroup and treasurer-elect
is
tomer and sales resources,
Kristen Welch of Discovery
a new position "created Channel.
to emphasize the voice
Directors
at
large
include
of the customer in dayLauren Darr of LOI International,
to-day activities." The
Christina
Anderson,
NCTA;
company recently proMary Bennett, Bennett Consulting
moted Mike Baker to
Services; Bill Diaz, My TV Tampa
be its president. Founder Craig Decke
Bay; Lisa Dollinger, Clear Channel
Bob Schluter continues
Communications; Michelle
as chief engineer and CEO.
Duke,
NAB
Education
The National Association
Foundation;
Sarah Foss,
of Farm Broadcasting named
VCI
Solutions;
Carol
Mark Vail as executive direcGrothem, Campbell Mithun/
tor. He worked for Eagle
Compass
Point
Media;
Communications in various
Corny Koehl, Harpo Radio;
capacities and was executive
Laure nDarr
Christine
McLaughlin,
producer and co-creator of the
Venable LLP; Kay Olin, Local Focus
national ag show "AgriTalk."
Radio; Bonnie Press, Katz Media
The Alliance for Women in
Group; Heidi Raphael, Greater Media;
Media, formerly American Women in
Carolyn Stidham, CNN; and Jennifer
Radio and Television, announced its
Zeidman Bloch, Google.
national board. Sylvia Strobel, partner
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The FM Receiver that everyone's talking about
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Your Number One Source
for Broadcast Equip ent!
Free Upgrade from
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Buy an Omnia 5EX FM and get a Free upgrade to an
Omnia 6EX

h1.1131=$=1UR-20 Six Pack!

Get a6-Pack of KOSS UR-20's for only $89!

OYAMAHA

Nx6 Bundle from

PowerStation from

The Indestructible Console Engine. Audio-over-IP has
never been more affordable. Call for special pricing.

ES-102U NAB Special!

LS9-16 / LS9-32

ES- 102U: Low-cost yet accurate GPS Master
Clock/Time Code Generator. Priced at $ 1,199.
Special pricing ends May 31st.

The new Telos Nx6 Talkshow System now packaged
with a Desktop Director and Assistant Producer call
screening software. Call for package pricing.

Purchase aYamaha LS9-16 or LS9-32 digital mixing
console and get a MY series card of your choice for
FREE ( up to $859 value - expires March 31st)

crIMIF Anywhere!
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A Multiband Processor you can use everywhere!
AirTools Multiband Processor 2M $2199 MSRP

Problem Solvers for Transmitters
and Studios from

SWP-200:

bdi
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GPM-300:

e.3>

Calibrated RF Power Meter & RF Switch Controller foe Digital and Analog RF applications.

Starting at $1,795.

ATB-300:

are

#

1%1 E

Analog & Digital synchronous audio switcher DA with programmable features. Starting at $ 1,995

IL17-112I I<

We stock all your common connectors.

Analog & Digital 8x8 synchronous cross point switcher with programmable features. Starting at $2,195.

DAB-300:Dual

path switch designed for use in digital audio IBOC routing. Allows for synchronous switching of

analog and digital audio paths simultaneously. Starting at $2,495
elb

Broadcasters General Store
352-622-7700 • www.bgs.cc
Visit our " Bargain Barn" on the web!
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New Capacitors End Stability Issues

C teve Callahan is the director of engineering for
Rhode Island Public Radio. He stumbled onto this
cheap and quick little fix and thought it might be helpful to someone else.
WRNI is an NPR station. During their on-air
fundraising campaigns things in the studio can get
hectic. WkNI uses an Audio-Technica AT808G gooseneck mic as part of their intercom/IFB system.
You've probably seen this model of black microphone on podiums. The IFB is important for communication with the on-air talent, but the AT808G turned up
dead one morning in the middle of fundraising.
After making sure that the problem wasn't in the
wiring in the "flex" portion of the microphone's gooseneck, Steve discovered that the problem was an open
coil in the microphone element. He couldn't wait for
a replacement part, or a replacement AT808G, so he
located apair of ear bud earpieces from his junk box.
He found a set of "buds" with a speaker element the
same size as the mic element in the AT808G.

And We Bring You Another Fun Episode of ' Spot the Problems'
D ill Frahm handles engineering for Citadel in Boise,
Idaho. After reading several of Buc Fitch's Marti
tips here, he offers acouple of his own.
Bill says he has always hated that red LED for
"squelch open" on the Martis; he's been replacing them
with green LEDs. Now he can tell at aglance that the
Marti is up and running.

I

WORKBENCH
by John Bisset

Read more Workbench articles online at radioworld.com

He has found that the Marti transmitters seem to
have more problems when the 22MFD, + 12 VDC
bypass caps on the IPS/PA board get old and leaky.
After replacement, things settle down. This is agood
reminder for all power supply filter caps, too. A rule
of thumb is five to seven years of life. Stock up on
replacement caps; you eventually will need them for all
sorts of equipment.
After tuning for least trees in the RF forest, Bill runs
the power adjust up and down. If the RF output stays
clean during this test, he finds the unit will be more
stable.
Another trick is to run the transmitter into a "tuned"
whip and see if the unit spurs when the load changes.
Bill Frahm can be reached at bill.frahmecitcomm.
Corn.

t's common during construction to let safety slide.
IIt's not intentional; there's just so much to do.
Fig. Iis a case in point. It is contributed by John
Ramsey, who was called to this site.
A nice, new AM installation; looks great, right?
What's wrong with this picture?
Iknow: "Where's the fence?" Remember, even during construction, climbing protection is required.
But the fence is not all that's missing. Study the
photo and read on for more answers.

B

esides being a contract broadcast engineer, Nick
Markowitz Jr. is an electrical and fire/security contractor, proprietor of Markowitz Electric Protection. He

(continued on page 58)

Fig. 1: A new tower site, but can you spot
the problems?

added observations about our "spot the problem" picture in the Feb. 10 Workbench, shown again in Fig. 2.
There is a spiral wrapped cable, commonly called
BX cable, coming from the box, which is not properly
secured to NEC70 standards. The box looks like it has
more than one power source feeding it. If this is the
case, the switches need to be clearly marked as to what
they are serving and if more than one energy source is
involved.
The other cable or air line floating around should
be secured properly to prevent it from being snagged.
Also, Nick says that all electrical switch gear is now
required to have arc fault flash ratings. OSHA requires
an appropriate level of gear required to work on energized systems safely. Be aware: Nick sees alot of new
regulations creeping into the broadcast industry.
Nick Markowitz can be reached at nmarkowitze
gmail.com.

Fig. 2: Note the spiral wrapped cable coming
from the box.
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RadioData made DIU by the RDS/RBDS experts!
Very user-friendly, almost installs itself!
Selectable ' No- Headers' mode accepts
and parses unformatted or
satellite- streamed song info.

Quick serial connection to automation;
works with any FM exciter.

Front-panel LDC displays all programming
and shows exactly what the listener
sees on his radio.

Front- panel USB port for quick setup
using self- guiding software.
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the NEXT level of OPTIMOD-FM

OPTIMOD 8600
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Contact SCMS to discuss
Orban products and the
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1-800-438-6040
sales@scmsinc.corn
Mid South:
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1-877-391-2650

Central:

1-731-695-1714

West Coast:
Mid West:

1-866-673-9267
1-513-899-3036

South Atlantic:

1-770-632-1295

North East:
South West:

1-315-623-7655
1-210-775-2725

North Central:

1-513-376-8600

Pro Audio:
Latin America:

1-877-640-8205
1-760-650-1427

Bradley Div.:

1-800-732-7665
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Datacasting Today and Tomorrow
Roberts Says the Infrastructure Offers Ample New Business Opportunities
BY TOM VERNON

er

hIrridirr-t

2009, is a mashup of
crowdsourcing and broadcasting that allows listeners to vote on the songs
in astation's playlist and
inject that information
into the music scheduling software. LDR also
integrates with social networks like Facebook and
Twitter, adding information about what's going
on at a station or on its
playlist.

Vase..

Broadcasters seeking to
979thebeat
maximize their interaction
with listeners need to underPlaying Break Up by Mano Feat
stand trends in datacasting,
Gucci Mane
says Jim Roberts, product
manager of datacast systems
ZolIMMUM"
at Broadcast Electronics, who
Memeima
MildrAnm
speaks often about the topic
at conventions such as the
UMIgnbel
WM.»
upcoming NAB Show.
For instance, Roberts says
that many portable devices including mobile phones
have RDS chips installed, yet
these services are not yet supBOSTO N
ported in the device firmware.
Broadcasters should consider Top: With an API, astation's automation can
• ,,
,
,
T)t,
lobbying manufacturers to send now- playing events to Twitter.
activate this RDS capability,
he said, to open significant Right: Interactive billboards may be controlled
new opportunities.
by the group SA subset of RDS, or if they are
Datacasting also can be connected to the Internet, via XML files.
used with interactive billboards, which are becoming
Roberts also says new technologies
Stations using RDS for artist/title
more flexible communication platforms.
information may enhance their data
are tightening the links between the
A broadcaster can publish data to an
stream by adding generic or non-music
XML file read by the LCD billboard,
playlist on a station's automation sysinformation to the stream such as daytem and the Internet.
which is connected to the Internet. For
parted messages during sweepers, liners
the broadcaster the operation is much
Tune Genie for instance takes nowplaying data and does a real-time
and promos, Roberts continued. Text
like updating a Web site. The older
may be linked to audio, such as infordynamic lookup on the Web to display
method also works, sending information
mation on area concerts and tickets.
to abillboard in the group 5A subset of
song lyrics, artist bios and videos. One
News, weather, traffic, sports and EAS
application for this might be to have a
RDS, which is not displayed on RDS
information may be inserted into the
station's Web site display videos from
receivers. In this case, text-only data
YouTube for each artist as they played.
can be displayed on an LED sign within
Listener- Driven Radio, launched in
the billboard.
Maas ',par. On.
ale 99 .199....19.
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WORKBENCH
(continued from

Materials to Control Sound
and Eliminate NoiseTm

With asharp blade and aquick solder job, Steve swapped the ear bud element for the dead mic element and the
IFB was back in service in 10 minutes.
Since the AT808G is used exclusively
for IFB, the quality was equivalent, and
the fundraising campaign went on with
no more technical hitches.
Quick thinking Steve. Another
example of where engineering saves
the day.
Steve Callahan can be reached at
scallahan@wrni.org.

There's

Absorbers, Diffusers, Barriers and Vibration Control Materials
Web Site

www.acousticsfirstcom
Toll Free: 1-888-765-2900

page 56)

nothing like a new site,
I but don't let aconstruction project
cause you to forget about necessities.
You've noticed there is no fence in
Fig. 1; but did you also note that there
was no surge loop in the pipe connecting
the ATU to the tower?
And here's one that you may have
missed: no expansion loop in the radials,

RDS or HD stream, as well as contest
information.
Datacasting may also provide a station with sources of non-traditional revenue. High- impact ads may showcase a
single advertiser on aone-day schedule;
they are an excellent vehicle for one-day
sales or holiday events. Linked events
can be another source of revenue. Radio
text can be linked to acommercial, song
or any piece of audio.
To get the most out of datacasting, a station's sales force must educatate advertisers to the potential. Some
may not understand the technology, and
would benefit by seeing it, so sales
people may need to bring along portable
radios. Roberts says one group of businesses that seems to grasp the potential
for this medium is car dealers.

PUT ATAG ON IT
Tagging is an area of interest; it
involves alistener marking selected songs
for later purchase. It can be accomplished
both with analog FM and HD Radio,
working in conjunction with selected
iPods and Microsoft's Zune devices.
Roberts says he receives frequent questions from stations about tagging.
For analog FM, listeners hear songs
on the iPod Nano's built-in FM receiver.
Songs can be purchased after synching
with iTunes on aPC or Mac. This method requires stations to identify song and
station data via the Radio Text+ standard
of RDS. Some of these arrangements
allow revenue sharing for the station.
In HD Radio, the tagging process
involves datacasting in conjunction with
(continued on page 60)

where the ground radials attach to the
base of the tower strap, at lower right
foreground.
One would hope that the base would
be covered with landscaping fabric or heavy black plastic and a layer
of crushed stone. Weeds growing up
between closely space radials can cause
detachment when pulled.
Did you find more? Let me know.
E-mail your suggestions to johnbisset@
myfairpoint.net.
John Ramsey handles engineering for Marlin Broadcasting and other
contract clients. He can be reached at
jramsey@marlinbroadcasting.com.
John Bisset marked his 40th year in
broadcasting recently. He is international sales manager for Europe and
Southern Africa for Nautel and a past
recipient of the SBE's Educator of the
Year Award. Reach him at johnbissete
myfairpoint.net. Faxed submissions can
be sent to (603)472-4944.
Submissions for this column are
encouraged and qualify for SBE recertification credit.

THE OFFICIAL WHEATSTONE
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UN-TEASER NAB TEASER A
THIS YEAR AT NAB WE'RE INTRODUCING SOME REALLY COOL NEW STUFF.
SERIOUSLY COOL NEW STUFF. AND HONESTLY„ AT THE TIME THIS AD IS BEING PUT
TOGETHER WE'RE STILL TWEAKING IT. SO WHILE WE CAN'T SEW IT TO YOU YET,
WE HOPE YOU'LL BE FLOORED WHEN YOU DO SEE IT.
WE CAN SAY THAT IT WILL INCLUDE:

TWO NEW YORSIS PRODUCTS UM, MAYBE 3)
ANEW AUDIOARTS PRODUCT
A %MATSUI§ RADIO PROJECT
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Jesus, Take the VVheel

suitably equipped receivers. Listeners
RUM Na
"tag" a song they like by pressing a
TAYLOR SWIFT
.LAS VISAS
button on asupported HD Radio. An
attached iPod records this information. The next time the iPod, either
iPod
Classic
Out Last Night
3:53pm
(sixth generation)
or iPod
Nano
Left: Zune enables listeners to
.0,211
'
1
(third
generaCe '
purchase
songs via the Zune
tion) is synchro:et lid
marketplace
on Wi-Fi or via
nized to iTunes,
the Internet.
the tagged songs
are
displayed
Top: Tune Genie uses now
and can be purplaying data for dynamic lookup
123
chased
through
Dirty Laundry
on the Web of lyrics, concerts
the iTunes Store.
; Bittersweet
The Mating Game
and
artist bios.
Listeners who
hear songs on
music statistics and will tally the
Zune's
built-in
most popular artists played by a
FM receiver can
station. This can be a valuable
tag
them
and
tool for broadcasters, but Roberts
make purchases
cautions that astation may want to
through the Zune
delete this information on adaily
market place via
Wi-Fi. Songs can also be purchased on a
basis if they don't want competitors to
have access to it.
PC using the Zune software.
While many of these functions can
Roberts noted that an increasing number of stations are integrating with social
be homebrewed with APIs, commercial
products such as those from The Radio
networks such as Twitter, Facebook and
Last.fm. Broadcasters may use a prodExperience from Broadcast Electronics
are available. Another product from BE,
uct's Application Program Interface or
TRECast, allows talent to send text
API so its automation can send nowplaying events to Twitter. Twitter in turn
messages in real time to RDS, HD and
Twitter, and functions as a form of
can turn this into an RSS feed.
Stations also can use social networks
"instant messaging" for datacasting. It
may be used to announce contest winsuch as Twitter to implement homebrew
ners or insert special text messages durmethods of tagging that do not restrict
ing live segments.
listeners to specific hardware or propriA series of sessions at the NAB Show
etary technologies.
will explore "Radio Data Services." For
The Last.fm service, now owned by
details see page 30.
CBS, is a social network that creates
.

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

ADVERTISEMENT

Audio-Technica BPHS1
Broadcast Stereo Headset
Created especially for on-air news & sports
broadcasting, announcing & interviews, this
rugged stereo headset offers natural, highly
intelligible and focused vocal reproduction,
closed-back circumaural ear cups to seal out
background noise, and ahigh-output dynamic microphone mounted on aflexible gooseneck boom.The headset's microphone has a
cardioid polar pattern tailored for pickup of
speech with maximum voice intelligibility
over awide range of frequencies. The flexible gooseneck boom swivels
for easy positioning on either the right or left side.

wvvw.audio-technica.com
pro@atus.com •

330-686-2600

II MARKETPLACE
VOLTAGE REGULATION:

Furman Prestige Series P-3600 AR G is a3RU
power conditioner/true RMS voltage regulator that offers apower management solution that works
around the globe. It ensures
stable 120 V power delivery
from any input voltage source
between 100 V to 127 V or
208 V to 240 V. The unit provides connected 120 V equipment with stable voltage, power protection and AC line filtration, suitable for
use with 120 V gear when traveling to countries with 100 V, 220 V, 230 V, or
240 V services. wwvv.furmansound.com

NOISE REMOVAL:

I ,..oroete ,•

Noise
reduction in audio recordings can
be adark art. An inexpensive software packages is from iZotope.
Music & Speech Cleaner tips the
wallet scale at under $40. Function
buttons are labeled with duties
such as " Reduce Hum," " Reduce
Pops" and " Enhance Voice." These
have simple sliders for increasing or
decreasing the effect. A waveform
monitor allows for some control on
where to apply the various processZOt 0P.
es. Compatible with Windows (incl.
Windows 7) and Mac. www.emediamusic.com/msc.html

Tduce

reduce

enhance

le, NEW DIGS FOR
TELOS/OMNIA/AXIA
The Telos group of companies has anew home.
Cleveland- based Telos
Systems, Omnia Audio and
Axia Audio are in an expanded
headquarters that the company
says larger and more efficient
office and R&D space. It had
been leasing space nearby.
The headquarters occupies three floors of a
55,000- square-foot building at
1241 Superior Avenue East in
Cleveland. The manufacturer
says the facility provides more
individual work areas for staff
as well as amore streamlined
layout for its departments.
"Our new space provides
vastly improved work areas for
all of our divisions. Our support
engineering team now has better access to our 24/7/365 support crew," Managing Director
Denny Sanders stated.
"In our operations department, we have improved workplace tools to assist
our dealers with their interactivity with the company." The company offered
SBE Chapter 70 the use of its new demo space for its monthly meetings.
Phone contact info remains the same.
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ON THE PHONES: Denon DJ offers
the DN-HP500, shown, which are

HOTCOPY: Envision Radio Networks, acontent and services provider, added
anew tool to its SmartSite Systems called HotCopy, adatabase consisting of

"entry-level" headphones fea-

thousands of sample radio ad copy scripts and templates, covering some 300

turing 40 mm drivers with neo-

categories. Users can use and modify the scripts for use on their station. www.
smartsitesystems.com

dymium magnets. Impedance is 40
ohms with an expected frequency
response range of 10 Hz-28 kHz.
The ear cups swivel 90 degrees for

LOCKING USB:

tight storage. Price is around $ 69. The

connectors that rely on afriction fit, L-com
Global Connectivity introduced USB cables with

DN-S700 is atabletop DJ- style slot- load

To combat loose USB

CD player ( not shown). It will also play MP3

"latching" USB connectors; the cables are the

discs. MSRP is $ 499 though it is street pricing for
significantly less. vvww.denondj.com

CAUALAL and CAUALB. The male USB connector has a " Type A" spring- loaded latch that uses
side- mounted tabs on the connector tongue

DIGIGRAM, ENHANCED:

to extend inside the female USB shell. The tabs
Digigram has licensed the Enhanced apt-X

codec from developer APTX. The technology will be used in Digigram's
IQOYA line of IP codecs and integrated into its Visiblu networking system.

oor'

can be retracted by pressing on releases mounted on the sides of the exposed
part of the male L156 shell. Particularly useful in vibration environments like offroad vehicles and aircraft. www.1-com.com

Enhanced apt- X will be an option. www.digigram.com

IN YOUR FACE:

SOS:
The RME Fireface UC USB is a USB 2.0 device offering

USB, ADAT, S/PDIF and 1/4- inch analog I/O, along with word clock and MIDI
protocols. The front has dual XLR
48 V mic/line inputs along with dual
1/4- inch instrument/line inputs and
a headphone output and channel
gain control. Digital channels top
out at 192 kHz. Rackmountable and
Windows and Mac OS X compatible.
www.synthax.com.

Tossing another log onto the handheld recording

fire, Korg introduced the Sound on Sound ( SOS) digital
recorder. It records to microSD cards, with 16-bit/44.1 kHz
BWF file performance. Korg estimates it consumes 1GB per
100 minutes of record time. Musicians will like that it features 100 DSP effects, 50 rhythm patterns, looping function,
high-speed playback and onboard guitar, bass and chromatic
tuners. A touchscreen and jog-shuttle dial facilitate operation.
There is an onboard microphone and 1/4- inch instrument input,
1/8- inch external mic input and 1/8- inch stereo input. A headphone
output and speaker are included. Price: $400. www.korg.com
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The Show Behind the Show
Perhaps the Most Interesting Exh bit at NAB Is the City of Las Vegas Itself
BY JAMES G. WITHERS

THE CURSE OF MT.POTOSI
There is a mountain about 25 miles
southwest of town that is home to a
couple of FM transmitters and used
to be a microwave site for two of the
Las Vegas TV stations. It is called Mt.
Potosi, ( which the locals pronounce
POE-tuh-see).
I'm told that Potosi means " lead"
in Spanish and that the mountain got
that name because of the discovery of
the metal there, but do not be fooled;
Ibelieve it is really an obscure Indian
word that roughly translates to "The

Las Vegas is afascinating town. First
a wagon train layover, later a railroad
junction, it has morphed into a Mecca
for conventioneers, pleasure- seekers
and risk-takers from around the world.

FI RSTPERSON
Given its colorful past ( not to mention the present), it is not surprising that
the town has a unique character. So as
we once again pack our bags for the
annual pilgrimage to The Show, consider some tidbits about our host city
with which you can amaze and amuse
your seatmates on the flight out.

"
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e

BUGSY AND THE ROSE GARDEN
In the 1940s an L.A. bad guy named
Benjamin Siegel was sent here by the
mob to build adesert getaway for wiseguys and other West Coast types.
He built the Flamingo Hotel with
money collected from various shady
enterprises, and semi-retired to the desert. Vegas in those days was not the
glitz machine it is today; there were no
pirate ships, no spewing volcanoes, no
gondola rides. In fact, his was only the
second "real" hotel on the Strip, (the
first being the El Rancho).
The Strip itself was not even part
of Las Vegas back then. The actual
town was centered around Fremont and
Main Streets, the current bubble-topped
"Casino Center." The population was
only around 20,000 in 1947.
Bugsy, as he was called, had plenty
of time to take up a hobby. He chose
gardening. That pastime had a distinct
advantage for aguy with Bugsy's background, who could always use a few
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MEETINGS I EVENTS

Las Vegas history can be divided roughly into
chapters that include wagon trains, Rat Pack,
family entertainment and Sin City. Early Fremont
Street is shown above.
extra holes in the ground into which he
might occasionally throw things other
than flowers. Legend has it that some of
those plantings were nocturnal.
The rose garden was still beautiful
when Isaw it for the first time in 1969.
Even though it is gone now, it lasted
much longer than did the gardener.
After a conflict with a partner in
1947, Bugsy went back to L.A. for a
showdown, whereupon, not unlike his
prized roses, he was himself pruned,
apparently by one of the guys he should
have planted back at the Flamingo.
An early contradiction of the idea that
what happens in Vegas, stays in Vegas.
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2009, an event to place focus on climate
change.
So, what the Strike of a Thousand
Knives could not do, Al Gore accomplished. Iam amazed; Iwould've given
2-to- 1on the workers.
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GraceBroadcast.com
ATTENTION PROVIDERS: Promote your services to Radio World's readers.
For information on affordable advertising call David at 615-776-1359
or email dcarson@nbmedia.com.
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Las Vegas is the original 24 hour city.
The strip doesn't shut down. Nuclear
holocaust? That'll have to wait, I've
doubled down here.
The culinary workers went on strike
in 1984 and thought they would force
the casinos to close — who wants to
mess with several thousand guys carrying knives? — but even then the lights
stayed on and the cards were dealt. (The
buffet lines, however, suffered greatly;
no doubt several thousand head of beef
owed their lives to that strike, as the
hotels were forced to substitute lasagna
and brussel sprouts for prime rib.)
Since the first NAB convention in
Vegas in 1974, the lights on the strip
have been doused only once that Iknow
of: when 01' Blue Eyes died in 1998.
E‘en then the darkness was fleeting;
about 15 minutes is my recollection,
because after all, blackjack waits for
no man.
At least until recently. The city decided it should extinguish the lights on the
Strip — even the famous "Welcome to
Fabulous Las Vegas" sign at the extreme
south end of Las Vegas Boulevard —
for 60 minutes in honor of Earth Hour
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Mountain of Frigid Death" or maybe
"The Mountain of Scorched Death"
depending on the season.
Several people have, in fact, died
on the mountain; the most famous was
Carole Lombard, Clark Gable's wife.
Ms. Lombard was on amilitary goodwill
mission selling war bonds throughout
the Southwest when her C-47 airplane
took off one dark night, zigged when it
should have zagged, and crashed into
the mountain at about the 7,500-foot
level.
According to local lore, the airplane
itself was in such an inaccessible spot
that after all who had perished were
removed, the plane simply was dynamited and the pieces left, to be covered
up by time.
I myself have had more than one
close call on the mountain. In 1973, on
my way up to work on a microwave
system, a snow bank gave way and
my snowmobile went over the side.
I jumped and rolled into a stand of
scrub pines, crawled back up and finally
walked out, postholing up to my waist
every few feet, as Ibroke through the
crusted snow cover. Several hours and
(continued on page 64)
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AM Ground Systems Co.
www.amgroodsystems.com

1.877.766•2999

Physical AM Site
Services
ConNtruumn

Evaluation
Repair

MOM Modeling Prep:lotion

k

Sample, Feed & Control Lae Replacement & Repair
sersirst On Irelmokol and ( oostructio• Deeds of AM Broadcaster, for 25 Iran

•Complete facility design & integration services
•Custom wiring harnesses - we build, you install
•Turnkey systems - large & small
• Passionate, knowledgeable staff with over 150 years combined experience
•New & pre- owned equipment sales

(866) 386-4001

KK Broadcast Engineering

solutions@dre.cc

ADVANCED WATTCHMAN
'

MONITOR/ALARM .

•Dual po

ected

Analog/Digital Power Monitor
•Network Interface for Setup,
Monitoring, Alerts and Datalogging
•Audible, Visual and email Alerts
with Failsafe Operation
•Bright Fluorescent Display of
Forward and Reflected Power
•Two Year Limited Warranty
Series beauty is more

deep. A great llooking user
rface allows better control of all
parameters.
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DAYTON INDUSTRIALCORPORATION
2237 Industrial Blvd., Sarasota, FL 34234
Te.: ( 941) 351-4454 Email: sales@daytoninclustrial.com
Web Site: www.DaytonIndustrial.com
OUTSTANDING specifications and pricing on
professional quality receivers for EAS, monitoring
and translators. The AFC3 is athree receiver rack
mount that is configured to your EAS or monitoring
specific application. Each receiver has internal frequency selection ( PLL) switches, frontpanel controls and indicators, and rear panel connections.
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Your Low Cost Solution for Monitoring
Audio and EAS Receivers
EAS Received:2/1912009 7:26:12
+ Monitors 8 status channels,
3analog channels and 8relays
+ Expandable to 24 channels
+ Emails or text messages of alarms

Select three receivers from our FM or FM/SPA, NQAA
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Quality Receivers Designed and Manufactured in the USA since 1980
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+ Multiple Contacts fre :riarm with delays
between texts
+ Recieve adaily dead air report as apcIE by email
+
, Monday Morning EAS 1, rtfi .
rcport
+ Trigger audible alarms via signaling devices
+ Filters EAS alerts that can be emailed or
/ia • nr ,
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Price: Approximately 61300
(depending on receiver choice.

Weather, Public Service and/or AM Monitor/Receivers.
All receivers are PLL(synthesized) designs using the latest
state of the art components and are available as stand alone
receivers as well as in AFC3 combinations.
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+ Records RAS data (
transmitted and received)
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demo at www.TheStudioHawk.com
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VEGAS, BABY
(continued from page 62)

miles later, Ireached the Pioneer Bar in
Goodsprings, Nev., where Iquickly was
revived by afew cold beers and the heat
of its potbelly stove.
As an aside, on that stove sat alarge
chunk of something that looked like a
cross between pocked metal and dull
ore. The bartender claimed it was a
piece of the fused airframe from the
doomed C-47.
But for afew well-placed pine tlees,
there might also have been a smashed
snowmobile engine resting beside it to
commemorate my demise.
FAMILY AND CONVENTION DESTINATION
Until around 1975, there wasn't much
in Vegas except gambling. Nothing else
mattered.
There were the shows, of course, and
the 99 cent steak and eggs breakfasts (of
which Ihave had more than my share),
but the whole deal was set up to push
gambling, which paid for everything
else. Junkets, high-rollers, the Rat Pack
groupies and even Ma and Pa from
Dubuque all came to roll the dice and
take in an R-rated revue, about which
they could titillate their friends when
they got back home.
This is still true, of course, but as

The famous Landmark is demolished in 1995.
the town grew up, it added all sorts of
peripheral attractions. This seemed to
start with aplace called Circus Circus.
When built around 1968, it was astandalone casino — no hotel attached —
and sat unfinished and empty for over
a year. Apparently no one at the time
could get their arms around the idea of
serious gamblers dropping a couple of
grand on atable directly beneath some
trapeze guy swinging through the air

with aflaming sword in his mouth.
Monkeys, clowns, jugglers, highwire
performers, it was (and still is) all there
in the faux circus tent just down Riviera
Boulevard from the Convention Center,

complete now with a thousand room
hotel and an RV park.
Eventually, this idea of "family entertainment" caught on, and Las
Vegas entered its era of roller coasters,
canal rides, animatronic displays and of
course, the pirate show and the volcano.
In recent years the feel has shifted again
as promoters play on the " Sin City"
reputation more blatantly.
Through it all, the convention business has cycled along with the economy;
and here we are again, packing up to
head to the NAB.
Why Vegas? Simply because there
is no other town in the world that can
attract, transport, house, entertain, feed
and finally send back home ( minus a
few hundred bucks left at the tables), the
6+million conventioneers who attend
one of the 23,000 conventions each
year. The Rose Garden is long gone —
replaced by awaterpark, of all things —
but Vegas rolls on and on. Bugsy would
be astounded.
Numerous online resources offer
detailed histories of Las Vegas, including
www.lvol.comilvolegthist/lvhist.html.

WHO'SBUYINGWHAT
Russ
Berger Design
Group
designed a facility for the University
of Nevada Las Vegas. It is home to the
Greenspun College of Urban Affairs.
RBDG designed the 28,000-squarefoot, digital, high-definition broadcast facility to include two television
studios, three radio production and
performance studios, video and audio

by acanopy of photovoltaic panels to
generate energy ( shown below). ...
Wheatstone said Atlantic Broadcasters Ltd./CJFX(FM) installed a
Wheatnet IP audio network including
two E6 control surfaces, four 1P-88a
Analog Blades, six A0iP Drivers for
sound card replacement on iMediaTouch PCs, Navigator system configuration software, Vorsis FM-5 and
two Vorsis VP-8 processors, sold
through Ron Paley Broadcast.
The operations manager is Barry

Radio World Engineering Extra, the radio industry's top e (
resource for credible, high-tech

engineering information, has

gone high-teilitself! Subscribers can now choose to receive
their issues in a digital format, delivered
right to their desktop. The digital edition
contains all the same great articles of the
printed edition, with bonus live web links

I

and rich media content.To start receiving

\

your

digital

edition

of

Radio World

Engineering Extra, fill out the form at
http://www.myrweemag.com.
UPGRAD

production control, editing bays,
post-production suite and abroadcast newsroom, organized around
an equipment hub of servers and
broadcast gear. The facility houses
UNLV TV, the campus cable station
and KUNV(FM). Radio studios have
Axia consoles and ENCO Systems
automation.
Instructional environments include
labs for writing, nonlinear editing and
convergent media. The complex has
a 200-seat auditorium for production
and presentations. Greenspun Hall
was designed by Robert A.M. Stern
Architects with HKS Architects. One
of the features is an outdoor plaza
above the ground- level studios covered

MacKinnon, the consultant was Chad
Jackson. They're using the VMI
PC-based control surface, which eliminates need for ahardware surface. The
system was installed by Ted Clarke of
TRC Systems using a Cisco Catalyst
Gigabit Ethernet switch. ...
Digigram said HRT, national
public broadcaster of the Republic of
Croatia, used the Version 1.0 IQOYA
V*MOTE audio-over-IP codec with
SIP software at the Winter Olympic
Games.
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'RP Leash' to Solve HD Interference?
Author Says the Technology Also Could Benefit Cellular and Wi-Fi
BY DR. MEAD CITRON

Broadcast station spacing and transmitted power levels are based on maximizing coverage to the community of
license while minimizing interference
to other stations outside of the service
contour.
The introduction of digital service
to both television and radio has given
rise to amodern in-depth study of both
the coverage and interference aspects
for RF propagation. For FM radio, the
interference issues are more acute since
the current implementation of digital
radio broadcast actually employs firstadjacent-channel spectrum.
To restate the problem: How do you
transmit sufficient power to provide
adequate reception within your market
while limiting the interference that is
caused to stations ( such as the firstadjacent stations) just outside of your
market?
This problem has had no perfect solution, and in fact many broadcasters seem
content to allow the interference as a
necessary evil. However, anew technology — in fact, it seems a new physics
— promises to provide adeterministic
solution to this problem.
CLEARLY DEFINES COVERAGE BOUNDARY
A recent discovery of the magtron,
the missing magnetic particle that has
eluded scientists for centuries, has
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Modified Maxwell equations for
magtron flux density
real breakthrough came when it was
found that the magtrons repel only at
quantum spin rates and that the spin
rate diminishes over time. This means
that the spin rate can be set higher
than aquantum repellant level, and the
disintegration of the Poynting vector
will occur at a later time defined in
addition by the spin rate deceleration.
It turns out that the spin rates can
be set to slow to the level of repellant
after a time of up to a millisecond,
which is more than sufficient for a
transmitted signal to reach the borders
of acoverage area.
The technology, which has been
dubbed RF Leash, provides the capability to define how far the radiated

behaves randomly. Since millions of
these particle make up a typical RF
radiation stream, the combined effect
is to null the energy being radiated. An
implementation of this technology has
been developed in the lab in the form
of an RF Leash antenna.
The box shows the differential
form of Maxwell's equations modified to include the magtron magnetic
particle flux density, pm.
STILL IN RESEARCH
The application of this technology
is not perfect. When one reaches the
point in space where the radiation
from the RF Leash antenna changes from propagation to disintegration, there is aconversion to thermal
radiation with an associated localized
warming. Too much thermal radiation
may result in the possibility of injury
to birds, animals and humans. There
is additional concern that an increased
impact on global warming will result
if this technology is deployed widely.
In related research, an article in the
November 2009 issue of Scientific
American discusses the existence of a
magnetic monopole with experiments
by French and German scientists. It
was found that an increase in temperature led to head-to-tail flips of
these monopoles. This result seems

prompted areformulation to the original Maxwell's equations.
For example, we all know that if we
take the surface integral over aclosed
surface of the vector cross product
of the time varying electric field and
the surface normal vector, we will get
the electric charge contained in that
closed surface. Since Maxwell didn't
know of the existence of the magtron,
his original formula was del dot B =
zero. Now, all this has changed with
the finding that the magnetic particle,
the magtron, actual exists.
It was found by the researchers
that by imparting opposite spin polarity to alternate magtrons in a signal
emission, the magtrons repel and are
ejected from the Poynting vector. The

signal propagates.
Instead of a continual degradation
in signal strength as would typically
be governed by distance squared losses as well as terrain and atmospheric
losses, anew mode of propagation is
now possible that modifies the typical
Poynting vector.
A newly discovered particle, the
magtron, interacts with the photon
much like a gyroscope, which maintains a stable transmission path in a
direction normal to the plane of the
rotating electric and magnetic vectors.
The magtron is the glue that maintains
this quadrature relationahip. It has been
shown in lab tests that if the magtron is
removed, the quadrature relationship
falls apart, and the photon propagation

HOW TO
SEND A LETTER TO THE EDITOR:
E-mail radioworld@nbmedia.com with
"Letter to the Editor" in the subject field.
Please include issue date.
CHANGE YOUR MAILING ADDRESS:
Visit radioworld.com, click on the
subscription button and follow instructions

to change asubscription address.
CONTRIBUTE FREELANCE ARTICLES:
E-mail radioworld@nbmedia.com and
request our Writer's Guidelines.
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The technology, dubbed RF Leash, provides
the capability to define how far the radiated
signal propagates.

to be related to the thermal radiation
phenomena found by the RF Leash
researches, but the full implication is
not yet known.
While this has been afairly technical review of ongoing research, the
reason we bring it to you is that it
might lead to a broadcast antenna
product that allows the broadcaster
to select the distance of radiation,
as which point the radiation stops.
This will completely eliminate interference beyond the coverage area and
will eliminate the problems currently
being debated surrounding digital
radio power increases.
Dr. Mead Citron also wrote the
article " Researchers Propose Energy
Harvesting" in the April I, 2009 issue
of Radio World.
Comment on this or any story.
Write to radioworld@nbmedia.com.

Radio World is the trade magazine that keeps me
informed about the technical and engineering aspects
of the industry.
Heberto Limas-Villers
President
KNRV(AM), Denver
KNUV(AM), Phoenix
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BROADCAST E
I
UIPMENT EXCHANGE
BUY - SELL - TRADE

temperature announce, do unattended remote events and more.
Call (406) 679-0527 or email
krws@digitaldevelopment.net
for acopy today.

Your # 1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment

COMPLETE FACILITIES

BAY COUNTRY BROADCAST EQUIPMENT

View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.
7117 Olivia Rd., Baltimore MD 21220
Toll Free: 877-722-1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@bayrountiy.com

ACOUSTICS

AcousticsFirst
888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination

www.acousticsfirst.com

AIR TIME
FOR LEASE

AUDIO PROCESSING
(INCLUDES ON- AIR)

Block Time for Lease
Contact: young@kwons.org

ANTENNAS/TOWERS
e

WANT TO SELL
FCC COMPLIANCE

TOWER SIGNS
AM & FM

Tower Signs

ASR-Tower Registration
Standard & Custom signs
Guy Me Protectors - Ant. Tags

ANTENNA ID PRODUCTS
antennalD@msn.com
Free Catalog
610-458-8418
www.antennalD.com

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALS-

SCMS, Inc. (800) 438 -6040
You Know We Know Radio"

WANT TO BUY
Teletronix LA-2A's,
UREI
LA-3A's & LA- 4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
& any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM CST
-214 738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT

NY City AM, FM Radio

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

CONSOLES/MIXERS/
ROUTERS
WANT TO BUY
ADM ( audio designs and
manufacturing) 70s era consoles and parts. Al @ agrunwel@twcny.rr.com.
MICROPHONES/

WANT TO SELL

HEADPHONES/

It's free and it has been
expanded. The only cost is
to keep us informed as to
how the system is performing and let us know how
you are using it. DIY- DJ, is a
Linux based radio automation
system and now sports arecord
scheduler ( DIY- DJ- RECORDER)
which allows you to schedule
the recording of a network or
any other program for replay
later as well as abasic logging
system. Beside these additions
the system schedules music,
does voice tracking (ALWAYS
hit the vocal), create a shell,
live assist, exact time events,
join satellite feeds, automated

SPEAKERS/AMPS
WANT TO BUY
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any
other RCA ribbon mics, on- air
lights, call after 3PM CST, 214
738-7873 or sixtiesradio@
yahoo.com
MISCELLANEOUS
WANT TO SELL
ROTRON BLOWERS AND PLATE
BLOCKERS, new & rebuilt for Ekom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin. Goodrich
Ent. 11435 Manderson St. Omaha,
NE 68164 402-493-1886 Email:

CGoodrich@tconl.corn

WANT TO BUY
Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter,
microphone,
mixing
consoles,
amplifiers, mic preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working
or not, working transformers ( UTC Western Electric),
Fairchild, Western Electric,
Langevin,
RCA,
Gates,
Urei, Altec, Pultec, Collins.
Cash - pick up 773-339-9035
Looking
for
serviceable
Potomac FIM-21 and FIM41 meters. Please contact
with details. Richard Biby,
P.E. rich@biby.net or 540338-4363.
2" plastic " spot" reels 6.5
or 8" diameter, as used for
quad video. Wayne, Audio
Village, 760-320-0728 or
audiovIg@gte.net.
Equipment Wanted: obsolete, or out of service broadcast recording gear, amplifiers,
preamps, outboard, radio or
mixing consoles, microphones,
etc. Large lots acceptable.
Pickup or shipping can be discussed. 443-854-0725 or ajkivi@gmail.com.
I'm looking for San Francisco
radio recordings from the
1920's through the 1980's.
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live band
remotes, etc. Stations like
KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB, KDIA,
KWBR, KSFX, KOBY, KCBS,
KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA, etc, I
will pay for copies... Feel free to
call me at 925-284-5428 or you
can email me at ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
Looking for a broadcast
excerpt of a SanFrancisco

POSITIONS WANTED
Artistic, hard-working, eager All- aroundtalent. Adobe 3.0 & Serato proficient; copywriting for commercials, news, and promos. Master
of turntabilizm, blend- mixing, back- spinning &
scratchin„ Gusiabm 347-601-1047 or djmrrippu@msn.com.

Female broadcaster with Radio/Television
Experience. Very computer savvy. Good copywriting/editing abilities. Catches on quickly.
Friendly, with effective communication skills.
Shontal, 214-270-6671 or shontaledwards@
yahoo.com.

Contender — On-air/Sports, with strong opinions. Energetic, and social. Very creative. Strong
show prep. Good digital skills. Trustworthy and
dedicated. Robert, 817-902-1360; coachrob82@
yahoo.com.

Genuine. Quick witted, flexible, great
communication skills/leadership ability.
Musically inclined/sports knowledge. Computer
literate. Takes pride in work, strives to be the
best. Jason, 214-546-2136 or jasonkthompson@
gmail.com.

Are you a small market station needing a good nuts & bolts engineer to the
Los Angeles area?
Iwill make your station
shine! CET, fully FCC Licensed. Available for Full/
Part-time/Contract work. Available immediately.
Mitchell Rakoff, 917-324-8466 mitchellrakoff@
yahoo.com.

Good On-Air presence, or behind scenes
support positions, plus Creative Copywriting
abilities. Catches on quickly. Enthusiastic team
player. Industrious, determined, extremely
dependable. Torress, 817-902-7715 or tc
crowder@yahoo.com.

Giant's taped off of KSFO
radio from 1959, interviews
with Willie Mays, Dusty Rhodes
& some play by play excerpts,
also features a homerun by
Willie Mays and Felipe Alou
stealing second base, running
time is 18:02, also looking for SF
Giants games and/or highlights
from 1958-1978 also taped off
KSFO Radio. Ron, 925-284-5428
or ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KFRC signoff
radio broadcast from 1930
Andy Potter, running time is
0:22 & also the KLX kitchen
the program guest is Susanne
Caygill, a discussion of women's affairs with along promotion for Caygill's appearance
at a local store. Anne Truax,
Susanne Caygill, running time
is 13:44. Ron, 925-284-5428 or
email ronwtamm@yahoo.com.
Looking for KTIM FM radio
shows from 1981-1984 if
possible unscoped. R Tamm,
925-284-5428 or ronwtamm@
yahoo.com.
RECORDING &
PLAYBACK HARDWARE
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial LPs.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50 s. Bill Cook, 719687-6357.
Standard Short-tune series.
Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.

.zamewoRLD
Equipment Exchange

REMOTE & MICROWAVE

WE RENT FOR LESS
Blueboxes
Zephyrs

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps

POTS Codecs STL's
RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment
If we don't have it, we will get it!
SCMS, INC. 1800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio"

STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
10 kw daytimer on 1070am
in Tallahassee. Excellent
equipment and signal. Harris
DX- 10 and Harris Gates Two
for backup. $ 395,000.00 cash
price, plus $ 1,000.00 monthly lease ( pays for tower and
power bill) Possible translator available for nighttime
signal. Call Scott Beigle 850
201-1070 or email scott@
faithradio.us.
AM Station in Rome, NY,
$100K,
FM
xlators
in
Jacksonville, NC, Taylorsville,
IL, Hopkinsville, KY. mraley@
bbnmedia.org.
TAX DEDUCTIBLE
EQUIPMENT
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer, Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking for
Mics, Mixers, field equipment,
etc. You name it. Email: D.3n@
WIECradio.org.

Fog

Enthusiastic, friendly and outgoing persona,
with good on-air presence. Notable show prep/
copywriting. Able to relate to listening audience.
Reliable, team player. Cerone, 972-821-6875;
cerronb05@yahoo.com.
Good on-air presence and digital abilities.
Enthusiastic, jovial, and dedicated. Organized
and knowledgeable show prep. Modeling/acting
experience to boot! (Without the drama!) Steve,
469-835-2040 or cjfd128@yahoo.com.
Good production voice, and announcing
skills. Strong creative writing and copy ability. Musically inclined. Honest and dependable.
Handled PR/negotiated contracts for bands.
Samuel, 817-253-7608 or Ilymbass@yahoo.com.
Strong announcer abilities, or behind scenes
support positions programming/sports. Good
copywriting talent, plus digital and production

skills. Organized and reliable. Quincy, 972-31D6862; gbrown101@yahoo.com.
Strong production/audio editing skills.
Notable show prep abilities. Efficient creative
copywriter. Extremely computer savvy. Good ()lair, and interaction with listener. Pablo Jaramillo,
817-903-9273 or Pablo.d.jaramillo@gmail.corr.
Good on-air, and new delivery. Strong organizational and show prep skills. Dependable.
Versatile, open-minded, creative, outgoing, caring and catches on quickly. Tyler, 817-673-1045
or rscurlock35@hotmail.com.
Extremely knowledgeable and articulate
racing writer/talk show host Adam Amick
is available for shows, correspondent, features,
etc. Check out www.bleacherreport.com
for
samples. Call 214-384-5812 or email: adame
rubbinsracingshow.com.
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HELP WANTED

JOB TITLE: Radio Broadcast Technician — Maintenance ( BBG-10-005)
LOCATION: Washington, oc

Cumulus Radio in Indianapolis ( WFMS/WJJK/i94) is looking for aChief Engineer

The Voice of America is seeking afull-time Radio Broadcast Maintenance Technician (RBT) to loin our Radio
Maintenance Service team in supporting radio broadcast facilities and other multi- media systems at VOA
Headquarters in Washington, D. C.
MAJOR DUTIES
•Troubleshoot, diagnose, repair, and perform preventative maintenance on all technical equipment in
studio and production facilities, including portable
audio and video multi- media devices.
•Install, construct, and provide design assistance, for
new broadcast engineering projects or to upgrade
existing broadcast systems and equipment.
•Prepare and process equipment and materials, and
evaluate relevant equipment and tools for Radio
Maintenance Service use.

Radio Station Chief Engineer

to join our team. The Chief Engineer will be responsible for the technical and legal
operation of the stations as well as be responsible for the company's assets.

This

is afirst class operation with state of the art equipment and we are looking for the
QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED:
Applicants must have technical experience in profes
sional radio, television, and/or multi- media systems
that clearly demonstrates the ability to troubleshoot
and repair broadcast related equipment, including
portable audio and video multi- media devices. The
experience must have been progressively responsible
and must clearly demonstrate the applicant's competence in troubleshooting and maintaining adiverse
range of broadcast related equipment manufactured
by awide range of vendors in the broadcast industry.

•Preparation and timely delivery of required status
information and reports including complete maintenance and operation logs, and documents.
Details about this position and how to apply can be found at:
http://jobview.usajobs.gov/GetJob.aspx?JoblD=85469772
If you have questions regarding this position (Radio Broadcast
Technician — Maintenance announcement ( BBG-1 0-005)
please contact: Leslie Brown (202) 382-7500

right individual to manage and maintain the facility.
Candidate should have aminimum of 3-5 years solid broadcast experience and
hold aGeneral Class FCC License or an equivalent certification. High power RF
transmitter experience is amust. Strong experience with Information Technology
infrastructures, computer networks and audio playback systems is required. Valid
drivers license with clear driving record is required. SBE certification aplus.
Must be available for after-hours emergency or routine maintenance as the need arises.
If you fit these criteria and want to work for awinning team please send your resume to

You can mail or hand deliver
your application materials to
the address below:
International Broadcasting Bureau
ATTN Office of Personnel
330 Independence Ave., SW,
Rm. 1543
Washington, DC 20237

indyengineering@cumulus.com
Cumulus Broadcasting Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer that offers acompetitive
compensation structure that includes full benefits.

SPACE IS AVAILABLE - Call 212-378-0400 x511
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READER'SFORUM
ANOTHER FINE MESS
When we bought our new transmitter
only a few years ago, we were assured
that it had adequate power to take us into
an all-digital era of radio transmission.
No one lied or deceived us, our transmitter can do that. But it does not have
the headroom to broadcast analog FM
and — 10 dB IBOC. Unless we get anew
transmitter at considerable expense we
will be stuck at — 14 dB.
Of course all these problems, including the possibility of digital interference
with our own analog signal, would go
away if we were simply mandated to
move to an all-digital mode. Ithink it
has been demonstrated that the existing
receiver stock could be replaced at reasonable cost and that the added transmission capacity could be used by parties
wanting to enter the broadcast market
with audio or other services.
The hybrid compromise is not working. The scenarios whereby pure market
forces we evolve into an all-digital transmission mode evolutionary are fantasy.
We are stuck with flawed compromises
that may even doom IBOC.
As for the leadership in the radio
industry that got us to where we are
today, Ifeel like saying, "That's another
fine mess you've got us into 011ie."
Tom Ammons
WQED(FM)
Pittsburgh

THE WRONG
DASHBOARD PLAN
To Bob Struble, regarding your commentary "The Race for the Dashboard Is
On" (Jan. 1):
Agreed that there's alot going on in
cars and trucks nowdays (OK, some of
that we can't talk about here), but watching TV isn't what the vast majority of
drivers are doing.
That's because most cars are inhabited
only by a single driver, and there are
even laws around here that make watching video illegal for the driver. Radio
works in cars because you can enjoy
sound and not be unduly distracted.
We've learned that most of this new
technology you tout is adangerous distraction to a driver, who is usually the
only occupant of the vehicle.
The other issue I have
is that you totally
dismiss web radio:
you don't even mention it, except to predict
"mobile Internet conne.
tivity."

The future of the development of what
we now call radio is the Internet because
of the bottleneck that OTA radio ownership/programming represents. The only
reason anyone would buy an HD-capable
radio is access to additional programming; but corporate radio gives us
"repurposed" programming from other
streams as its HD2 and HD3 content.
They still refuse to experiment with new
content.
Once web radio with all its problems
and limitations hits dashboards as appliances, radio, HD or analog, will never
be the same. That's the dashboard war
we should be getting ready for; but since
"we" are mostly owned by corporations
that have no use for anything they can't
control, most of "we" will be left behind
like we were in the ' 60s when Grace
Slick suddenly boomed out of early FM
radio speakers.
Those of us who have never been part
of corporate anything can hardly wait for
that day.
Gary O. Keener
Keener Technical Services
San Antonio

A VOTE OF NO SUPPORT
I have, since 1957, attended every
NAB convention.
My absence from this convention is
an expression of "non-support" for the
HD Radio system promoted by the NAB,
iBiquity, CBS and several of the large
radio groups.
You must be aware that the IBOC
system promoted by NAB has not been
supported by a number of international
broadcast organizations. Iam ashamed
to be associated with the NAB in their
promotion of this inferior system.
Iam sure that the "IBOC emphasis"
has reduced international and exhibitor
attendance.
Bernard Wise
President
Energy-Onix Broadcast Equipment Co.
Valatie, N.Y.
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OPINION

Radio 2010: Challenges ... and the Solutions
BY KEVIN SHEA
The author is managing director of
Loughlin Meghji + Company, a bankruptcy and restructuring advisory firm.
The year 2009 was an inauspicious one
for local television broadcasters, marked
by several high-profile bankruptcies and
other out-of-court restructurings. Ion
Media, New Vision, Young Broadcasting,
Equity Media, Pappas Telecasting and
Freedom Communications all spent the
better part of 2009 in bankruptcy court.
Other broadcasters are still due for a

ICOMMENTARY
restructuring (either in-court or out-ofcourt).
Bankruptcy court may well be even
more crowded in 2010. Research conducted by Loughlin Meghji + Company
over the past two years, coupled with
our deep involvement in the radio and
television industry, indicates that 2010
will be the bankruptcy/restructuring
year for radio broadcasters.
It was not surprising to the LM+Co
team when, at the end of 2009, both
Citadel and NextMedia filed for bankruptcy protection — not because of the
rumors swirling around the industry
since mid-2009, but because the industry as awhole has been hurtling toward
insolvency since the onset of the advertising recession in 2007.
That said, at some point advertising
spending must rise again; however, it is
doubtful that a rebound in advertising
spending will be the panacea for the
radio industry.
AD RECESSION AND CASH FLOW
There are two separate events that
have ushered the radio industry to its
current, economically unstable state:
first, the ongoing advertising recession
and its devastating effect on cash flows;
and second, an excess of available
advertising airtime.
Total advertising revenues for radio
broadcasters will have fallen approximately 20 percent between 2007 and
2009 and are expected to drop by a
total of 27 percent over the four-year
period ending 2011, according to Zenith
Optimedia. In 2009 alone, radio advertising revenue is projected to decline 14
percent, which translates into $2.7 billion less revenue for the industry.
The radio broadcasting industry is
characterized by high fixed costs. While
this is a very attractive economic characteristic in a rising revenue environment, it is equally or more economically unattractive in a falling revenue
environment. LM+Co research reveals

that approximately 78 percent of aradio
operator's costs are fixed ( at least in the
near term). This means that for each dollar of revenue lost, a broadcaster loses
about 78 cents of cash flow — absent
cost-cutting measures.
Radio station managers, CEOs and
owners have not been
sitting idly by over the
past two years. Very
much the contrary —
they have been actively
cutting operating costs
and capital expenditures;
but in a high fixed-cost
business, it is impossible
to save one's way to solvency.
Most managers with
whom we've spoken
over the past year now
feel that further cost-cutting will only harm the
local feel of the radio franchises, which
is arecipe for value destruction.
'
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Abankruptcy and
restructuring advisor
says radio must stabilize
its unit pricing.

It is doubtful that core radio revenues
will improve in 2010 (ex political advertising) as the domestic economy struggles to regain its footing. In addition, the
historically strongest radio advertisers
— automotive, financial services and
entertainment/ dining — remain deeply
challenged.
It was refreshing to hear Mary Quass,
president and CEO of NRG Media,
opine at the Dickstein Shapiro panel
at the fall NAB Radio Show that the
industry is suffering from an excess of
advertising capacity.
Our research, based on traffic system data, shows that radio stations are
selling between 40 percent and 60 percent of available advertising time with
the remainder of the time allocated to
sales incentive airtime for bundled pricing, internal promotions, public service
announcements, barter, charitable contributions, etc. This "sell through" figure has been fairly stable over the past
two to three years in the middle-market
stations we evaluated.
On astand-alone basis, astable rate

of advertising inventory sell-through
is good news. In reality, viewed in an
industry context, the data reveals that
the industry is gripped in anonsensical
— and apparently unstoppable — price
war.
Seasonally adjusted, real pricing
for radio advertising
has fallen by 20 percent to 30 percent over
the past two years. The
impact of price deterioration is exacerbated by
increased competition
from, for instance, TV
and the Internet. This
revenue- per- minute
deterioration is ongoing, and getting worse
in some markets.
Radio broadcasters
have tried to fight back
through price competition. In virtually every radio market.
excess inventory is leading competitors to lower pricing. Radio operators
making pricing decisions based on the
actions of their competitors, not on their
own seasoned business judgment.
But that's not proven to be a winning strategy. This response, meant to
preserve existing inventory sell-through
rates (problematic as they are), only
worsens abad situation.
STABILIZATION
So what is the outlook for radio
broadcasting in 2010?
Whether radio advertising spending
will be up, down or flat in 2010 is not
the issue. The advertising recession has
already deflated industry cash flows.
inflated leverage ratios and left many
highly regarded station owners, operators and general managers with more
than their share of sleepless nights in
2009. More are to follow in 2010 ...
unless new strategies are pursued.
The key solution to an industry turnaround is breaking the deflationary
price-war cycle. If the war doesn't end
soon, local radio will continue to disappear, leaving only jukebox formats.
This will create another step-down in
value and, therefore, pricing power as
well. Sooner or later, as this course is
pursued, interest expense will exceed
cash flow ... and more bankruptcies and
restructurings will follow.
The most effective course of action
is to draw a line in the sand and stabilize unit pricing. Other solutions could
include inventory reduction, either by
reducing advertising slots or taking nonperforming stations dark.
Will radio operators have the courage
to pursue these solutions? Only time
will tell.
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Comrex BRICLink
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FINALLY...FAILSAFE
NETWORKED
A
WHEATSTONE E-SERIES WHEATNET-IP ARE YOUR BEST CHOICE BY A
LONG SHOT.
When it comes to networking your facilities, there's
only one best choice. Wheatstone. For years, we've
been the network/contol surface choice of top
broadcasters. And with good reason - we care.
Wheatstone's Audio-Osier-1P product is the best in
the business. Here's why:
1. WheatNet-IP is easiest for a station to
implement and configure. It 'is, hands down,the
easiest in the industry No need for Wheatstone to
provide factory on-site assistance unless you really
WANT us there. The manual and app notes will have
you up, running and stable in less time than any otner
system.
2. WheatNet-IP is a natural for large facility
multi- station networking (and for smaller
facilities too!). It uses tue ILiivIPleatures ut
Ethernet Layer 3switches to identify amulticast
packet, see which pois are requesting that packet,
and send it only to those ports. Traffic control is
maintnined and system bandwidth is optimized.
3. Redundancy is critical. \ typical WheatNet-IP
installation has multiple levels of redundancy. Each
BLADE holds the complete map of the entire system
within its onboard memory - we call it distrbuted

intelligence - asystem with 50 BLADEs has 49
backups with failover in the event of afailure. Cisco
Stackwise technology provides redundancy in the
central core TOC switch. AWheatNet-IP/E-Series
console studio complex can stand alone, even if the
TOC goes down, with backup analog or digital
program audio feeding aback end router
independent of the core Gigabit infrastructure.
4. Modular is better. Why would you want to
combine your switch, mix engine and VO into one
box? Beats us. With WheatNet-IP, you install only
what you need, where you need it. We believe in
not overselling.
5. Manufacturing quality is very important.
Wheatstoi le is proud to I
lave tile best trauK record in
the business for build-quality, reliability and intelligent
functionality. With far more up-and- running installations than anyone else, this is where we really shine.
An investment in WheatNet-IP and E-Series control
surfaces today will reward you with afuture-proof,
failsafe networking/control environment that's
infinitely updatable and in for the long run.

6. WheatNet-IP has an advantage.
Take alook at your entire environment. Wheatstone
is aperfect partner because we are always there,
always innovating. Built into every WheatNet-IP
BLADE are features others just didn't think of - handy
utility mixers, silence detection, crosspoint routing
control, headphone monitoring of any source, lots of
logic GPIO, and comprehensive metering of audio
I/O, not just signal-presence indicators. And, in the
hugely unlikely event that aBLADE needs to be
replaced, you just plug in anew one and enter the
BLADE number. That's it.
7. Wheatstone is local. ,
VheatNet-IP and the
L- Series, lust like ALL WI leatstone products, are
designed, engineered and built from start to finish
in our New Bern NC USA facility. Everyone who
works on our products is 100% knowledgeable and
immediately available. You can relax - as with the
famous insurance company, you AIRE in gooc hands.
With WheatNet-IP, we think we've done our homework. In fact, we know we have. And we're happy to
say that we've got the best product on the market.
To learn more, and there's aLOT more, get us on the
phone or visit us on the web. We'll be happy :omeet
with you and get you everything you need.

AudioMetworking—Simply Evolved
phone 1.252.638-7000 I
www.wheatstone.com Isales@wheatstone.com

